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ABSTRACT

This thesis records an attempt to evolve and test a direc

torial philosophy for original play production. Chapter I examines 

the few references found combining the arts of directing and play- 

writing in original play production, and Chapter II states the 

evolved directorial philosophy.

Chapter III includes an analysis of the test play The Planter 

May Weep, and interviews with its playwright, Norman J. Redder,

Chapter IV is a detailed Rehearsal Log os script revisions, tech

nical aspects of production, and the rehearsal period. The Prompt 

Book, including annotated script changes and blocking, is entitled 

Chapter V,

Chapter VI presents the evaluation of the production, Chapter 

VII ends the thesis with the conclusions concerning the workability of 

the directorial philosophy.



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

One of the most neglected areas of theatre research is encoun

tered in the field of original play, production. While there are 

numerous books relating to both playwriting and directing, few sources 

combine the two arts. Most texts on playwriting end with a chapter on 

"How to Sell Your Play," Directing sources discuss established plays—  

most use only standard classics as examples. When references are made 

to the original play, they are short (one or two paragraphs in a lengthy 

textbook), and offer little information as to procedure except to state 

that originals may need rewriting during rehearsals. Although it is 

suspected that many of the original productions presented on Broadway 

necessarily underwent changes during rehearsal and out-of-town tryout 

periods, and that these professionals must have evolved some workable 

system, this information has not been related to the student of drama. 

There are, however, three exceptions: About Those Roses, Frank D,

Gilroy; The Seesaw log, William Gibson; Cat On A Hot Tin Roof, Tennessee 

Williams, These are all presented from the playwright?s, not the 

director’s, point of view, and provide three conflicting attitudes.

These sources will be discussed presently.

Directing an original differs in procedure from directing an 

established play in several ways.
a) There may be a need for revisions or total rewrites,

b) There are no critical sources on the play.



c) There are no critical sources on previous productions 
of the play»

d) There may be few sources on the background of the 
playwright.

In addition, when all normal avenues of research are missing9 and the 

director is also faced with a play that may not have reached artistic 

maturity5 the customary rehearsal procedure must undergo a drastic 

changeo This is particularly true when the original must be presented 

without benefit of out-of-town tryouts.

The director?s role in producing an original play, especially 

if the playwright is present, can be a sensitive one,

a) Should the director and playwright produce the show 
jointly?

b) Should the director or the playwright make the ultimate 
decisions?

c) Should the playwright discuss interpretation with the 
actors?

d) Should the playwright be present at rehearsals at all?

e) Should the playwright be asked for rewrites? When?
How many?

In addition, there are questions concerning the actor-playwright 

relationship during the rehearsal period,

a) How should rewrites be presented?

b). Should the actors be consulted as to the script?s
weaknesses?

c) What should the actor-playwright relationship be?

Many answers to these questions are found in reference books. Most 

of them, however, appear to be either contradictory or incomplete. The 

major areas covered are those of rewriting and the director?s role.



Many problems would be solved for the non-professional 

director if he concurred with Irwin Shaw; "I honestly believe that 

if most plays were put on, faults and all, as they leave the play

wright’s hand, with some judicious cutting, our dramatic literature 

would be the better for it. This seems to be, however; a minority 

opinion. The few sources that can be discovered take quite the 

opposite direction, Worthington Miner states; "The director should

steel himself to the realization that almost no manuscript will come
2into his hands that is more than three-quarters written,Further

more, Mr, Miner and John Dolman, Jr, agree that the director?s role 

during the rewriting period is an important one:

o,,the director is as much a creative artist as the author 
himself, and must share the author!s creative a t t i t u d e , ^

There are faults, and he [the director] has studied the play 
till he believes he knows not alone what they are but how 
they may be cured. His next step is tb convince the author 
of the need, and then to fire him with the enthusiasm to do 
the work with a fresh hand,̂

Not infrequently a new play is half re-written at rehearsals, 
and even though the director may do none of the actual re
writing it is often his feeling for the play as a whole that

1, Irwin Shaw, The Assassin, Preface (New York: Random 
House, 1946), p* xi,

2, Worthington Miner, "Directing the Play: The Complete 
Procedure," in Producing the Play, ed, John Gassner, rev, ed,
(United States of America: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc,, 1953),
p, 214,

3, John Dolman, Jr,, The Art of Play Production (New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1928), p. 2,

4, Miner, p, 219,
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serves to bring out the need of revision and to suggest the 
mannero No director can be expected to make a good play out 
of an idea that is in its inception hopelessly bad, but he can 
be, and often is, expected to make a finished play out of a 
very rough and unfinished text.̂

Perhaps the strongest statement made by a professional playwright

concerning the role of a director in an original production comes from

Tennessee Williams t

Some day when time permits I would like to write a piece about 
the influence, its dangers and its values, of a powerful and 
highly imaginative director upon the development of a play, 
before and during production. It does have dangers, but it has 
them only if the playwright is excessively malleable or sub
missive, or the director is excessively insistent on ideas or 
interpretations of his own.

If you donTt want a director’s influence on your play, there 
are two ways to avoid it, and neither is good. One way is to 
arrive at an absolutely final draft of your play before you let 
your director see it, then hand it to him saying. Here it is, 
take it or leave it! The other way is to select a director who 
is content to put your play on the stage precisely as you con
ceived it with no ideas of his own. I said neither is a good 
way, and I meant it.^

To avoid being a director who is, as Williams states, "excessively

insistent on ideas or interpretations of his own," one might take the

advice of Jean Vilar (substituting "playwright" for "actor"):

Where the actor is concerned, the director’s art is one of 
suggestion. He does not impose, he suggests. Above all, he 
must riot be brutal. The ’soul of an actor’ is not an idle 
phrase: even more than the ’soul of a poet,’ it is a

5. Dolman, p. 2.

6 . Tennessee Williams, Cat On A Hot Tin Roof (New York: A 
Signet Book, published by The New American Library, 1958), p. 124.



continuing necessity* One does not win a creature*s soul by 
brutalizing it, and the actor*s soul is more necessary to the 
work of theatre than his sensitivity*^

Two of the major sources for the non-professional are: The

Seesaw Log and About Those Roses* These two, however, are antithetic*

Seesaw Roses

many rewrites no rewrites

rehearsals controlled by the rehearsals controlled by the
director and producer--with playwright and director— with
emphasis on the director emphasis on the playwright

rewrites done for acting acting reworked for script
ef f iciency® ef f ic iency^

Although the Roses diary mainly pertains to the financial and personnel

difficulties surrounding a Broadway production, some significant

information can be garnered concerning the playwright-director

relationship:

a) the playwright sat, in rehearsals, next to the director 
and they were in joint control,

b) the playwright held many group and personal conferences 
with the actors concerning interpretation,

c) the playwright, seemingly, made all final decisions,

d) there were no rewrites*”̂

; 7* Jean Vilar, ^Murder of the Director,H Theatre in the 
Twentieth Century, ed* Robert W. Corrigan (New York: Grove Press, Inc*,
1963), p* 147*

8 . William Gibson, The Seesaw Log (New York: Alfred A*
Knopf, 1959)*

9* Frank D, Gilroy, About Those Roses or How Not to do a Play 
and Succeed and the text of the Subject was Roses (New York: Random
House, 1965*

10. Ibid*
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The Seesaw Log; yields some interesting similarities and 

differences:

a) the playwright had many group and personal conferences 
with the actors concerning interpretation,

b) the playwright attended rehearsals,

c) the director and producer were in control of the 
rehearsals,

d) the director and producer made all ultimate decisions,

e) there were many rewrites.

Mr. Gibson?s attitude concerning rewrites and the role of the 

director is revealed in various sections of the log (pp. 32, 3 7 , 4 5 , 48, 

respectively):

...when asked what if any reservations he [Henry Fonda] still 
had— the implication was for rewriting— had ventured two: the
girl-s profanity might be toned down, and a couple of lines 
the man spoke aloud to himself Hank [Henry Fonda], doubted he 
could deliver, since he personally did not talk aloud to him
self.

...we would not let him . (Hank) go onstage with one line 
unrewritten that he felt uncomfortable or untruthful with.

The remedy of rewriting the character to fit the actor meant 
wrecking the structure of the play....

...some...objections were to plain deficiencies in the writing.
Here Arthur [the director, Arthur Penn] had been in the position 
of defending me [William Gibson] when I should have been 
surrendered to the axe....

In reading The Seesaw Log it becomes evident that while it may be a

mistake to make no revisions, there is also a danger of making too

many; Mr. Gibson felt it necessary to "undo" some of the revisions

11. Gibson, passim.



made for the stage production when he submitted a version for publica- 
12tione

Not only do these sources fail to shed much light on the

questions of rewriting and the directorT s role, but exception would

be taken by Tyrone Guthrie to the policy of having the playwright

present during the "interpretation" period: "With regard to what the

script is about, the last person who, in my opinion, should be con-
13suited, even if he is alive or around, is the author„" On the other 

hand, Eugene O’Neill found some value could be gained by the playwright 

if he attended at least the beginning rehearsals: "...Act Two,..is

weak spot still— needs rearranging— but will postpone final decision 

on this until I hear cast read plays— then it will hit my ear»

Ultimately, it becomes evident that the non-professional 

director must forge his own philosophy for directing original plays, 

particularly in a university situation where many dissimilarities 

from Broadway productions exist»

a) There is no search for backers or producer•

b) There is no need for a "name star" to carry the 
box-officeo

12. Gibson, passim.

13. Tyrone Guthrie, "An Audience of One," Directors on 
Directing, ed. Toby Cole and Helen Krich Chinoy (New York: The Bobbs-
Merrill Company, Inc., 1963), p. 246.

14. Eugene O’Neill, "Working Notes and Extracts from a 
Fragmentary Work Diary," American Playwrights on Drama, ed. Horst Frenz 
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1965), p. 15.



Co There is no "set" rehearsal period dictated by unions» 

do There is no out-of-town tryout period*

The production of The Planter May Weep was therefore, an attempt 

to initiate a directorial philosophy for use in the non-professional 

theatre, in this instance a university, for the presentation of an 

original play*



CHAPTER II

A DIRECTORIAL PHILOSOPHY FOR A UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION

The directorial philosophy for a university production, play

wright in residence, must concern itself with three major areas: the

ultimate authority at rehearsals, the role of the playwright at 

rehearsals, and the rewriting period* This is, of course, in addition 

to the basic directorial philosophy*

The Ultimate Authority— Director or Playwright 

Although one must agree with Jean Vilar that the director 

"* * oinust not be brutal* * * the ? soul of a poet? * * * is a continuing 

necessity,?I there can be only one "captain of the ship*" It is 

acknowledged that the playwright necessarily feels that he "knows" 

the play better than anyone else ever can, but he will do both himself 

and his play a disservice if he attempts to preside over either 

rehearsals or production*

First, a director working with a playwright in joint control 

of rehearsals may find himself demoted to the role of technician; 

involved in the blocking but not the interpretation or over-all scope 

of the production* No imaginative director could work under these 

conditions* Second, joint control could easily become confusing to 

the actors: it is quite possible that the two (director and play

wright) will not always be in agreement, and conflicting views could 

dangerously disrupt the production* Third, and most important, the
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playwright would rob not only himself and his play, but also the actors, 

if he gave "lectures on interpretation,"

a) The playwright would never know if his play could
stand on its own merits without his instructions.

b) Quite possibly the director and actors may find
broader or varying meanings in the script than the 
playwright imagined: "The playwright may intend one
thing and actually write another. Directors who have 
worked with original plays, professional or student, 
know this to be true.

c) An actor1s interpretation will necessarily be stronger 
if he has evolved it himself.

Therefore, to allow the playwright the artistic freedom neces

sary to maintain the "soul of a poet," but alleviate the problems of:

a) the director's artistry,

b) confusion in control,

c) achievement of the fullest potential from the play 
and the actors,

the following procedure will be pursued:

a) The director and playwright will meet as needed in 
conference, isolated from rehearsals. This will 
enable:

1 . the director to keep the playwright 
informed as to progress and problems,

. 2 . the playwright to have some degree of
artistic control, . . .

3. disagreements will take place away from 
the actors.

15. Frank McMullan, The Directorial Image: the Play and the 
Director . (Hamden, Connecticut: The Shoe String Press, 1963), student
edition, p. 5.
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b) The director will be in complete charge of rehearsals. 
This will avoid confusion in control and allow the 
director artistic freedom.

c) The playwright will attend rehearsals9 but will not 
present "interpretation notes" to the cast. This will 
enable the playwright to "learn" from rehearsals9 but 
will not detract from the actor*s fullest achievement 
of his role.

The Playwright at Rehearsals

A period devoted to revisions and rewrites will be included in 

the rehearsal schedule of The Planter (rehearsal procedure during 

this stage will be discussed presently). Therefore, the presence of 

the playwright is analysed in two situations: a) during the rewriting

period, and b) during the "acting" rehearsals.
(

Rewriting Period

Attendance by the playwright during revision sessions is both 

a necessity and a hazard:

a) the playwright must "hear" his script as read by the
actors as his "ear" may detect immediate faults,

b) the playwright may benefit from methods employed by
actors and director in discussing the script (see 
following section on rewrites),

c) the playwright must definitely be present during the
read-throughs of all revisions: to help determine if
his rewrites have added strength, and also if they 
(the rewrites) have been properly assimilated into 
the script as a whole,

d) the playwright * s attendance may inhibit the actors—
not only in their initial search for interpretation, 
but particularly in their (the actors) criticisms of 
the script.
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e) the playwrightT s presence may result in endless
"round robin" discussions with the actors concern
ing the relative strengths and weaknesses of the 
script and rehearsal time could easily be consumed 
with meager results*

In an attempt to obtain advantages for the playwright, the 

actors, and the schedule, the following procedure will be employed:

a) the playwright will be invited to the first few 
read-throughs of the script,

b) the playwright will not be present at the second 
series of read-throughs when the actors will be 
asked to discuss the script,

c) the playwright will be asked to attend all sessions 
which employ experimentation with the script,

d) the playwright will be present during the second 
read-throughs of revisions (the initial read- 
through to be done without the author to give the 
actors an opportunity for an uninhibited reaction),

e) every attempt will be made to hold discussions of the 
script to proper proportions during actual rehearsal 
time*

Acting Rehearsals

The presence of the playwright during acting rehearsals 

presents a two-fold problem: much can be learned by the author if he

watches the actors attempting to evolve characterizations; actors may 

become inhibited by anyone * s presence other than the director—  

particularly that of the playwright. This problem will be solved by 

"inviting" the playwright to attend specific.rehearsals; those 

rehearsals deemed by the director to be beneficial to the playwright 

but not disadvantageous to the actor.
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Without Playwright With Playwright

initial characterization 
discussions and read-throughs

initial blocking rehearsals first blocking run-through

initial act by act rehearsals act by act run-throughs

initial run-through run-throughs (after initial
run-through)

first technical run-through

dress rehearsals

Conclusion

Actors, playwright, and director should be able to work at 

maximum advantage if:

a) the director acts as "go between" between actors and 
playwright (having separate discussions with both) to 
allow the maximum amount of artistic freedom and 
criticism,

b) the director determines at what times the playwright 
should be present at rehearsals.

Rewrite or Revision Period

Rehearsal Periods

The rehearsal period will be lengthened and divided into two 

sections, "rewrites" and "acting," for the following reasons:

a) there will be no out-of-town tryout period,

b) non-professional actors may or may not be "quick 
studies," with the ability to memorize last-minute 
script changes,

c) script and acting development may not reach 
their fullest potential if the work is attempted 
simultaneously.
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The initial rehearsal period will therefore be devoted entirely to 

the script and will be followed by a ^normal" (three to four weeks) 

rehearsal time, to be utilized for acting development» This system 

will allow experimentation and revisions of the script, but will not 

detract from the final production:

a) script revisions will not be hurried to allow 
memorization of lines and acting growth,

b) "lines" will be secure during performance, and 
characterizations can be fully established.

Script revision rehearsals may be conducted at intermittent times

(not necessarily consecutive day-to-day periods as "acting" rehearsals),

since the playwright may require several days between rehearsals to

produce rewrites or revisions. This schedule will be determined by

the director.

Procedures to be Employed During 
the Rewriting Period

a) "Read-throughs" will be conducted with in-depth discus
sions of script and characterizations (without the 
playwright)*

b) Actors will be encouraged to discuss their roles in 
reference to character development and dialogue dif
ficulties (without the playwright).

c) Improvisations will be conducted concerning all major , 
additions, deletions or changes to the script (with 
the playwright).

d) All suggestions (from the cast, playwright, and 
director) regarding changes, deletions or additions 
will be considered and tested.

e) All changes, additions and deletions will remain 
tentative until approved by both the director and 
the playwright.
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Improvisations will be employed not only to further the

development of characterization9 but also to experiment with suggested

additions to the script. Such exploration can be useful to both actors

and playwright.

That afternoon Annie [Ann Bancroft] was confused about the 
inner logic of a passage and with ArthurT s [the director9 
Arthur Penn] prompt agreement went through it improvising 
her own lines in lieu of mine, exploring the emotional con
tent under them....

This experimentation and the tentative nature of script changes must9

however9 be handled with care; to avoid what Arthur Hopkins calls

uncertainty in directions

Uncertainty in direction must inevitably result in uncertainty 
in performance. When actors discover that a director cannot 
make up his mind just how a scene should be played9 and when 
they see him experimenting with them they instantly become 
conscious of something lacking9 either in the play itself or in
the director .'-*-7

Directing Philosophy

Elmer Rice divides the field of directing into three categories

or types: the author1s director9 the actor*s director9 and the

director’s director.

It may be said that in general there are three categories of 
directors: author’s directors9 actor’s directors9 and director’s 
directors. The author’s director tends to use the actors as 
instruments to bring out the values of the play script....The 
actor’s director tends to treat the script as material to be 
used by the actors for the display of their talents. The

16. Gibson9 p. 41.

17. Arthur Hopkins 9 "Capturing the Audience9" in Directing 
the Plays A Source Book of Stagecraft, ed. Toby Cole and Helen Krich 
Chinoy (New Yorks The Bobbs-Merrill Company9 Inc. 9 1953)9 p. 169.
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director’s director employs both script and actors for the 
exhibition of his mastery of the tricks of stagecraft»

The director who is primarily concerned with the script is 
likely to concentrate upon the story line and the inter
relationships of the characterso He plans his production so 
that it highlights the significant points of the drama9 and 
traces the course of its development clearly and cleanly•
This does not mean that the actor is subordinated? but simply 
that he is directed always to stay within the bounds of the 
character the dramatist has created, and to use the play script 
as a touchstone to test the veracity of whatever he says and 
doeso If the play is good, if the actor has artistic integrity 
as well as skill, and if the director knows his business, this 
type of production can be deeply convincing and aesthetically 
satisfying.

The actor? s director— himself often an actor or former actor—  
is inclined to study each part in terms of the histrionic 
opportunities it offers. He sees the play as a succession of 
scenes, each with a point to be made, with whatever means are 
most effective; so that the intention is likely to be focused 
upon what the actor is doing rather than upon the progression 
of the plot. To put it another way, the points that are made 
are theatrical rather than dramatic. When the play is weak 
and the actors are good, a combination that is far from rare, 
this method works very well, for the deficiencies of the script 
are concealed by the skillful performance of the actors.

(Note: the directorTs director is described as employing
theatricalism to its highest possible d e g r e e . ) - ^

The philosophy followed in presenting The Planter will be a combination 

of the Hauthor Vs director" and the "actor’s director." Actors will be 

directed to "stay within the bounds of the character the dramatist has 

created," and to "use the play script as a touchstone to test the 

veracity of whatever he [the actor] says and does." However, if weak

nesses remain in the script after revisions are set, acting ability will

18. Elmer Rice, "The Director," in The Living Theatre (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1959), pp. 257-258.



be stressed: "...the deficiencies of the script are concealed by

the skillful performance of the actors." This will insure the best 

possible presentation of the play— both for the actors and the play

wright,

A directing philosophy, however, is, in the final analysis,

one which brings forth conflicting responsibilities and emotions.

To direct a production is to live in terror, to delight in 
anguish; it is what Paul Valery calls vthe tragedy of execu
tion. 1 It means administering to the spiritual welfare of 
the playwright and at the same time taking into account the 
temporal needs of the theatre; establishing the point of view 
of one evening and of eternity; handling the text of a play, 
hand in hand with the author, as if it were a magic formula. 
Directing is the opposite of criticism: the critics, zigzagging
between laws and rules on one side and their own pleasure on 
the other, navigate in the theatre by trying to sound their 
reactions with an old fathom-stick in one hand and with the 
other sighting the play through a pair of old marine-glasses. 
Directing a play is the exact opposite of this. It means 
constantly searching for reasons that will explain liking 
and admiration. It means living according to poets1 rules.
It means comporting with the gods of the stage, with the 
mystery of the theatre. It means being honest and straight
forward in the art of pleasing. And sometimes, too, it means 
making mistakes.^9

19. Louis Jouvet, "The Profession of The Director," in 
Directing the Play: A Source Book of Stagecrafts ed. Toby Cole and 
Helen Krich Chinoy (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.,
1953), p. 176.



CHAPTER III

THE PLAY

The primary task of the director is to "know11 the play

script9 He must not only be on intimate terms with the characters 9

but must also comprehend the theme, the treatment employed, the

structural pattern of rising action, climax, resolution, and the

playwright7 s use of language,

o o o the director who understands play structure will be better 
equipped to produce the play. He will be able to understand 
the basic pattern within which the playwright is working. He 
can better define the balanced relationship between characters 
at the outset; he can isolate the inciting moment; he can 
trace the development of the minor crises into major crises 
resulting in the climax; he can lead the audience through the 
diminishing crises to the end. In other words, by a knowledge 
of play structure, he can more effectively project the meaning 
and emotion of the dramatist to the audience. This is the 
prime job of the director. ^ 0

The director*s first responsibility is to the playwright. He 
must project with integrity the moods, meanings, and emotions
set down by the dramatist<>21

Theme and Treatment 

The "meanings" of the playwright are usually referred to as the 

play’s theme, defined by Eugene Brewster as:

20. John E. Dietrich, Play Direction (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentioe-Hall, Inc., 1953), p. 34.

21. Dietrich, p. 57.
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By a theme is meant 9 according to Clayton Hamilton9 some 
eternal principle, or truth, of human life. Every play 
should convey to its audience a theme which they might 
remember and weave into the texture of their lives— -an idea, 
a centralized opinion about life or a personal reaction to 
it, and it should reflect our age* It should be developed 
from a central theme and it should do more than represent 
facts— it should reveal truths* In other words, a play 
should attempt to prove something*

The theme of The Planter May Weep is reflected in its title, and more 

clearly stated in its curtain line: "Though the planter may weep as

he carries seed to the field, he will return, in joy, bearing the 

sheaves of grain*" The play "reveals truths"— peoplev s lack of 

communication with one another, "reflects our age"— the generation 

conflict, and "attempts to prove something"— the new rising from the 

chaos of the old.

The author depicts three generations in his play: Sarah— the 

embodiment of the "old-world" philosophy; Alice and Joseph— the 

generation in the middle, raised in the "old-world" philosophy but 

attempting to live in the modern world; and Marshal— the personifica

tion of the "new generation" of the modern world* The author 

methodically reveals Sarah, Joseph, and Alice as weak and confused 

characters— each having failed in his own way* The conflicting goals 

and failures of these characters are brought to the breaking point by 

Marshal and his inability to foresee the inevitable results of his 

actions* The result is chaos; chaos from which only Marshal, revealed

22*. Eugene V* Brewster, The Art of Judging a Play (Los 
Angeles: John Murray, 1933), p* 13*
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as cognizant of his mistakes and ready to continue the struggle9 may 

completely survive. Marshal, at the end of the play, represents hope: 

he has learned from the "old” and will rise to a better, fuller 

philosophy of living. It is this hope in the midst of failure that is 

the truth the author is attempting to reveal; its existence is what he 

endeavors to prove.

This theme is strengthened, and saved from being simply a 

"generational conflict play," by the authorfs treatment of his subject. 

The play is written in the "slice of lifev mode, using a continuous 

plot, highly realistic dialogue and characterizations. Interest and 

variety are added by the use of Chekovian tragi-comic elements inter

woven in the character of Joseph (see Director-Playwright Interviews, 

p. 30). Although in some instances the dialogue and plot come pre

cariously close to melodrama (see Sections I and III, REHEARSAL LOG), 

it is the playwright's compassionate and sharp insight into the 

complexities of the family, which each audience member can identify and 

sympathize with— that gives the theme its strength. Through this 

treatment the author's desire to represent his vision of what life is 

about, and his commitment to a belief in the human character (see 

Director-Playwright Interviews), are clearly revealed. His purpose 

perhaps coincides with that of Robert Anderson:

The mission of the playwright, then, as I see it, is to look 
in his heart and write: to write of whatever concerns him 
at the moment; to write with passion and conviction.

The dramatist writes out of a personal need to express 
himself on some facet of his world— on social abuse.



personal morality9 the need for love and understandings
lonelinesss or whatever.^3

Structure

The Planter May Weep is9 structurally9 a "well-made" play. 

Each act is a balanced entity, and the play builds to its climax and 

resolution with a predictable uniformity in pattern.

Act I:

a) seder service
b) Joseph and Sarah - exposition
c) Sarah - establishment of relationship

with Marshal
d) Joseph - establishment of relationship

with Marshal
e) Alice’s entrance
f) Alice - establishment of relationship

with Marshal
g) Joseph and Alice - exposition
h) Marshal’s entrance
i) Marshal - purpose foreshadowed 
j) seder service

Act II:

Act III:

a) seder service
b) Marshal - purpose stated
c) seder service
d) Marshal - purpose developed
e) Alice - exposition and development,

conflict with Marshal, Sarah, 
Joseph

f) Alice and Marshal conflict

a) Marshal and Joseph - development, conflict
b) Marshal and Sarah - development, conflict
c) Sarah and Alice - conflict

23. Robert Anderson, "The Playwright: man and mission,"
Theatre Arts, Vol. XLII, No. 3 (March, 1958), p. 49.



d) Alice and Joseph - climax of play
e) Joseph and Sarah - resolution of play
f) seder service

This balanced quality of construction is most evident:

a) the seder service;

lo beginning of play (and of Act One) 9

2o end of Act One,

3o beginning of Act Two,

4» middle of Act Two,

5« end of play,

b) establishment of relationships to Marshal;

lo Sarah,

2o Joseph,

3o Alice,

c) development^of Marshalls purpose;

lo foreshadowed in Act One,

2o stated and developed in Act Two,

3o climax and resolution in Act Three,

d) the development of minor crises into the major climax

lo Marshal and Alice conflict,

2o Marshal and Joseph conflict,

3« Marshal and Sarah conflict,

4o Sarah and Alice conflict,

5. Alice and Joseph conflict,

60 climaxo
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This type pf progressive action and development more than

fulfills Gustav Freytag * s requirements t "The dramatic action must

represent all that is important to the understanding of the play, in the

strong excitement of the characters, and in a continuously progressive
24increase of effects.?? Note especially9 "...the strong excitement of

the characters, and in a continuously progressive increase of effects."

Dr. Fedder?s development of crisis building upon crises generates an

intense, volatile climax: "...the problems [in a play] should be made
25desperate. Mildness is not a virtue in the theatre."

Character

Sarah

As originally written, the character of Sarah was a one

dimensional stereotype of an "old-world," Jewish grandmother, whose 

main purpose in the script seemed to be expository. There were

some vague glimmerings of the following traits: dominance over Alice,

surface "sweetness" masking strength, rigidness in beliefs, a tendency 

to possessiveness through guilt, and the belief that all troubles can 

be overcome; that relationships must continue regardless of what has 

been said or done. During the rewriting period these character traits 

were expanded or pointed through cutting (see Section I, REHEARSAL LOG).

24. Gustav Freytag, Freytag?s Technique of the Drama: An
Exposition of Dramatic Composition and Art, 2d ed. (Chicago: S. C.
Griggs and Company, 1896), p. 6 6 .

25. Joshua Logan, "The Art in Yourself," Directing the Play
a Source Book of Stagecraft, ed. Toby Cole and Helen Krich Chinoy 
(New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1953), p. 210.



Joseph

Originally9 the character of Joseph was a complexity of con

flicting traits:

a) a high degree of intelligence (a Ph.D. degree, a rabbi) 
combined with a complete lack of knowledge about life?

b) the capacity to communicate extremely well from the 
pulpit combined with the inability to communicate with 
his family9

c) a desire to improve the world (socialistic, movements 9 
book on psychology) combined with a blindness as to his 
own familyv s weaknesses and failures3

d) a desire to evaluate and categorize his personal failures 
combined with inability to "face" himselfs

e) he is a rabbi9 totally tradition-bound in his religion, 
who is incapable of communicating on a personal or non
intellectual level with his congregants.

His attempts at pseudo-intellectualism (his manuscript), and communica

tion (particularly with his son) were totally ineffective and ludicrous» 

He was a man who apparently had the capability to succeed in any 

chosen endeavor, but, because of misdirection, failed in every instance. 

He was entirely "inner-directed" and related to all problems or situa

tions through his own past experiences. In his ludicrousness he was a 

totally unsympathetic character. During the revision period Joseph1s 

character was expanded and the above traits pointed to add depth. A 

sermon and a heightened conflict scene with Marshal were added to the 

script to give the character some redeeming characteristics— to add a 

degree of dignity and strength, to lessen the almost overpowering 

ridiculousness of the character (see Section I, REHEARSAL LOG).



Alice

Alice7s main character traits are bitterness and disillusion

ment; directed both at her own cowardly weakness and her husband?s 

ineffectualness * Having failed in making her own life a success, she 

lives through her son. Her understanding of her son, however, is 

negligible; the dreams she has imposed on him are unrealistico She 

despises her husband and his professions (rabbi, writer), staying with 

him only * »for love of you. Marshal .oo for love of you*" Before 

the character of Joseph was rewritten, Alice?s character was highly 

sympathetic* However, as some degree of sympathy was gained for 

Joseph, empathy for Alice decreased proportionately.

Marshal

Marshal is young, idealistic, highly intelligent, and very 

personable. An egotist, he strongly believes that he "understands” 

his family, and that all problems can be solved "if we just face the 

truth." He has an unrealistic, slightly romanticized view of life, 

and possesses an inability to foresee the natural, inevitable results 

of his actions.

Language

The style of language employed by the playwright has a 

tendency to vacillate. The characters of Joseph and Alice utilize 

dialogue of a "heightened" quality which, at times, becomes too 

literary (see Section I, REHEARSAL LOG).
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Language can lead a writer astraye The joy of being able all 
of a sudden to write, of possessing language...can make him 
escape from his subject into language. To keep close to the 
subject is itself a. great art, achieved only by masterful 
control of the impetus to talk.26

On the other hand, the characters of Sarah and Marshal use highly con

versational dialogue, which tends, at times, to become too mundane.

The Playwright

Norman J. Tedder was born on January 26, 1934 in New York City. 

Educated in New York, he entered Johns Hopkins in 1950 as a pre-med 

student. After two years he entered Brooklyn College, where he received 

his Bachelor of Arts Degree in Theatre in 1955. During 1955-1956 he 

attended Columbia University where, after completing his thesis, 

?tIbsenism in Arthur Miller,” he received his Master of Arts Degree in 

Dramatic Literature in 1956. He earned a Ph.D. in the same field from 

New York University in 1962, His dissertation, "The Influence of 

D. H. Lawrence on Tennessee Williams," was published by Mputon and 

Company in 1966.

From 1956-1960 he taught English composition in New York second

ary schools and English and Literature at Long Island University and The 

City College. He was an Assistant Professor of English at Trenton 

State College (1960-1961). He was an Associate Professor of English at 

Indiana University of Pennsylvania from 1961-1964, and at Florida

26. Friedrich Duerrenmatt, trans, Gerhard Nellhaus, "Problems 
of the Theatre," Theatre in the Twentieth Century9 ed. Robert W. 
Corrigan (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1963), p. 64.
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Atlantic University from 1964-1967, He joined the faculty of the 

Drama Department of The University of Arizona in 1967.

Dr, Fedder’s previous plays include: The Eternal Kick— one-act

satire, 1963; My Old Room— -̂one-act tragi-farce, 1964; A Thousand at the 

Branches— three-act tragi-cpmedy, 1966; We Can Make Our Lives Sublime—  

one-act tragi-comedy, 1967; Most Hated Man in Arizona— teleplay1967, 

Dr. Fedder is at present working on two plays: The Boarder,

a three-act tragedy, and Some Events Connected with the Early History 

of Arizona, a three-act historical tragedy.

Director-Playwright Interviews 

Director-Playwright Interviews were conducted before and 

after the production of The Planter May Weep, and are headed Interview 

I and Interview II, respectively.

Interview I

Director: Although you had written several one-acts, this was your
first full-length play, wasn't it?

Playwright:. Yes and no. During the past ten years I've written 
several other three-act plays, but each was scrapped 
for one.reason or another— you might say they were 
written in preparation for The Planter.

Director: Were these plays based on the same plot then? Was
The Planter the final revision?

Playwright: The latter plays evolved into The Planter in its final
form, but my basic concern was to write my first full- 
length play. The first drafts of the earlier plays were 
on entirely different subjects, and, more important, 
written in varying structure forms.
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Director: 

Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

I gather then that one of the reasons The Planter May 
Weep had a ten-year evolution was your search for a 
suitable structure?

Yes. The difficulty lay not only in creating a dramatic 
plot, but also in determining the best possible structure 
in which to express myself. I am still continuing that 
search— perhaps that is in the nature of the craft.

In reference to structure then, what was your point of 
departure?

I didn!t want to write in the expressionistic form 
because I felt that the best discipline for the beginning 
writer was the more tightly patterned drama of ?realism7—  
much as many an abstract expressionistic painter has 
begun with landscape and figure drawing— 7 first learn the 
rules, then you may break them. 7 Within the realistic 
form, I vacillated between an admiration for both the 
7slice of life7 quality of the plays of Chekhov and the 
7well-made7 structure of Ibsen7 s drama.

Which of these two forms, 7slice of life7 or 7well-made7 
did you start with?

My first attempt was to write an 7Ibsenite7 play— a play 
of gradual revelation centering around a man7s discovery 
that his son is really the offspring of his best friend—  
dramatizing the bourgeois versus artist theme which 
obsessed me at the time. The play was written as an y 
exercise in dramatic form, but it became an unbearable 
melodrama— the plot overriding any possibility of 
believable characterization or powerful thematic state
ment. I created other plots from the range of my own 
experience as beginning exercises— but finally scrapped 
all of them.

Did you then go back and try to work in the -slice of 
life7 structure?

More or less. I attended a lecture by the famous critic, 
Leslie Fiedler, and became impressed by three ideas: 
the importance of a writer7 s basing his work on his own 
experience, the possibility of writing about Jews (as 
indicated by the contemporary 7breakthrough7 of American 
Jewish novelists) and, literature as the expression of 
re-occurring myths embodying the essence of the human 
predicament. I started a play about a boy leaving school, 
meeting and falling in love with a girl (whom his mother 
disliked and his father defended); an argument takes place



Playwright (Continued)

Directors 

Playwright:

Directors

Playwrights

Director s 

Playwright:

over the girl and is the immediate cause of his parents? 
divorce; the ending of the play was a very tense wedding 
ceremony* The theme of this was the new love rising out 
of the wreck of the old, and was written in the * slice 
of life* structure. The play, however, was too low- 
keyed— not powerful enough in drama or theme. It did 
not have the *mythic resonance,*

When you speak of *mythic resonance, 1 is this why you 
chose to place The Planter in an ethnic setting?

Primarily, yes. This was the purpose of the seder theme 
of ?from slavery to freedom*— the feeling that this has 
happened before and will continue to happen. Of course 
this setting was also chosen because I was most familiar 
with it and it represented the dearest memory I have of 
family life.

Do you feel that the insertion of *mythic resonance* in 
the form of ethnic or Jewish tradition detracts from a 
play* s universality?

There are dangers inherent in working with a play which 
involves a myth, I once attempted to write a play based 
on the Jacob-Esau story, and in trying to draw too close 
a parallel between the Biblical story and the contemporary 
one— in trying to make everything *fit*— I lost the 
essence of the myth. In The Planter«, however, the 
resonance was not the total structure, I took great 
pains to emphasize only those parts of the seder which 
were universally relevant (the concept of the exodus to a 
better life as exemplified in the epic of Moses), The 
characters here were not drawn as parallels but common 
American * types’ with non-ethnic characteristics: the 
grandmother’s simple faith, the father’s obsession with 
psychology, the mother’s bitterness and apostasy, the 
son’s generational conflict and radicalism. When the 
proper ethnic balance is achieved it adds power to the 
play.

To return to your search for a structure, did you 
abandon the * slice of life* form when you found it to 
be too low-key?

I tried writing what I thought was a Chekhovian drama 
involving six plots interweaving one another at a 
Passover Seder. I resolved not to carefully plot out
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Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

the play— but ’just let it happen’— to get away from 
well-made constrictiveness. This, I’m afraid resulted 
in a complete artistic failure with no hope of salvage.

When you say ’Chekhovian’ drama, are you referring to 
tragi-comic elements such as those used in The Planter?

Yes. You can laugh at a character whom you despise 
(Moliere’s and Jonson’s comic figures, for example) or 
at one for whom you feel sorry (Don Quixote, Chebutykin, 
Charlie Chaplin); the latter figure I call tragi-comic.
I consider Joseph in The Planter May Weep to be tragi
comic. I also use the term to suggest a work in which 
the tragic and comic elements alternate with great 
frequency. In Planter the comic and tragic elements 
alternate, with the tragic tone finally emerging to 
dominate the play’s conclusion.

When was the first version of The Planter May Weep 
finally evolved?

In 1964. I combined many of the qualities from my past 
experiments: it is somewhat autobiographical, has a
Jewish (mythic) setting, combines the ’well-made’ arid 
8 slice of life’ structures, and contains the tragi-comic 
quality.

While you were testing various styles and structures, 
leading to the script in 1964, were you influenced by 
any specific playwrights?

Yes— -especially Edward Albee and Eugene O’Neill. I saw 
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? while I was trying to 
deal with the ’well-made’ structure and the Passover 
theme, and was struck by the tremendous intensity which 
the playwright created with just four people: the way he
interwove realism and expressionism, and heightened his 
dialogue. This reminded me of the similar situation in 
Long Day’s Journey Into Night (which also contains 
basically four characters) of four people attempting to 
come to terms with their past. The Wild Duck and The 
Iceman Cometh were used as examples of possibilities for 
structuring the plot I was considering: a young man
returning with his truth— raising his banner of the ideal 
life, trying to rid people of their life lies (in The 
Planter, his family), or attempting to dispel people’s 
pipe dreams (the role of O’Neill’s Hickey), and yet
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Playwright:
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Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

discovering he has a bigger pipe dream than all of 
them and is as much a slave to illusion as they*

Is this the structure you plan to employ in your future 
plays?

Yes3 although I do hope to ?hidef the structure more 
and continue to work to create resonance. My point of 
departure will always be the so-called ?realisticT 
situation.

What is your philosophy as a playwright— what are you 
attempting to ? say• to the audience?

I think a writer can do no more than represent his 
vision of -what life is about. 1 I am committed to a 
belief that human character* although mysterious and 
contradictory9 is nevertheless discernible: thht our
feeble attempts to communicate with one another are 
important* and what we do in the *day world* is of 
great significance* particularly in our attempts to 
make that world better. I conceive of drama as that 
art which powerfully poses great questions of value in 
theatrical terms* involving the experience of identifica
tion with great characters saying great things.

When you say ? greatv what exactly do you mean— I?m 
reminded of the controversy concerning tragedy and so-
called 1 great* characters during the run of Arthur 
Miller * s Death of a Salesman.

I want to have characters at the center of my plays who 
represent the best that humanity can offer. Their 
triumphs and failures will have greater impact on an 
audience and add universal dimension to a play. I do 
not consider this an aristocratic notion. The people 
I refer to may be in any walk of life* but they must 
be large enough in personality to be committed to the 
well-being of those with whom they come in contact.

When you begin work on a play* do you start with the 
theme or the characters?

There was a time when I started with the theme. I found * 
however* that I was constantly attempting to twist the 
plot and characters to fit that theme * and the result 
was artificial drama. Now* I always start with a 
character— a character in conflict with one or more
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(Continued)

people in relation to his self image, his identity»
If the character and his problem are universal, the 
theme emerges naturally*

. How much importance do you place on rhythm in lines, 
poetic or lyric quality, or the importance of the use 
of one word rather than another?

I regard language in drama to be of the greatest 
importance* One of my sorrows is that I may not have 
the lyric gift to be a first-rate playwright» I aspire 
to poetry in my dialogue and rhythm and word choice are 
most important* In writing dialogue, however, you must 
strive for both poetic intensity and conversational 
believability— images and sounds of great power which 
are also natural to the character*

In conjunction with this, how much importance do you 
place on choosing the proper names for your characters?

The names in Planter were chosen to further enhance the 
mythic resonance as a direct parallel with Hebrew 
tradition. Sarah Abrams— a parallel to the Biblical 
Abraham and Sarah who were the first Hebrews who 
•crossed over? to the new land, Israel, to start a new 
life* Joseph Jacobson— like Joseph in the Bible, he 
is an interpreter of dreams in exile* Alice Jacobson^—  
Joseph? s wife was Asnah, so I chose a name beginning with 
?A* ? Marshal Jacobson—r*a parallel to Moses (Mosh^in

. Hebrew) who was found in a marsh. The Jacobsons— the 
children of Israel (Jacob).

What is your philosophy concerning the director-playwright 
relationship in a play?s initial production?

It’s probably wrong to generalize about the director- 
playwright relationship because so much depends upon 
the personalities involved* If I have complete faith 
in the intelligence, perceptiveness, and artistic 
ability of the director, I leave everything up to him: 
to suggest rewriting, to indicate when he wants me in 
rehearsal and when he doesn? t» This is based on the 
principle that too many directors spoil the show*
Since the playwright has been so close to the script, 
it might be quite difficult for him to submit to cuts 
in rehearsal or endure the anxieties of the day-to-day 
business of the actors interpreting his work* A 
playwright ? s presence may also add tension for the
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Playwright (Continued)

director and actors, and inhibit their freedom of 
expression concerning the script» On the other hand, 
much can be learned by the playwright from the rehearsal
process, 
silent o

But, if he is present, I believe he should be

Director: Have you ever considered directing your own material?

Playwright: Yes, in fact this was my first plan* Now-I believe
that more can be gained by a playwright in seeing a 
director coping with the problem of interpreting his 
worko

Interview II

Director: After seeing four performances of The Planter, what was
your initial reaction?

Playwright: A combination of deep gratitude and intense self-
satisfaction— this production convinced me that the 
particular structure of theme and style in which live 
elected to work can be effective*

Director: Before the production, you stated that, because the
playwright had been so close to the script, it might 
be difficult for him to submit to cuts* How did you 
feel concerning the rewriting process you experienced 
during rehearsals for Planter?

Playwright: There were a few moments, I admit, when I balked at a
suggested revision (for example, the strengthening of 
the grandmotherVs opposition to her daughter), or was 
angered that a particular revision I submitted was 
rejected* However, when I first saw the finished pro
duction at dress rehearsal, I realized that the revi
sions were right *

Director: Major changes were made in characterization and the
ending moments of the play-5— changes which affected the 
theme to some degree* After seeing these revisions in 
performance, do you have any comments?

Playwright: The play as submitted was both more pessimistic and
optimistic than the play which was presented* The 
pessimism emanated from the portrait of the father, 
who, in the original, was a somewhat less eloquent, more 
clownish figure than the character that appeared in
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Director: 

Playwright:

Director: 

Playwright:

Director:

the revision, I believe the character was strengthened 
in the rewriting: given a few good points in the
argument with Marshal3 a sermon to show his capability 
in the pulpits and the role at the end of the play 
(formerly the grandmother’s) of continuing— of finishing 
the seder.

It was more optimistic before revision to the extent 
that speeches were included that spelled out:
a) Marshal’s awareness of his mistakes and the fact 
that his family really loved him (although not in the 
neat equations of his imagination) 9 and b) the mother’s 
and father’s relinquishing of their false images of 
Marshal, When these speeches were cut, more was left 
to the imagination of the audience. As far as I am 
concerned9 nothing suffered in the revision— everything 
was strengthened* I love the ambiguity of the present 
ending and believe it to be a decided improvement over 
the original ending which was ’talky’ and sentimental,

I believe you stated before the production that one of 
your objectives in The Planter was the interweaving of 
the tragi-comic elements. Did you feel this was 
successful?

I had been concerned as to whether or not the comic 
elements would work in a play that was tragic in sub
stance, I was quite pleased that the play received 
most of the laughs I wanted, and a few more I hadn’t 
expected. It also seemed to be laughter of sympathy. 
Moreover, the father emerged for many as a strong 
figure, Therefore, it would seem that his early comic 
ludicrousness did not detract from his tragic stature. 
There was much ’comedy’ in the beginning of the third 
act, but the final curtain brought many in the audience 
to tears. One of the things this production proved to 
me was the effectiveness of tragi-comedy.

In what way was this production most beneficial to you?

I think I have learned the value of silence on a stage— • 
those pauses that can speak volumes and are more powerful 
than any written dialogue.

Do you have any comments concerning the audience’s 
discussion after opening night and are you planning to 
continue rewrites on Planter?



Playwrights There were criticisms during the discussion concerning 
too much exposition, excessive repetition of the same 
?memory device,? and stilted dialogue. I will, in the 
future, concern myself with hiding exposition and work 
to make my dialogue *natural* as well as poetic, I have 
already begun work on the script again—-cutting unneces
sary expository speeches and making others more 
’conversational.?



CHAPTER IV

REHEARSAL LOG

Although the REHEARSAL LOG was recorded as a daily account 

of all directorial aspects of production9 it is divided here into three 

sections (each unit consecutive within itself) for the purpose of 

clarityo

I- Director-Playwright Revisions of the Script 

IXo a) Director as Scene Designer

b) Technical Aspects of Production 

III, Director-Actor Notes During Rehearsal Period 

Since items I and III must necessarily at times overlap 9 they will be 

cros s-referenced*

Section I

December 15s 1968 -December 20, 1968

This week is set aside for script revisions, I have read the 

script many times and feel it is in need of several changes; both 

major and minor« The major problems: the incomplete character of

Sarah, the lack of sympathy and dignity in the character of Joseph, 

the lack of development between Joseph and Marshal, and the wordiness 

and unrealistic quality of the end of the play, will, I feel, become 

even more evident and easy to deal with when the minor problems are 

revised.

36



The first and most visible minor fault of the script is word

ing and phrasing. The author attempted to establish a definite, 

balanced rhythm (see Director-Playwright Interviews, page 32) and also 

a lyric or poetic quality (see Director-Playwright Interviews, page 32)0 

These two qualities, however, are ensconced in a play that, in plot and 

character, is highly unpoetic and extremely realistic. There is there

fore a danger, within the dialogue, through wording and phrasing, of 

lifting the characters out of realism and making them either too poetic 

or too scholarly. When either of these two qualities suddenly imposes 

itself on an otherwise realistic situation or character, the result may 

often be laughter. This result, of course, would be highly detrimental 

to the production. Other dangers to watch for in an original script 

are: overwriting (making dialogue spund "written" not "spoken"),

obvious exposition (exposition with no underlying subtext for the 

actor to work with), and wording that may be either offensive or 

difficult (the former in reference to the audience, the latter in 

reference to the actor).

The primary interest then, for the first tentative revisions, 

will be wording and phrasing. Any and all revisions will be tentative 

as I feel that very often that which may seem wrong in reading a script 

may work in production, and vice versa. All revisions must be made 

definite only after the actors, director, and playwright have seen, 

heard, experimented,. and lived with each change,



Tentative Changes in Wording and Phrasing«

1, "This Passover night?" (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 110 
letter a.

This phrase is redundant with "this seder night?" and 

more important is the same vocal rhythm» This repetitive 

rhythm may further add to the problems of an already 

unusually slow beginning of a play,

2, "The exodus from Egypt - what does it mean?" (Joseph) - 
See PROMPT BOOK, page 111-letter b.

",e,What does it mean?" is completely rhetorical and, I 

feel, destroys the illusion, however theatrical, of a man 

alone in a reverie, I think the audience will accept the 

dramatic trick of a man talking to himself, but wonder if 

they may not find his asking and answering his own questions 

a bit amusing, For the sake of the characterf s dignity and 

overall effectiveness, he must never appear simply ludicrous 

Rather, while we are evoking the audience7 s laughter at 

this character, we must also evoke underlying pity. This

type of talking to oneself may be dangerous in that it is

only laughable and may be the straw that breaks the

audience7s credibility of the scene,

3, "Pharoah is his father!" (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
1 1 1 -letter e.

I would like to add the word "And" to the beginning of 

this sentence to contribute to the feeling of continuity in 

Joseph7s supposedly uninterrupted thought. Since we will 

be asking the audience to believe that Sarah and Joseph are



(Continued)

completely unaware of each other (and the stage we are 

using is comparatively small), I believe that every attempt 

must be made to enhance this illusion,

"Israel is his mother!" (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
1 1 2 -letter a.

I would like to change this to "And Israel his mother!"

for the reasons cited above* (See Item #3*)

"That psychiatrist -s couch when I came to him then, might 
as well have been a bier* But it became a launching pad!" 
(Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 115-letter a.

The sentence construction seems wordy and too well thought

out— afraid it may sound "written" not "conversational," and

thus will destroy any illusion of reality and remind the

audience of the existence of the playwright«, No matter how

many hours a playwright spends working and reworking

dialogue, it must sound to the audience as if the character

believably (with some theatrical leeway) just "said" it.

This is probably one of the biggest pitfalls of the non-

professional playwright and one which the author and I

must always be on guard against* :

List of past events (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 116- 
letter a.

These two speeches of Sarah* s, although masquerading under 

the guise of a remembrance reverie, are, I believe, too 

long and too well balanced rhythmically to be accepted by 

the audience as anything more than exposition. The length 

of the two speeches also lessens the impact of Joseph’s
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statements concerning Mapleville and his manuscript (book),

The two speeches can easily be molded into one, with the

rhythm varied slightly, and some of the less important

items dropped, such as;

"Marshal started high school," "Marshal went to 
collegeo"

Marshal, college sequence (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 
116-letter b.

If we revise the above (Item #6 ), it will be advisable to

place "Marshal went to college," here.

"It; s a ten-hour drive. The roads may be crowded."
(Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 117-letter a.

Changing these two sentences into one by adding "and" 

between them, would break up the stilted rhythm of the 

sequence and make it more conversational. It seems a 

minor change but the unbroken rhythm is very grating to 

the ear, and I?m also afraid it may prove a hindrance to 

the actor.

"Oh I hope not, rabbi. I can -1 wait to see him. " (Sarah) - 
See PROMPT BOOK, page 117-letter b.

With the word "rabbi" at the end of the first sentence, 

the emphasis is placed on the second. I feel, however, 

that this emotion (Sarah’s -"1 can*t wait to see him" feeling 

for Marshal) has already been clearly and strongly 

established. By moving "rabbi" to the end of the second
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sentence, more emphasis is placed on the relationship

between Sarah and Joseph. This relationship is one of

the main points to be established before Alice’s entrance.

"I’ve failed him so much..." sequence (Joseph) - See 
PROMPT BOOK, page 117-letter c.

Here again the simple insertion of a one-word line,

"Rabbi," after "...failed him so much" will help emphasize

the closeness of Sarah and Joseph. This is a small change,

but, after the separatness of the two characters in the

opening section of the play, emphasis should be placed

here on the actual closeness of their relationship.

Listing of family members (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 
1 2 0 -letter b.

The naming of who is whom, "your brothers," "your sisters,"

etc., is tedious and unnecessary (unnecessary to the plot,

and information that the audience will not remember). This

is probably an instance of "over-writing"— the tendency to

put minute details into dialogue that may be superfluous.

Repetition of "No nonsense for Poppa." (Alice) - See PROMPT 
BOOK, page 120-letter c.

In quite a few instances dialogue has been inserted in the 

script, where, I believe a gesture or movement in silence 

would not only accomplish the same purpose, but, in my 

opinion, strengthen that purpose. This line is a case in 

point? I do not like the repetition by one character of 

another character’s line— feel it may be ludicrous and will
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definitely weaken the point being made. In this case,

Alice can more easily "point" her reaction to Sarah1s 

memory by an expression and a "pointed" physical move 

away from the character and therefore the memory» This 

will strengthen the reaction and also make it a little 

more subtlec It will therefore be, I feel, more acceptable 

to the audienceo There is always the danger of making 

things so clear to an audience that they become annoyed»

13o SaratVs remembrance of past seders sequence (Sarah) - See 
PROMPT BOOK, page 121-letter a.

Two points concern me here* First, the quantity of Hebrew 

that will be dramatically suitable (add not detract from 

the play) and accepted by the audience (not become boring 

to the gentiles)* Second, there is a possibility of 

establishing a subtle symbol with the song '"Da - da - yenu*" 

As to the first, I think we should carefully pare the 

Hebrew down in the script so that it gives the play a 

Jewish flavor but never overwhelms and makes the script a 

"Jewish Play*" Also, it is very tedious dramatically for 

the characters to say the Hebrew and then the English 

translation* For this reason I hope to delete the Hebrew 

and do only the English* Secondly, since Marshal later 

sings "Da - di - yenu," it would, perhaps, be better here 

to use only this song and delete the other two* This 

would be done not only for dramatic simplicity, but also



13. (Continued)

to establish the song as a symbol of joy and contentment 

for Sarah, Marshal, and Joseph.

14. Marshal should be a rabbi sequence (Sarah) - See PROMPT 
BOOK, page 121-letter b.

Since the speech before mentions both the rabbi and poppa,

I think this speech would be clearer to the audience if we 

change the "He" to "Marshal." There is nothing worse 

from an audience point of view than becoming confused.

15. Marshal and his religion sequence (Sarah) - See PROMPT 
BOOK, page 122-letter a.

I think there are two problems here, involving three changes. 

First, the problem of over-writing; the phrasing being too 

well constructed to be conversational. This occurs twice: 

"...smothered in that prayer shawl — in his father’s prayer 

shawl.,.," It is much simpler to say, "...smothered in his 

father's prayer shawl,..." Sarah continues, "...let them 

hear my Marshal sing the seder songs, the songs of love and 

freedom," Here, too, it is simpler to say, ".,,let them 

hear my Marshal sing the seder songs of love and freedom."

In this instance it is also stronger. Secondly, the 

listing of Sukkos, Hannukkah, and Purim may be too over

whelming, too "Jewish," It is a little like making sure 

the audience knows all of the Jewish holidays. Also,

Sukkos and Purim will mean little to the gentiles. It may 

perhaps be better to cut the list down to two.
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16o A son who is a rabbi sequence (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, 

page 123-letter a.

The sequence of, *% »»say it isn't true,n "I'm afraid I 

can!t," "No?" is very melodramatic and much like dialogue 

from a soap opera* It can be easily cut. Also, by adding 

"Grandma" to Joseph/s final speech in this exchange, we 

can further add emphasis to their relationship.

There is a danger in the script of becoming too

melodramatic. The plot itself sits precariously on the

fence between melodrama and realism. To be effective, the 

script and acting must always remain on the side of realism. 

If we slip into melodrama (either in the script or acting), 

the audience at worst will laugh, at least will be 

unaffected.

17. Discussion of Marshal and religion (Joseph) - See PROMPT 
BOOK, page 124-letter b.

I would like to add "well" to the beginning of Joseph's 

dialogue to ;iiriake it more conversational— also to enhance 

the feeling that Joseph is about to settle into a speech.

18. That monster sequence (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 
124-letter c.

It may be me, but I'm afraid that "who lived with you" 

may initially evoke the wrong audience response. I would

feel safer with it out<* Also, cutting line down to "That

monster..." may give Sarah more opportunity for a reaction 

and laugh line.
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19. "His patients? ..." (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 125- 

letter a.

It weakens the character to repeat the exact phrase of 

another character. If Sarah does it too often, she will 

seem to lack the intelligence to use her own words.

20. Sinai sequence (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 126-letter a. 

Will add "Mount" before "Sinai" for clarity.

21. You lost Mapleville sequence (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 126-letter b.

The period of time has been well established by Sarah—  

think it is unnecessary here. Also, I believe it weakens 

overall impact of speech.

22. Joseph’s attack on Alice (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
126-letter c.

"... but of course the circumstances were hardly normal..." 

weakens the speech and is not necessary— "The one who should 

have listened..." carries the impact.

23. Alice’s attack on Joseph (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
127-letter a.

"I was nowhere around to applaud your noise." weakens the 

strength of Alice’s rebuttal as it is redundant with 

"broken record." Attack sequences will be more powerful if 

they are more concise.

24. Can you blame me for crying sequence (Joseph) - See PROMPT 
BOOK, page 127-letter b.

"Oh God! - not at all..." I think the actor can carry 

emotion better— "Oh God!", pause-— with less danger of being 

melodramatic.
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25e Marshal and book dialogue (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOKs page 
130-letter a*

"cares for" is a lesser stumbling block vocally than

"interested in" for the actress»

26» "Yes 9«,» why not?" (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 130- 
letter b.

"And why not?" is stronger«

•27. "All right - why not!" (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 131- 
letter a.

Response is stronger without the "All right."

28. "You'll always be an alien." (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 131-letter b.

I think we can show the emotion portrayed in this line with 

a move, which will: a) make Joseph's speech stronger, and

b) make Alice's final "Alien!" stronger.

29. "My boy" (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 133-letter a.

I think this particular phrase is unnatural for a mother 

and will seem humorous.to the audience— very easy to change, 

"Marshal."

30. "God, it's been long." (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
133-letter b.

Again, melodrama, and to me an unnatural line for Marshal's 

character,

31. "Too long." (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 133-letter c.

If we cut Marshal's line (see Item #30), we will have to 

change this to, "It's been too long," It is much more in 

character for Sarah.
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32. thank you . (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
134-letter b.

If we change "thank you" to "thanks" I think it will be 

more natural.

33. "I don’t like this at all," (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 136-letter a.

This line, coming directly after Marshal’s, ”... got to go 

to the john," is highly comic. Problem can be solved by 

rearranging sequence slightly.

34. "Can I ever forget?" (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 
139-letter a,

This is simply an introductory sentence for what follows 

and is, I think, superfluous.

35. "You won that election — you walked away with it!" (Alice) - 
See PROMPT BOOK, page 139-letter b.

Again— over-writing— simpler to say "You walked away with 

that election," This is especially true for the mood of 

this sequence which is laughter and warm remembrance.

36. for a little while," (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 139-letter d.

I think this smacks too much of impending doom— much like 

a flashing sign to the audience that if they wait— they'll 

see fireworks.

37. "Because, my darling, you just don’t look yourself." (Alice) - 
See PROMPT BOOK, page 140-letter a.

I think we'd be laughed out of the theatre with this line.

If we can't show the audience,.through acting ability, that 

Alice feels this way, we’d better all quit.



38. Singing sequence (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 143- 
letter a.

I think this sequence will be better without the interrup

tion of a song-— this will also lessen the Jewish element 

slightly. This element must be there, but must not be 

overpowering.

39. (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 144-letter a.

I think present tense "you" instead of "you?ve" is stronger.

40. (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 144-letter b.

The use of the contraction "there? s" is weak— "there is" 

is stronger.

41. "You just quit..,? (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 145- 
letter a.

Exact repetition of words is boring— also shock can be 

shown better by, "You quit..,?"

42. "I?11 never forget it," (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
146-letter a.

Again, as with Alice in Act I, this is an unnecessary 

introduction to what follows.

43. "Left" instead of "Quit?1 (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
147-letter a.

Since "quit" was used once by this character to convey 

leaving school, I think for variety?s sake "left" would 

be a better word here in connection with classes— a less 

powerful word for a less powerful act.

44. "But I know what I want. Dad." (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 150-letter a.

Sentence is stronger without the "But."
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45. Twin Oak Park sequence. - See PROMPT BOOK* page 152- 

letter. a.

Marshal’s repetition of Twin Oak Park will be laughable 

because there is no way to obviate having the words 

surrounded by silence as.the actors wait for it to be 

said. "How horrible" is a difficult phrase to say and I 

think the emotion can be conveyed in "you went to jail."

46, Park speech (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 152-letter b. 

Some of this speech tends to become too poetic both for the 

character and for believability. This can be cut down I 

think. May cut out some phrases: "... rising from its

wintry tomb," "We belonged to that bright, green, spring."

47. "Mocky" (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 154-letter a.

The author feels that many of the audience will not under

stand this term and so we will cut it.

48. The Hudson River (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 156- 
letter a.

"River" will be added to "Hudson" for clarity.

49, Sarah’s singing (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 157- 
letter b.

Singing here would interrupt the action especially with the 

interruption of Joseph’s seder speech following shortly.

50, "Oh - God - it’s so hard ..." (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 158-letter b.

"It’s so hard ..." tends to go over the line into melodrama—  

we will be safer if he simply says, "Oh - God!"
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51 o noo» now I must speak" (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 
158-letter d.

There are times, I believe, that the author has allowed the 

character of Marshal to become too pretentious and egotis

tical. If this happens the audience will have little 

sympathy for him. This, I*m afraid, is one of those times.

52. (Sarah) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 158-letter e.

If we change Marshalls dialogue (see Item #51), this will

have to coincide.

53. "Don’t go. Marshal!" (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 159- 
letter b.

This sequence will be stronger if speeches are very short 

and the dialogue can move quickly.

54. (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 160-letter a.

This sequence must be changed or everyone in the audience 

over forty will hate Marshal— much too egotistical. It is 

one thing for a character to feel this way, quite another 

for him to say it? Also, it is unbelievable that Joseph 

and Alice would allow it to be said— especially Joseph. It 

must be more subtle or it will be laughable.

55. (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 161-letter a.

Again—r-egotism. Marshal sounds as if he were God come to 

straighten out the peons. If he does not separate himself 

so from the family problems, I think it will carry better.

I do not want to deny his egotism or his purpose, but it 

must be conveyed in a way that will allow the audience to 

remain in their seats.
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56. "I want it. Mother." (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
161-letter b.

This sentence is completely unnecessary.

■57, "... as a freshman..." (Alice) - See PROMPT BOOK, page
162-letter b.

This is unclear— -could mean high school freshman. For 

clarity change to "after graduation."

58. "Mother wait!" sequence (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 
173-letter a.

Since the repetition of the line at the end of Act II at 

the beginning of Act III is supposed to denote no passage 

of time, I think it will convey this better if only the 

end of the line is repeated.

59. Lead in to "Father's Day card" sequence (Joseph) - See 
PROMPT BOOK, page 176-letter a.

Since the word "roam" is used in the poem following, I 

think it would be better if this word were not used by 

Joseph in his dialogue, but rather the less poetic, more 

conversational "went."

60. "Why are you so defensive?" (Joseph) - See PROMPT BOOK, 
page 179-letter a.

Adding the word "then" at the beginning of this sentence 

will establish a smoother continuity.

61. "Tell her. Dad!" (Marshal) - See PROMPT BOOK, page 194- 
letter a.

This will be deleted as it interrupts the scene.

Although most of the above changes are very minor, and in many 

ways subjective decisions, I believe that even the most minute detail



must not be overlooked. Seemingly minor details $ whether a small 

knick knack in the set9 a very subtle lighting change9 a small9 almost 

unnoticed gesture by an actor9 an attempt at symbolistic blocking by 

the director9 or a slight change in wording of the script can many 

times be the culminating detail that makes the show carry an impact. 

Although many of these decisions are subjective., actor? playwright, 

and director must rely on their own judgment, perhaps at times even 

their own intuition. There are instances in these changes where, 

perhaps, I am being overly cautious, but since the script hangs so 

delicately between melodrama and realism, I have chosen to lean to the 

cautious rather than the adventurous side myself, in the hope that in 

the end the production will slip as little as possible into melodrama. 

As in many directorial decisions, I can only rely on my own judgment 

and hope that I am right.

Two major areas worry me: the development of Joseph and

Marshal in the third act, and the end of the play,

Joseph and Marshal, See PROMPT BOOK,, pages 174-175, 184-190. 

Points to be considered:

a) Joseph needs development— we see his ludicrous side— ■ 
we need to see his dignity,

b) Would any father allow his son to humiliate both him 
and his work without fighting back?

c) Marshal and Alice have a confrontation in Act II— it seems 
that the Marshal and Joseph confrontation is slighted,

d) The script, as is, favors Alice— it would carry more 
impact if the sympathy of the audience wavered between the 
two.



End of Play. See PROMPT BOOK, pages 195-199, including 

unnumbered pages.

The end of the play is much too wordy and highly melodramatic.

In the first place, it says too much and nothing is left to the 

audience's imagination. Having each member of the family become 

reconciled with Marshal and each other (with the exception of Joseph 

and Alice) is unrealistic and will become much like a soap opera.

Played as is, it will undo any emotional impact we establish. It may 

even become saccharine in its sentimentality.

The play’s impact must come through the tragedy of this family's 

inability (no matter how much they love each another), to understand and 

communicate with one another? their failure to live with each other and 

yet survive individually? and finally through the fact that out of this 

chaos one and only one. Marshal, has the will and ability to continue the 

struggle.

Alice’s tragedy is established in Act II: her personal defeats

and her failure with Marshal. Joseph’s tragedy is established at the 

beginning of Act III: his personal failures (his business career, his

rabbinical career, his book) and his inability to communicate with his 

son. Joseph's and Alice’s tragedy together is established in their 

final confrontation and Alice’s decision to leave. Marshal’s tragedy is 

his final realization of what he has (although through good, idealistic 

intent), actually done to his family by making them "face the truth."

At this point there are two things that must be conveyed to the 

audience: Sarah’s tragedy and the future for the family.



Sarah7 s tragedy will be much more powerful if it is expressed 

without in t err up t ion—?- if the audience remembers with her the wonderful 

beginnings3 tries with her to put the pieces back together? hopes 

against hope with her— and faces failure with her. It is her tragedy 

that is the audience7s tragedy— the futile hope that no matter what has 

happened9 there can be a happy ending. By putting all of Sarah7s 

speeches together^ her dialogue will carry this impact.

I think it is sentimental and unnecessary to state, at this 

point3 that each member of the family loves Marshal— this is understood 

from the beginning of the play and will only ruin the script here. The 

repetition of Alice7s and Joseph7 s hopes for Marshal is also unnecessary. 

The audience will remember. This is not the point, not the tragedy—  

and will only weaken the impact.

When Sarah collapses, the statement as to the future of the 

family must be made. The end of the seder is constructively good, but 

it must not dictate the closeness of the family. Rather, they must 

remain separate— in their own silences— their own realizations-— their 

own tragedies. It is highly unrealistic and sentimental for them to 

gather around the table again. Joseph must go back, for at this 

moment he has only the thread of religion to cling to-— but only Joseph, 

Marshal must, through word or movement, show that he, and he alone, 

will learn and continue— that for him there is hope-— that the new will 

struggle out of the chaos of the old.

All of this must be done concisely and simply to carry any 

impact. All unnecessary dialogue should be cut. Silences should be



used a great deal at the end of the play to allow the audience to feel 

the shock and emotion that each member of the family feels* The play 

will be a success only if the audience identifies and experiences the 

shock and tragedy of this family*

I had a conference with N.J*F* He likes the cuts at the end 

of the play* We discussed developing the character of Joseph and he 

promised to work on it* We also discussed the use of the words 

"copulating" and "perpetual erection*" I wish I had second sight to 

know.if these will offend the audience* He asked what I would replace 

them with— and I had no idea* Perhaps that is the answer— if they 

cannot be replaced9 they belong in the script.

Met with the cast for a read-through (except Sarah who had 

another rehearsal— had a friend read her part). We talked over the 

tentative changes* The cast seems very reluctant to criticize or 

change the script* Perhaps this was because the playwright was present* 

I will have to find ways to draw them out; for each actor will 

necessarily be closer to his or her part than either the playwright or 

I can be, and their opinions and criticisms will be valuable.

In working with an original script with the playwright present, 

we have a great advantage* We can discuss and revise weaknesses, 

improve anything that is unclear, and expand sections that will add 

impact* This is not to say that I do not think the script is good, I 

feel it has many possibilities* But it also has many weaknesses and 

can be improved a great deal through rewriting*



It may be that I will have to ask the playwright not to 

attend rehearsals in the future in order to accomplish this freedom of 

discussion with the cast. I shall see.

N.J.F. promised to work on script over the holidays.

January 69 1969

To corrupt an old saying9 "playwrights will be playwrights"— - 

NoJo'F. worked on a script over the holidays— but not Planter. He 

promises to work between now and the fourteenth when we will have our 

first rehearsal (because of problems with the schedule— rehearsals are 

delayed— see REHEARSAL LOG9 pages 58, 85).

January 7, 1969

(Actors will hereafter be referred to by character names.) I 

spoke to Alice, Sarah, and Marshal today (couldn’t reach Joseph) and

asked them to study the script between now and the fourteenth in

reference to changes. I told them that if they had any complaints, 

now was the time— they’ll never get a better offer.

I talked again with N.J*F» and set up an appointment on Friday 

to start interviews on background and influences of the play. He 

mentioned being influenced by,several scripts: Who’s Afraid of 

Virginia Woolf?, Long Day’s Journey Into Eight, The Iceman Cometh.

I hope to be able to re-read these plays'by Friday. I would also like 

to discuss biographical influences (see Director-Playwright Interviews, 

Chapter III).. N.J.F, says that he will also have rewrites by then.
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January 109 1969

Had interview with N.J.F,-— background of play is quite exten

sive (see Director-Playwright Interviews, pages 28^31), He will have 

rewrites on Monday»

January 13, 1969

I had talked with N«JoF» concerning the addition to the third 

act of a better, fuller confrontation scene between Marshal and Joseph, 

(See PROMPT BOOK, pages 184-190,) My complaints:

a) the father seems to lack dignity and strength;

b) there is a need for the father to take the son to task 
u for his egotism in "bringing truth and freedom" to the
family;

c) the father gives in too easily and quickly to his son?s 
attack;

1 , son states father’s book is a joke,

2 , father states book is his life,

3, son states life is a joke— go back to 
rabbinate,

4, father states if he went back wife would leave 
him,

5, son loses temper,

6 , father loses temper,

7, confrontation over--the son, the victor.

It is unbelievable that the son should become dominant so quickly and 

that the father would allow him to have the upper hand,

N,J,F, gave me addition today. It includes a sermon and some 

dialogue following it. The sermon gives the rabbi the dignity and



intelligence which were needed9 but the script still lacks a direct, 

powerful confrontation between Marshal and Joseph. I still believe 

that the son must, to achieve his goal of getting his father back to 

the rabbinate, push his father too far, and that Joseph must then (in 

the colloquial) "tell him off." If Marshal is allowed to attack 

every member of his family in the play, without a sharp rebuttal from 

one of them (and I feel this is the father-s role), we will lose every 

parent in the audience— and rightly so.

Since.our first rehearsal is tomorrow I will discuss this with 

both cast and playwright then, and try some improvisations. I think I 

can convey my ideas more clearly to the playwright in this fashion. I 

will discuss the scene thoroughly with the two actors, give them as 

many suggestions as possible to use, and then let them loose. At 

best it will help us with the rewrites; at least it will be a good 

exercise in character probing for the actors.

I will also set up a rehearsal schedule, but finals are coming

and we are running out of rehearsal time to work on the script. "The

best laid plans.

January 14, 1969

We read through Act I and the first half of Act II today.

Question of Sarah's English usage discussed with actress:

Will audience receive wrong impression of character if 

she uses words such as "ain't," "I says," "he don't," 

etc.— although this occurs in reality, will audience 

therefore assume character has little intelligence and



pigeonhole her as a stereotype? Actress and I agree 

this is a distinct possibility and would weaken the 

charactero

I will therefore make tentative changes throughout the script of Sarah's 

English9 (See PROMPT BOOK, pages 111-letter a, 112-letter b, 120-letter 

1 2 2 -letter a, 144-letter c, 193-letter a, 193-letter b.

I discussed the copulating image in a religious speech with the 

cast— seems as if I am the only one it bothers» Also, there is no 

other expression that is not as bad, or worse* It may offend someone, 

but I think we will have to leave it in. This and ."perpetual erection" 

are integral to the character— cannot take the speeches out, and the 

speeches need those particular words— in they stay9 (See PROMPT BOOK, 

page 114 and page 180.)

We tried some of the phrase changes and they seem to work well—  

will keep them in, but they remain tentative.

I let the actresses go, and went over the third act scene with 

the actors, (See PROMPT BOOK, pages 184-190e) First, we read through 

the original— then we went back and reread the scene using the addition. 

Both actors liked the sermon— hearing it read I liked it even more— in 

the sermon we see a man of depth, feeling, and intelligence— all agreed 

it adds a great deal to the script. We then moved on to the improvisa

tion,

I asked the actors to improvise a direct confrontation in 

which both father and son reach, and cross, their emotional breaking 

points and say more than they mean to. I asked them to start where the



son states' that his father’s life is a joke, and asked the father to 

attack the son at this point, I gave them as many areas of confronta

tion to work with as I could think of:

a) son attack father’s hiding behind psychological terms—  
also his dependence on sexual imagery9

b) son attack father because he never listens9 but simply 
makes speeches 9

c) father attack son’s egotism and the fact that he (son) 
thinks he knows all the answers to life’s problems at the 
age of eighteen.,

d) father attack son as a quitter (leaving school) 9

e) both can argue over book— Alice--each one’s philosophy.

After a lengthy discussion9 we. started improvisation. The

first time both actors reiterated the exposition of the play and stopped, 

I suggested again that the father attack the son’s egotism. We started 

a second time. The actors fought over philosophy and then the father 

stated9 "Your mother and I have stayed together only for you9" and 

they developed a scene from this. It was quite dramatic.

After improvisation9 we discussed ways of developing scene:

a) Marshal— life is a joke

b) Joseph— What makes you think you can tell me - look what 
I’ve done9 etc, - You can’t get through school - you ran 
away

c) Marshal— what you’ve done - those five years when you 
failed at everything

d) Joseph— I tried! but that woman

e) Argue about Alice

f) Joseph— we stayed together for you



g) Marshal— I didn? t want it - don? t blame it on me 
(Question of guilt)

h) Joseph-— Only for you

i) Marshal— But I7m leaving! (silence) What will you do 
if book fails

j) Lead into sermon.

N.J.F. excited over possibilities in the scene— the inter

weaving of love/hate and guilt. We talked about the mother/son and the 

son/grandmother scenes of confrontation. N.J.F. promised to work on 

these developments.

I feel this new scene will add strength to the character of 

Joseph, and help pull the audience’s empathy from one character to the 

other which will add necessary impact to the play. The audience must 

identify and sympathize with each character, and finally with all of 

them and their inevitable inability to reach any conclusion other than 

separation at the play’s conclusion.

I feel the play is starting to realize its possibilities, if 

we can only— delicately— mold in the additions....

January 16, 1969

I reread the confrontation scene between Alice and Marshal, 

and reconsidered a rewrite. N.J.F. likes story-telling method and 

wants to see if it will work presented as a conflict scene. The 

exposition worries me, but will try and solve this problem in presenta

tion.

If we get a rewrite on the Joseph/Marshal confrontation, we 

will have an interesting paradox; the seemingly strong mother becomes
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defenseless in the confrontation with her son; the seemingly weak 

father rallies and fights his son. It will add dimension to the play.

In considering a rewrite of the Joseph/Marshal scene— cautions

a) Joseph must not speak of divorce or will ruin the end 
of the play when Alice states that she is going to 
get one,

b) do not emphasize too much Alice* s stopping him from 
being a rabbi or Alice will be reduced to a one- 
dimensional villainess,

c) emphasize the paradox of wanting— not wanting wife.

January 17, 1969

I talked with N.J.E. concerning rewrites and the end of play—  

how additions must not contradict. He knew problem before I did, which 

is logical. ,

January 29, 1969

The more we get into rehearsals, the bigger the problem of 

Sarah’s character becomes. The playwright, the actress, and I all 

understand what her character is, but that character is not in the 

script. The character should be a combination of surface sweetness 

with underlying strength. Until the end of the play in fact, she 

should be the strongest character. The surface sweetness of the 

character, however, is all out of proportion. We see the quality of 

sweetness in all of Sarah?s lines, but see her strength and possessive

ness through guilt only through the lines of other characters. There 

is no way for the actress to convey this strength simply through acting 

ability for, I believe, the audience would think it was false. Her
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strength and position of dominance with Alice must be shown in the 

dialoguee

There are two places in the script where this can be done*

First, her dialogue with Alice (beginning of Alice’s story) in Act II 

can be stronger. (See PROMPT BOOK, pages 161-164, especially pages 

162-letter c, 163-letter b, 164-letter a.) And second, her confrontation 

with Marshal in Act III can be much improved *

The Act III Sarah/Marshal scene as it now stands (see PROMPT 

BOOK, pages 190-192) stops the action of the play completely as, 

through exposition, we learn of Sarah’s past. Also, Marshal’s attack 

does not seem justified, nor do his arguments make sense.

If Sarah enters just as Marshal is starting to finally com

municate with his father, and she insists on interrupting him, it will 

not only be more realistic, but will give Marshal added motivation to 

attack her. Also, as it now reads, she has no purpose of her own to 

accomplish. She needs a purpose to bring her into conflict with 

Marshal. If we strengthen her part of the confrontation, we will more 

clearly be able to see the character.

There are also several places in the script where we can 

strengthen the character by either deleting a few words of her dialogue, 

or rearranging them.

1. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 119-letter a.) Add "the rabbi’s 

right" to give hint of Sarah’s insidious tendency to side 

with the rabbi against her daughter.



2o (See PROMPT BOOK, page 122-letter c- ) Delete "Alice, 

my child" to remove tenderness— add strength*

3* (See PROMPT BOOK, page - 161-letter c,) Delete "my child" 

to remove sweetness— add strength.

4* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 162-letter b. ) Change repetition

of question in Act II confrontation with Alice to definite

statement*

5* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 163-letter a,. ) "He didn't make a

living*"— give line to Sarah as definite statement*

6 * (See PROMPT BOOK, page 163-letter h.; ) Add line "Better!"

for Sarah to keep her definite position in the conversation

7* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 163-letter c* ) Delete "Alice, my

child •**" to remove desire to placate Alice and make 

stronger character statement*

8 * (See PROMPT BOOK, page 164-letter a*. ) Add "Who made a

good living!" as definite statement of unregretted prior 

position* This will establish attempt at dominance over 

Alice— a dominance which the audience will begin to see 

her losing— but not losing without a fight*

9* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 193-letter a. ) Delete "How could

I know" to make "It wasn't my fault!" a definite belief.

We also discussed the Jewish idiom as used by Sarah's character 

She is forever saying "my child," "my darling," or "0y»" We can play 

down the "Oy's" in the acting. Diminishing the quantity of these 

phrases will make the character stronger and there will be less danger
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of her becoming the stereotyped Jewish grandmother, I do not wish to 

deny her Jewishness, but here again, we need the flavor only. To be 

universal, she must first be a. grandmother, and second, happen to be 

Jewish. At.the. moment her idiom couches her so strongly in dialect 

that she will first be a Jew and second, a. grandmother.

1. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 119-letter b.. ) Delete "my child" 

and make sentence more of a command.

2. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 122-letter b. ) Change "my child"

to "Alice" for variety.

3. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 124-letter a. ) Delete "should be”'

to leave flavor only.

4. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 128-letter a.) Change "he should"

to "him to" to relieve dialect.

. 5. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 132-letter b... ) Change "my child" to

"mein kind" for variety.

6 . (See PROMPT BOOK, page 134-letter a. ) Delete "my darling"—

usage here, to a male child, might bother audience, and 

deletion will also relieve the quantity of dialect,

7. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 158-letter c. ) Change "darling" to

"mein kind"— establish Alice as "my child" or "my darling," 

Marshal as "mein kind."

The next problem concerning Sarah is the dialogue at the opening 

of the play. Having two characters onstage, each in his separate 

reverie is one thing, but having Sarah carry on a conversation with an 

unseen Mr. Ginsburg is a problem. First, it is very difficult to make
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believable; second, it adds to the stereotype; and third, we could 

establish the character more strongly if she were in a reverie by her

self. We (the actress and I) decided to try the opening lines without 

Ginsburg, (See PROMPT BOOK, pages 111-letter c, 111-letter d, 111-letter 

f, 1 1 2 -letter b, 1 1 2 -letter c.)

There are still several problems in Act III which I discussed 

with N,J9F.

lo (See PROMPT BOOK, pages -174-175, 184-190,) The father/son 

Act III scene is still not quite right— it is too fast. We 

need to strengthen Joseph -s decision to go back to the 

pulpit. Also, since the reference to the afikomen at the 

end of the play (see PROMPT BOOK, page 199) is ambiguous—  

it might be a good idea to foreshadow it here.

2, (See PROMPT BOOK, page 195-letter a.) When Joseph 

approaches Alice (after Alice7s confrontation with Sarah,

Act III), we need to see to what extent he has made up his 

mind to return to the pulpit. The stronger his decision, 

the stronger the irony of the decision that Alice has made 

offstage,

3. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 195.) The "murderer” sequence is 

too highly melodramatic for the situation. It will "jump" 

clear out of the context of the play. I believe we can 

tone it down and maintain impact. Joseph is too highly 

civilized a man to "choke" Alice, and Alice is too strong 

a character not to fight back.



4o (See PROMPT BOOK, page 195 and unnumbered pagese) Sarah? s

dialogue after the fight between Alice and Joseph is 

unneeded» I think she can "act" her shock in silence, and 

it interrupts the suspense of the main action: Joseph’s

attempt to win Alice back and her final decision.

5. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 198 and unnumbered pages.)

Marshal’s breakdown speech is so unrealistic it’s frighten

ing. He is waxing poetic in the middle of a crisis. N.J.P. 

says he will save his poetry for another play. We cut it

to one word.

6 . (See PROMPT BOOK, page 199 and unnumbered pages.) I believe

it is more realistic if Joseph does not accept the idea of

divorce so quickly. This can be accomplished by simply 

having him unable to answer Sarah after Alice says "It’s

over..."

7. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 199 and unnumbered pages.) I think 

the song "Halleluyah" should be cut at the end of the play. 

It will interrupt the impact we establish and become senti

mental— silence will be more powerful.

January 30, 1969 - February 2, 1969

N.J.F. has rewritten Sarah’s dialogue in her confrontation with 

Alice in Act II. It is much better-— adds strength and sympathy to her 

character (see PROMPT BOOK, pages 161-164).

He also extended the scene between Marshal and Joseph and we 

can now see Joseph’s decision to return to the rabbinate more clearly



(see PROMPT BOOK, pages 184-190), Also,.the transition (from Marshal's 

attention to Alice, to his attention and confrontation with Joseph) is 

much smoother (see PROMPT BOOK, pages 174-175). He also added a 

reference here to the afikomen and stated clearly the gift that Marshal 

desires (see PROMPT BOOK, page 184). Now, it will be clear at the end 

of the play when Joseph says "We have a gift to give you now." At 

least, clearer than it was before.

N.J.F. has completely rewritten the Sarah/Marshal confrontation 

scene in Act III, Now it no longer stops the action and it adds 

logical development to theft conflict (see PROMPT BOOK, pages 190-192).

The end of the play has been changed so that only Joseph 

returns to the seder. This makes it much more dramatic (see PROMPT 

BOOK, pages 195-199).

Some of Marshal's more blatant, unsubtle lines have been 

changed so that their impact will be felt by, rather than shouted to, 

the audience (see December 15-20, pages 49-#36, 52-#51, 52-#54, 52-#55).

Sarah's first lines have been changed— deleting Ginsburg— to 

relieve the stereotype (see PROMPT BOOK, pages 111-letter a, 111-letter 

c, 1 1 1 -letter d, 1 1 1 -letter f, 1 1 2 -letter b, 1 1 2 -letter c).

February 3, 1969

Have had to add several exits for Sarah to the script. There 

are many times when she is left on the stage with nothing to do and 

nothing (or very little) to say. Exits will help a great deal. In 

many instances she is not needed onstage (either for dialogue or to 

hear what is said), She cannot simply stand (or sit) there and listen
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(especially if it is during an argument— I think she would intervene), 

and if I move her or give her business, it will be distracting» Solu

tion— change setting slightly, leaving table unset at the opening of 

the play. This will give her business throughout the first act (which 

she badly needs or she will be left standing and listening to Joseph 

most of the time) and also motivation for several exits to the kitchen 

to bring on food. The trunk can be used for the same purpose in Act II,

(See PROMPT BOOK, page 109-letter a.)

There are several other instances of the author? s stage direc

tions (written into the script) which I feel must, for varying reasons 

be changed,

1, (See PROMPT BOOK, page 109-letter b. ) Since our desk will

be completely upstage, Joseph should be initially seen by

the audience, standing, not sitting. To keep the 

separateness of the reverie, Joseph will remain in the 

study alcove and not. come down to the table until he 

speaks to Sarah, Also, since the opening dialogue concern

ing the seder is very low key for an opening of a play, and 

since candles are lighted at dusk for a seder,^ we will 

open using the addition of the blessing and lighting of 

candles so that Sarah will be onstage at the beginning for 

added interest.

■ 27»* Mar tin B erkowitz, HAGGADAH for the American Family: A New
Seder Service (Merion, Pennsylvania: compliments of . Standard Brands,
available through most synagogues, no date).



(See PROMPT BOOK,, page 110-letter b o )  To establish the 

greatest physical distance possible and help the 

believability of two separate reveries on a relatively 

small stage9 Joseph will remain in the alcove and Sarah 

will initially go all the way downstage to the buffet9 

not to the table»

(See PROMPT BOOK9 page 121-letter a») I will not use the 

direction for Sarah to "dance" during her remembrance of 

poppa-s seders— I believe it would detract from the scene. 

Physical movement of the arms here is enough and will allow 

her to establish a solid mood— ^also9 I do not think it 

would be "right" for our actress,

(See PROMPT BOOK, page 130-letter c,) Will cut Sarah’s

line9 "Yes9 what9 my child?" as I will have her offstage at

this point, She does not need to hear this dialogue as

she most certainly knows Alice’s hopes for Marshal,

(See PROMPT B00K9 page 130-letter d,) Will cut Sarah’s

"Yes" for the same reasons as above (number 4),

(See PROMPT BOOK9 page 141-letter b.) Will have everyone 

dip his own parsley in salt water? as it would be very 

awkward for the actor to pass dripping parsley the length 

of the table we will use,

(See PROMPT B00K9 page 141-letter c,) Must change the 

timing of the hiding of the afikomen or Marshal will see 

it being hidden.



8 o (See PROMPT BOOK) page 157^1etter a. ) I do not like the

visual picture of Alice lying down on the sofa— will cut 

line and have her sit on the line "Later? Mother9"

9. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 158-letter a- ) Will cut Joseph's

giving Haggadah to Marshal— it will only take up time and we

will then have to find a place for him (Marshal) to put it,

since he never uses it,

10o (See PROMPT BOOK, page 159-letter a. ) Think, shock; is

better expressed by freezing of movement rather than sudden 

movemento Therefore will cut Alice’s jumping from sofa,

11 o (See PROMPT BOOK, page 169-letter b, ) Marshal chiming in

with Alice does not work— should look sarcastic, but only 

looks ridiculous— will cut it.

12. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 172-letter a. ) Since Marshal starts

the third act with no passage of time, and also because we 

cannot simply leave him standing there during Sarah?s line, 

will change lines so that Marshal has the curtain line.

I have found one additional cut which may help strengthen Sarah? s 

character slightly. I will cut Alice’s "Of course not," in response to 

drink offer in Act I, and leave Sarah with the sole vocal response.

(See PROMPT BOOK, page 135-letter a.)

February 5, 1969

Found today that the final confrontation between Alice and 

Marshal in Act II needs cleaning up. We won’t have to rewrite, think 

we can do it by cuts and rearrangement of lines.



lo (See PROMPT BOOK, page 170—letter a«. ) Cut "You were

horrible. Mother" (difficult to say), and "You were weak."

It is too much name-calling. The author cut the two 

following speeches— feels they are "too much."

2. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 170-letter b. ) "...guts enough"

seems better than "... courage to learn"— much stronger.

3. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 171^1etter a. ) "...make up for

life." "Life" needs a descriptive adjective.

4. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 171-letter b. ) ??l didn't use you!"—

"Use you!" conveys shock better.

5. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 172-letter a. ) Alice is left on

stage too long after she tells Marshal to go— cut some 

dialogue to make break cleaner.

We are now using all new additions, and they work well.

February 11, 1969

N.J9F. is coming the 14th to see a run-through: to see all of

his rewrites, cuts, and changes put together. I want him to see it 

before we set anything to make sure we have stayed within his concept 

of the play. He has been so cooperative and easy for us all to work 

with, I sometimes worry. I respect his creative ability and hope I 

have not been overly critical of his work in my desire to see the 

script reach its fullest potential. He has listened to all suggestions 

for rewrites with an open mind, and it has been a pleasure to work with
I- !

him. We have disagreed— but always in a friendly fashion. . I hope he is 

not disappointed in the overall result. He says he is worred; about



seeing his.play for the first time— he doesn•t know how nervous I am 

about how he will feel when he sees all the changes put together. I

was so sure when we made each ones. now.«, .we will see on the 14th.

February 14, 1969

N.J.Fo is coming the 16th. This will give us a chance to 

clean up the action a little more before he sees it.

I want to make a few more line changes concerning Alice’s 

character.

1. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 139-letter c. ) Change "... is 

there something wrong?" to .. what’s the matter?" It

needs to be more definite since she begins to realize

that there is something wrong just after his entrance.

2. (See. PROMPT BOOK, page 154-letter b. ) "... to protest

was...” should be changed to "... to protest ia ...” for

a stronger attack directed at Marshal.

3. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 166-letter a. ) Added "Even for the 

life of his only son!" a second time— directed at Marshal 

to win his sympathy.

4. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 166-letters a and b. ) All dialogue 

regarding religion, pimps and brothels was cut by author. 

First, the imagery was unclear and second, we were both 

afraid that this would offend the audience.

5./ (See PROMPT BOOK, page 167-letter a. ) Marshal’s "Damn it.

Mother!” will be moved into Alice’s speech; not only because 

as written, it proves too long a wait for him, but also



5. (Continued)

because it is easier for Alice to make her transition to 

Joseph (ignoring Marshal) on the line "No draft for rabbis»» 

than it is on the less bitter "Then the daily horror of the 

casualty reports.,."

6 , (See PROMPT BOOK, page 168-letter a*) "No such luck!" will

be cuto I feel this response, even at this time, makes 

Alice much too cruel»

7 e (See PROMPT BOOK, page 169—letter a*) The repetition of

Alice’s accusation that Joseph ruined her life is unneces

sary and it detracts from the important statement that at 

this point in her life she channeled all her interest into 

the life of her son.

Both the actress and I feel that Alice will be more powerful at 

the end of the play if she has given up completely concerning her life 

with Joseph. She should be played as if in shock (this complies with 

Sarah’s description of her in the Act III rewritten scene, see PROMPT 

BOOK, page 191), in a dead monotone as if she has lost her will to 

fight— the spirit to fight which was the last vestige of her feeling

for Joseph. We will, therefore, cut all lines of bitterness directed

at Joseph, but leave all those directed at Marshal, for whom she still 

feels love. (See PROMPT BOOK, pages 194-letter b, 195, unnumbered 

pages.)

"And you’ll be looking for another wife!"

"You bet it won’t— ever again!"



"Now you just be quiet as to who I should see —  and don’t

worry about acting rashly!"

Three more changes will be made here to cleanup the scene.

1. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 195-letter a.. ) "runt" will be 

changed to "son" since our Marshal is the tallest member 

of the cast. "... who I gave up my happiness for," will 

be cut since it has often been said before.

2. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 195-letter b- ) "Goodbye, Joe"

will be cut— melodrama.

3. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 197.) "Goodbye, Joe" in response 

to Marshal will be changed to a response tjD Marshal not 

away from him, and made as a comment on how Alice feels 

about Marshal’s behavior, "Don’t flatter yourself."

Two more slight changes to calm down Marshal’s more blatant 

dialogue should be made.

1. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 173-letter b. ) Cut some of "...if

she could only face the truth" sequence— also cut,Joseph’s 

one-dimensional lines, "the woman’s sick," "the woman needs 

help."

2. (See PROMPT BOOK, page 192-letter a. ) Marshal’s "I came

home to tell you"— missed this when I was cutting or

changing his more egotistical lines.

February 15, 1969

I believe the play has had as many rewrites as is possible for 

this production. I feel we can now put four three-dimensional



characters onstage/ and that the play will move wells believably and 

powerfully toward a realistic end. Although the play is still not 

ngreat?ff I believe we have gone as far as we can without rewriting 

completely— and this is impossible in the time left o I am not sure 

if I would recommend this to the author, even if we did have time* The 

play moves-— it holds your attention— you sympathize with the characters^—  

you are affected by the ending* It has a certain fascination, and I 

think it will prove effective before an audience* And they, the 

audience, are, after all the final judges*

I would like at this point to set all changes* Because of 

rehearsal difficulties, we are behind schedule and the actors must 

start work on their lines* I hope N*J*F* agrees. He sees the play 

in two days— hope he likes revisions* I believe Sarah and Joseph are 

now stronger and fuller characters, and that the simplified, definite 

ending is much more powerful* Will know on the 16th*

I made three simple changes today-— mostly technical*

1* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 117-letter d. ) Will have Alice ,

make a noise at the front door— key will never be heard 

since pur door is completely upstage*

2* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 132-letter a* ) Will change door

bell to knock to simplify sound cue*

3* (See PROMPT BOOK, page 141-letter a* ) Will cut long prayer

of Joseph's during seder at the end of Act I so that the

pace of the show does not drag during the ceremony*



February 16, 1969

N.J.F. saw run-through today and was very pleased with it. He 

likes the changes! He'll never know how nervously I was awaiting his 

verdict!

The script is now set!

Section II

Data on scene design and technical notes will not be given as a 

daily log, but in summary form; an accounting of day to day progress in 

these areas not being of paramount importance in this report.

Scene Design

As director, and scene designer, I have the advantage of knowing 

what blocking demands will be, and will take this into consideration 

when designing the set.

Set needs:

a) a middle-class apartment - New York City, early 1960's,

b) three areas - study
living room 
dining room,

c) three entrances r- front door
bath, bedrooms 
kitchen.

The physical theatre (see photographs, APPENDIX A, page 220):

a) three permanent doors in the back wall— the center 
doorway is higher and wider than the other two,

b) a thrust stage, slightly angled to the stage right 
side,

c) fire exit doors on either side of the stage which 
cannot be blocked.



The physical theatre (Continued)

an area behind the doorways of roughly four feet stage 
right, seven feet stage left, to the cyclbrama— with 
one backstage exit (up right) to the prop room, ;

an audience spread to either side of the stage, making 
sight lines difficult,

a side wall approximately half-way down the stage left 
side of the stage and a side wall three feet down the 
stage right side of the stage at an angle,

the stage is 3f2!' high and the rake of the audience seats 
does not start until amost half-way back in the house; 
the rake there is relatively slight.

Immediate problems:

a) the visual line of the set should be more interesting than 
the permanent straight line of the three doors,

b) at least one exit should be, for interest and variety, 
either to stage left or to stage right,

c) since the actors are short, there should be a platform to 
suggest height; a platform will also provide varied 
acting levels.

First solution:

a) entrance to kitchen— angled flat up right,

' b) study area— center alcove,

c) front entrance and entrance to bedrooms-— recessed entry way
and stairs, angled flat up left,

d) platform in the study and hallway areas..

This solution is an artistic success— pleasing to the eye with a variety 

and interest in lines, distinct entrances, room for three areas which 

are separate yet converging, opportunity for ample blocking variety, and

d)

e)

f)

g)

the advantage of space in which to place required furniture. However,



although I would prefer to use such a set, it will not be possible 

on our stage because of lack of space«

Final solutions

a) entrance to kitchen - angled flat up left (to establish 
a variety of sight lines and add interest to set, also, 
it is placed in front of up left doorway for easy 
storage of kitchen props),

b) study area - center alcove (should be strategically 
placed to achieve visual importance, but, since it will 
be used relatively few times in blocking— except for the 
important sermon scene which will profit by up center 
placement-^should not take up a large amount of space),

c) front door - placed up right, upstage of the right 
doorway (this provides <an easy entrance from the prop
'room for the actors),

d) closet - angled flat from front door to side wall, right 
(should be near front door and out of way since only 
used once),

e) exit to bedrooms and bath - hallway right formed by 
flat angled to down stage right corner (will provide 
balanced line with kitchen flat and variety in exits),

f) platform - hallway, front entryway, study area (not 
only to add interest to visual effect, but also to 
provide an extra level for actors),

g) shelves added to center recess for property use (to 
help reflect personalities of characters and add 
interest to set).

Furniture

a) study area - desk 
chair 
bookcase

(all pieces should be modern/utilitarian to reflect 
the character of Joseph)



b) living room area - couch
coffee table 
easy chair
side table for easy chair 
bookcase

(all pieces except bookcase should be more modern and 
sophisticated than those in the. dining area to reflect the 
taste of Alice, but must also blend with the furniture in 
the dining -room— bookcase ' should be utilitarian to 
reflect Joseph, but should match the living room area 
furniture),

c) dining room area - dining table
four chairs 
small table 
hutch 
buffet

(furniture should be old-fashioned to reflect Sarah's 
background).

Since Sarah presumably brought furniture with her when she came 

to live with Joseph and Alice, her taste should be reflected in the 

set: she is the domestic character, therefore the dining area was

chosen for this purpose. The study is definitely Joseph’s domain and 

the living room area would be Alice’s. All areas must, however, fit 

together. Therefore, modern pieces will be chosen with great care so 

that, although each area will be different, the overall effect is 

unified.

Color

The colors used on the set should be warm but not too bright.

I lean toward oranges, greens, and brown. I want to establish a 

certain degree of vitality (orange) but toned down to mature, good 

taste (brown). I would like to use a wood paneling effect on the walls 

This will establish that the apartment is inhabited by people of good 

taste, and will also establish warmth. The crowded realism of three



living areas in one (study, dining room, and living room) will 

establish that it is not the most expensive apartment in town* Also,

I am thinking of New York City converted brownstones where the interior 

was quite nice when it was a home, but crowded when converted into an 

apartment * The paneling should be a muted tone with some orange in it— ; 

perhaps maple— for color unity* I will attempt to have two, and only 

two, primary colors, orange and brown, with slight green accents for 

variety* This, I hope will establish an overall unity to the set. The 

stage floor is black, and I will paint the platform dark brown*

The furniture will carry out the color scheme of the set:

a) study area ~ desk - dark brown
bookcase - dark brown
chair - dark brown
curtains - brown, green, orange

b) living room area - couch - orange
coffee table - light wood 
easy chair - orange 
side table - light metal or wood 
bookcase - as close to wall color 

as possible

c) dining room area table - medium brown wood— green cloth
chairs - medium wood— upholstered

seats in brown and orange or 
brown and green (preferably 
the orange) 

buffet - dark wood 
hutch - dark,wood 
small table - dark wood

Properties

Careful attention will be given to the selection of props to 

indicate both the old (Sarah) and the new (Alice and Joseph) * Old 

plates will be put in the hutch (Sarah), antique brass (Sarah) placed



on the shelves along with more modern figurines and glassware (Alice) 

The bookcase upstage will be used for the bar and the desk, well- 

littered with books, pencils, typewriter, pipes, and an ashtray. 

Joseph-s smoking supplies, and a picture of Marshal will be on the 

stage right bookcase. I am striving for a well-lived-in but orderly 

effect. I believe this set-up will achieve it— but it will take a 

wealth of properties to show all three personalities in one room with 

the proper balance.

Costumes

Costumes are the easiest part of the production. Since the 

time of the play is early I960*s, each cast member will wear his own 

or borrowed clothes. I am setting very simple requirements:

a) Joseph - shirt sleeves at the beginning of the play,
coat for seder— should have dark suit or 
very conservative slacks and sportscoat.

b) Sarah - shirtwaist or relatively simple dress that
is casual enough to cook in, but dressy 
enough for seder— should be dark color—  
full skirt or skirt long enough to cover 
knees when sitting— should have floral 
apron until time of seder.

c) Alice - slightly dressy dress for work, and seder
celebration— lighter color than Sarah*s—  
also full skirt or one long enough to cover 
knees when sitting 9

d) Marshal- rumpled pants in a brown color— light,
colored shirt— corduroy or herring-bone 
jacket in brown color— all clothes should 
be rumpled.

The only problem with costumes is to coordinate colors.

Joseph - black 
Marshal - brown

Sarah - dark green 
Alice - medium blue



Lighting

Act It

a) (opening) Lights rise to dim- Sarah then 
lights candles and lights rise to full level 
during the blessing.

b) (close) Lights fade slowly as the seder 
dialogue ends.

Act II:

a) (opening) Lights rise comparatively quickly 
as there is no effect to achieve here.

b) (close) Lights blackout the instant Marshal 
finishes his line - or audience will wonder 
why he does not exit.

Act III:

a) (opening) Lights "snap on" after Marshal’s 
line, "Mother, wait!"

b) Lights start a slow general fade (should be 
so slow that audience is not aware it is 
happening) on Sarah's line, "Don’t cry. 
Marshal." End fade when Sarah collapses in 
chair and hold level until Joseph reaches 
the area upstage of the table. Start fade 
again (bringing up Marshal Special aimed at 
the upstage area of the table) when Joseph 
is left of table and continue until the 
Pilgrim Song - then hold. This dimmer 
lighting will help establish the mood at 
the end of the play and the Marshal Special 
will light him (Marshal) at a slightly higher 
level than the others as he is most important 
at this point.

c) (close) . Very slow fade after Joseph finishes 
the "Pilgrim Song."



Music

Music will be played before and after the play9 and during 

intermissions. This music should reflect the Hebrew tradition— will 

use music by Bloch.

Section III

December 119 1968

First day of tryouts— had few people but one or two interesting 

readings9 particularly for Alice and Joseph.

December 129 1968

Second day of tryouts— had more people. Think I have Alice and 

Joseph. Also had a very nice reading for Sarah today. Marshal remains 

a problem— have two people in mind. . I will have to check tomorrow to 

see if one of them can achieve youthful idealism and also intense 

emotionalism. I also want to check and see if the girl I have in mind 

for Alice will be able to achieve more variety than she has shown so 

far. The only problem I foresee with the actor I think I will cast as 

Joseph is one of maturity.

December 139 1968

I experimented with the actress I had in mind for Alice and think 

she can achieve variety. . Had many readings for Marshal— -particularly 

the park speech and the confrontation with Alice (Act II). I finally 

found one actor who9 I think9 can do both well. The play is cast.



Sarahs Hope Silvestri
Joseph: Bruce Halperin
Alices Lucille Botte
Marshals David Waterman

I had planned to start read-throughs to work on the script

this week) but since both actresses are in other productions, we will

have to postpone until January 14th.

January 7, 1969

Plans for rehearsals this months

a) two to three read-throughs for script changes,

b) discussions with cast on character and play analysis,

c) improvisations for proposed script changes and character 
development.

I checked the policy on publicity for the production. We will 

have posters and I will set up interviews with the two Tucson papers 

and the campuk paper.

January 14, 1969

Had a read-through of Act I and the first half of Act II today 

and did an improvisation for script changes (see Section I, pages 59-61).

I will have to start working with the cast soon in reference 

to depth and subtext in their characters, and also the relationships 

within the family.

January 16, 1969

I think I will experiment with a technical approach to the 

Alice/Marshal confrontation scene in Act II. I am worried about the 

effectiveness of the scene and the wealth of exposition in it. If we



build the tempo steadily until Marshal says3 "You never loved me!" 

we may be able to pull the audience with us. At that point the use of 

an abrupt pause and a sudden drop in volume and pacing may create an 

impact. It is something to try at least.

January 27, 1969

Read additions to Act III (see Section I, page 57), and tried 

experiment on Act II confrontation scene.

a) Joseph - become steadily weaker in volume

b) Sarah - become steadily stronger in volume

c) Marshal -become stronger in volume very quickly starting
with; "I listened. Mother, I spent my whole
life.,."

d) Alice - start at a slow pace and low volume and build
both pace and volume steadily until; "You 
never loved me!"

e) Alice and
Marshal -complete break in pace and volume after: "You

never loved me!"

We tried the technique four times. The first two times failed 

because of the cast’s inexperience with the technique and the mis

understanding that no deviation was allowed. The third and fourth 

attempts failed because of inability to achieve the proper progression 

of pace.

I do not think this technique will work except, possibly at the 

very end of the scene:

a) a definite build-up in pace and volume: VI listened.
Mother, I spent my whole life..." - until - "You never 
loved me!" - then



b) a sudden break and change in pace and volume until 
Alicefs exit.

This will be further enhanced if Alice achieves a slow pace and low 

volume just prior to Marshalvs attack, which is indicated in the 

dialogue.

January 28, 1969

Today we had a lengthy round robin discussion of the characters 

and the play. I think it was very helpful to the cast. We also read 

through Act III and discussed some of its script problems.

January 29, 1969

Had a lengthy discussion with actors concerning script problems 

in Act III and tried several improvizations. The Act is being rewritten 

(see Section I, pages 53-55, 57-58, 59-61, 63, 6 6-number 1, 67-68, 74-75).

February 3, 1969

This week is set aside for blocking; today we will do Act I and 

the first half of Act II.

The set works well, but I am having to set exact positions in 

many instances to make sure actors are not on the same horizontal line,

which detracts from any feeling of depth.

I feel that Sarah will be very static in Act I as written since

she has little to do except listen to Joseph. Also, she (after Alice7s

entrance) is onstage many times with no dialogue (during conversations 

between Alice and Joseph). It will be difficult for the actress to 

maintain her character under these conditions. If I place her in the



same area as Alice and Joseph, I believe it will be unrealistic for 

her to silently sit (or stand) there. If I place her in another area

with nothing to do, she will look static. But if I create business

for her, she will detract from the dialogue and main action.

To solve these problems I am going to;

a) leave the table unset at the beginning of the play 
except for a tablecloth,

b) write in seyeral "exits" to the kitchen for Sarah.

This will enable me to give Sarah business during Act I which will;

a) aid her in developing the "bustling" quality of her
character,

b) aid in blocking variety during the reverie section,

c) establish her as the housekeeper of the home,

d) give her business to aid her reactions to Joseph, and 
help build laugh lines,

e) give her business during those speeches of Joseph's 
which are mainly introspective,

f) give her business during conversations between Alice and 
Joseph which she must overhear,

g) motivation for exits to the kitchen for those times when 
Sarah has no.dialogue and does not need to hear conversa
tion.

I have researched the items that must be placed on the table 

for Passover, and they are numerous. However, I have listed the items 

to be brought in from the kitchen and they divide well for the number 

of exits I put in* I am placing the silverware, napkins, Ha.ggadahs, 

and salt and pepper on the buffet; the plates, cups and saucers, wine 

glasses, and centerpiece in the hutch. By dividing the onstage items
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down left and up left of the table, I hope to be able to achieve a 

variety of movement 0

It became apparent today that I must carefully set each piece 

of table setting business with Sarah, The business will work well, 

but we must also be sure that it adds, never detracts from her lines.

We will start working with mock props immediately to enable her to set 

timing,

I will also establish business with Joseph at the beginning so 

that he does not become static at the desk,

February 4, 1969

Reviewed and polished yesterday*s blocking. The timing of 

Sarah’s business remains a problem, I will plan one rehearsal period 

to work with her separately on this,

February 5, 1969

Today we blocked the second half of Act II and Act III, I am 

blocking the play in areas, will define if needed, but hope to leave 

many of the subtleties to each individual actor.

The blocking at the end of the play is troublesome, I am 

having great difficulty establishing a meaningful visual impact. 

Although the ending should be ambiguous to some extent, the placement 

of the actors should:

a) form a visual picture since this "picture11 will hold 
for quite a long period of time,

b) establish at least a feeling as to the separateness or 
closeness of the family.



c) set Marshal apart from the others9 either through his 
movement while others are static or vice versa»

The actors and I must be certain of the play -s ending although we

leave the question, to some, extent, up to each individual audience

membero

February 6 , 1969

Reviewed and polished, yesterdayYs blocking» This blocking has 

fewer problems— seems to work well» The blocking at the end of the 

play is correct in general, but must set with careful attention to 

detail.

Since Alice was unable to attend rehearsal, I reviewed Act I 

table business with Sarah9 We made some changes and refinements, but 

were still unable to set timing.

February 7, 1969

We reviewed the blocking for the second half of Act lie The

blocking is correct in general, but must add many subtle^ detailed

movements and/or gestures to make Alice1s story dramatic. Not only is

there a wealth of exposition in the story itself, but because Alice

has the major portion of the dialogue each of the other characters is

presented with a problem.

a) Marshals Although he has the major number of responses
to Alice, I find he must build to a major climax 
with proportionately little dialogue to aid him. 
He is left for long periods of time in silence—  
particularly at the end of the story immediately 
before his climactic scene*



b) Joseph: With the exception of one small portion of
Alice? s story, Joseph must develop all of his 
reactions in silence. Because of the opening 
of Act IIIj Joseph must necessarily listen and 
react to the entire scene.

c) Sarah: Although she participates actively in the
opening and closing moments of the story, she is 
left completely out of the middle of it. She 
must, however, because of the action in Act III, 
be aware of every word , spoken. She must also, 
in some way, because of her relationship with 
Alice, be an integral part of the scene.

I, therefore, must not only discover methods of making this scene

dramatic, but must also establish means of making Joseph and Sarah more

active participants, and a way to increase Marshal's role;

The blocking at the end of the play is improving. Today I

tried having Marshal lift his head during the Pilgrim Song to establish

an affirmative move on his part. Looking at this effect from the

audience, I realized that it will not be big enough to cause the

desired effect, I will attempt to find some other method.

February 10, 1969

We started working on interpretation today, beginning with 

Act I. The first apparent problem is the reading of the seder introduc

tion by Joseph, It is a very low-key method of opening a play, and the 

actor is fighting it. Because he knows the speech is a "curtain raiser," 

he is attempting to pick up the pace and make the opening more interest

ing, The result is that he is speaking too loudly, and too quickly. I 

believe that the only way we will be able to make the opening believable 

is to "go with" its low-key mood. Some progress was made in this



respecto I also worked with the actor to lower his voice to achieve 

strength and maturity»

The same problem occurred with Sarah during the opening scene«> 

In her desire to "get the play started," she is moving and speaking 

too quicklye This destroys any mood of reverie.

Another difficulty encountered in the opening scene is that 

each actor must find, or invent if necessary, his own interruptions 

and must not "cue off" each other as they are supposedly in separate 

reveries. We are trying to discover ways for Sarah to use the 

business of setting the table as her method of interruption; Joseph 

will use business with manuscript and books. The opening will have to 

be carefully timed and balanced, not only for believability, but also 

so that neither actor will "steal" the scene from the other.

Sarah? s business at the table is slowly becoming better, but 

her exits must be carefully planned so that she is not caught on the 

wrong side of the stage.

The depth of characterization in the actors is very low. I 

held discussions with each to ascertain his difficulties.

Sarah - difficulty with business
Alice - concentrating on achieving a lighter tone
Marshal - difficulty in remembering blocking
Joseph - since he is basically a comic actor, he is

finding it difficult to remain within the 
realm of drama

February 11, 1969

We worked on interpretation in Act II today. There was much 

better concentration from the actors. I found it necessary to change
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some of Sarah7s blockings and the one exit I have added for her in 

this act. Here again, we have the problem of Sarah?s presence being 

necessary, but she lacks dialogue, I have added an exit during one 

portion where it is unnecessary for her to hear what is going on, I 

had blocked this exit, using the motivation of clearing the table, 

to the kitchen. However, to keep her as part of the scene, she must 

be placed on the other side of the stage. It, therefore, becomes 

difficult for her to make such a long exit, I changed the exit today, 

using her unpacking of the trunk as motivation, and have her exiting 

through the stage right hallway.

We further defined the blocking and gestures in Alice7s story. 

We are finding as many places as possible to develop contacts between 

the actors. There are several lines of Alice1s that can be directed 

to Joseph and Sarah, and to which they then may react. The more we 

can develop such contacts, the more dramatic and believable the scene 

will be. If any character is left for too long a time in isolation, it 

will detract from the scene?s impact, and point up the quality of 

exposition. It is also necessary, for the believability of the 

development in Act III, for the family to move toward the crisis in the 

play as a unit.

We also worked on playing this scene as a scene of conflict,

I believe that the dramatic quality will be heightened by emphasizing 

the conflict over dominance between Alice and Sarah, and also the 

"tug-of-war-7 over Marshal between Alice and Joseph, This will be in 

addition to the surface quality of Alice7s desire to "prove that she



is right?" and point out to Marshal the many things she has either 

given up or done for hinio

The actors are developing their characterizations in isolation. 

Each actor is daily improving the depth and dimension of his role9 but 

they are not developing as a family. We discussed this problem at 

length, and hope to solve it through more"eye contact and constant 

awareness of each other on stage— not as actors, but as characters,

I am beginning to feel that this play will be successful not 

because of what we do with the dialogue, but what we do in the silences. 

Since there are long moments for each actor when he has no dialogue, 

characters must be developed as much through acting ability as through 

dialogue revelation. Also in many instances, the actor must project 

the depth of his character, not in the written dialogue, but in the 

subtextual emotion.

We managed finally to arrange a complete rehearsal schedule,

, including a rehearsal with Sarah to define table-setting business,

February 12, 1969

Both actresses are attending tryouts for the University? s next 

production. We, therefore, rearranged our rehearsal schedule. We 

started in the middle of Act 111 with Sarah?s entrance, We worked a 

great deal on the slap scene— trying to find the way for Joseph to 

shake Alice and still maintain his balance, and also tried to "clean up" 

Alice’s slap so that it will not only be loud enough, but also be 

definite enough to carry impact. We cut two words of Marshal’s dialogue 

during this scene because they slowed up the action.



Both actresses had to leave at this point5 and we started 

work on the opening of the Act. We worked a great deal on the transi

tions and the quality of conflict between Marshal and Joseph in this 

scene, We are striving for a see-saw effect between the two men:

a) the father stopping the son from going to his mother

b) the son remaining in the room, but withdrawing from 
communication with his father

c) the father attempting to establish communication by 
discussing Marshal-s future plans

d) Marshal withdrawing again when Joseph starts making 
speeches about his own past

e) the son getting angry and attempting to bring his 
father back to the subject of his (Marshal*s) ideology

f) Joseph realizing that Marshal is angry9 attempting to 
establish a feeling of comradeship through reminis
cences of his past sex life

g) Marshal’s realization that his father has succeeded in 
changing the subject, and his rising anger which 
results in an attack against his father (through his 
book)

h) Joseph’s attempt after he is defeated by Marshal to 
establish some form of communication with his son and 
to regain his dignity through the means of the sermon

i) Marshal’s mistaken belief that he has convinced his
father that his (Marshal’s) analysis of Joseph’s
life and future is correct, which leads them to the
ultimate conflict prior to Sarah’s entrance

These transitions and levels of conflict were discussed in depth, and

great emphasis was placed on the achievement of varying levels as the

scene progresses. The actors worked on the ever-changing pattern of

dominance, as the qualities of strength and weakness exchange between

the two men.
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As the actors delved deeper into the scene and began to 

understand its complexities9 their excitement grew, and the scene 

began to develop.

Joseph made great steps toward realizing his character today.

I believe for the first time he is beginning to comprehend the 

intracicies of the role. If he continues to grow as he did today, I 

believe his performance will be excellent.

Lines and blocking out of the way, tentative characterizations 

are beginning to emerge from all of the actorsi The excitement of the 

actors for their roles is growing.

Sarah returned from tryouts, and we worked again on the block

ing problems of Act I. We are conquering the difficulties with her 

exits. We can now begin to work on the timing of her business so 

that it will punctuate her dialogue.

February 13, 1969

I met with Sarah at my home today so that we would be able to 

work with all the props involved in her table-setting business. We 

timed out every piece of business in complete detail. I was pleased 

to see that, for the most part, the blocking worked well, and no 

major changes had to be made. . We reviewed this portion of blocking 

three times in order to completely set the timing.

February 14, 1969

We had our first run-through today to check rewrites and 

blocking.



I changed Marshal? s blocking for his baseball speech in 

order to achieve more naturalness9 We also spent some time defining 

the blocking on Marshal?s entrance to be sure that it does not become 

crowded6 I becamve aware of an additional blocking problem in Act II 

when Marshal announces that he went to jail-— at seems undefined and 

crowdedo Rehearsal went more slowly than I had foreseen, and we will 

have to continue work on Acts II and III tomorrow*

The blocking seems very difficult in this play. There are 

many times when characters are on stage, but have little dialogue.

There is a danger of the movement becoming static. However, I feel I 

must be cautious and not invent motivations for movement that may in 

reality be too theatrical. There are other times when the play seems 

to be (dramatically speaking) excessively wordy, and there is little 

motivation for movement. Again, the danger of the play becoming static 

is evident.

February 15, 1969

We continued the run-through to check.rewrites and blocking.

We defined and decongested problematic areas in Act II. Act III seems 

to have few blocking problems. We have finally set the blocking for 

the end of the play. Alice will be placed up stage center (alone but 

central in importance). Marshal will have collapsed right of the 

table;' Sarah will sit in the easy chair just right of center; Joseph 

will move from up right to left of the table. Each member of the 

family will be separated from another— -particularly Alice from Joseph 

and Sarah from Alice. Joseph will be physically close to Marshal, but
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when he offers the afikomen to his son. Marshal will bow his head, . 

leaving them separate emotionally. Sarah will turn slightly front 

. during the Pilgrim Song— feeling the ’'pull1' of her religion. Joseph 

will retreat emotionally into his religion during the Pilgrim Song. 

Marshal will rise to join the seder, but not his father (except in 

their joint feeling for their religious tradition), but rather taking 

his father’s place at the head of the table and, for the first time, 

straightening up physically and staring ahead to the challenge of the 

future, Alice will turn slightly, but only when Marshal rises— she 

has no interest in Joseph or the seder, only for her son. The play will 

end with both Alice and Sarah physically apart from all family members 

and Joseph and Marshal emotionally apart (Joseph clinging to his 

religion. Marshal preparing for the struggle of the future).

The ending of the play should be ambiguous up to a point. I 

think each audience member will interpret it according to which 

character he identifies with, and his own personal optimism or realism. 

However, I do feel that we must establish the separateness of both 

Alice and Sarah, the fact that Joseph has only his religion to cling to, 

and, most important, establish an affirmative, authoritative move by 

Marshal.

February 16, 1969

Today we are having a run-through for the author so that he may 

see his rewrites in toto. For some reason, the run-through of Act I 

was terrible. The cast is projecting little feeling except that of 

being tired. After a discussion, .we started again. The energy level



and concentration were much better, and we were able to continue to 

the end of the play* The run-through was good with the one exception 

that Joseph and Marshal seemed to have forgotten all the work we did 

on the beginning of Act III— levels, transitions, blocking— all wrong, 

The author, however, since he was mainly listening to the script, was 

pleased with the play, and the script is now set. The actors will 

now be able to start work on lines.

February 17, 1969

We started a scheduled line rehearsal today. It became very 

discouraging as Joseph is a very slow study. Lines are in poor shape. 

We will work on Act I tomorrow, and hopefully be able to set lines 

as well as work on interpretation.

February 18, 1969

Work on Act I lines was rough, but they were set by the end 

of the rehearsal. The beginning of the act continues to go badly.

The actors are lacking inner intensity and involvement in the 

characters7 motivations. They are still attempting to "key-off" each 

other, which ruins the quality of the scene. We worked again on 

Sarah7s business— the silverware seems to be conquering the actress. 

We discussed the humour of some of the lines, and stressed it in two 

particular instances (Sarah7s interruption by Joseph at buffet, and 

Sarah1s reaction to "copulating" with his mother-— added business with 

napkin).



We discussed arid defined the quality of'conflict between Alice 

and Sarah* and Alice and Joseph in Act !<» It is necessary to build 

the tension* particularly between Alice and Joseph* to hold the interest 

of the audience until Marshal enters» Marshal? s entrance was better 

from a blocking standpoint* but the actor needs much work on establish

ing the two levels of emotion the character is feeling (the emotion 

of happiness that his family sees* and the emotion of tenseness that 

the audience must see lying beneath the surface)»

There is much work needed on the seder service at the end of 

the act. The service itself must be letter-perfect as it is a familiar 

ritual* and any mistake will be immediately spotted by many members of 

the audience. On the other hand* we must not allow the ritual to slow 

down the action of the play,

February 19* 1969

Act II lines are rough* but are almost set with the exception 

of two of Joseph's more.lengthy speeches. We worked a great deal on 

the build into the story. This portion of the act is very ragged* and 

the dramatic build is uneven. The story sequence is progressing* but 

Alice needs work in establishing variety in volume* tone* and pace to 

maintain the interest of the audience. We worked on defining the 

Alice-Marshal confrontation scene at the end of the act. It is coming * 

but the pacing must be carefully worked out. Act II is in far better 

shape than Act I,
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I had planned to work on the interpretation of Act III today» 

However«, shortly after we started I realized that Joseph did not have 

his lines» The rehearsal turned into a line review which was most 

discouragingo I did manage to work on the Marshal/Sarah confrontation 

scenee We worked on over-lapping the lines at Sarah -s entrance so 

that this portion of the scene will not be so slow that the actors 

are unable to build the rest of the scene to its proper climax» We 

did this scene several times, attempting to establish the pace of the 

build— this is quite difficult as the scene must move to a very high 

pitch in a relatively short period of time,

I finally sent everyone home with the exception of Joseph, I 

stayed and worked with him on lines in an attempt to obviate any 

further delay in rehearsals,

February 219 1969

We started again on Act III, However9 Joseph still does not 

know his lines. His concentration on stage is so low that every 

mistake he makes causes him to break character completely. This 

happens so frequently that the rehearsal is becoming quite worthless 

for all concerned, The actor seems to feel that this situation is 

funny. Since this is the second rehearsal in which we have been able 

to accomplish little because of his inability to learn his lines9 and 

also because of his failure to concentrate9 I decided at this point 

that tact was pointless, I attempted to9 at the very least9 stop him 

from breaking up the rehearsal, I finally skipped to the Joseph/Alice



slap scene at the end hoping that we could at least improve some 

blocking o. Again, he broke concentration and started laughing at his 

mistakese This time I lost my patience. The result of this was that 

he lost his temper. When we finished work on the slap scene, I 

dismissed the cast with the exception of Joseph. After a rather 

lengthy discussion concerning our differences, we again worked on 

lines. He promises to have lines by next rehearsal, and also not to 

break his level of concentration on the stage.

February 24, 1969

Had a special rehearsal with Joseph to work on lines and the 

sermon. His lines for Act III are finally memorized. We worked on 

his delivery of the sermon— attempting to achieve a sincere dramatic 

quality without stepping over the line and making the rabbi seem like 

a faith-healer *

Our regular rehearsal had to be rearranged somewhat since 

Marshal was ill. We rehearsed Act III with the Stage Manager in the 

part of Marshal for the benefit of the others, particularly for a line 

review for Joseph. As the act was necessarily ragged with the absence 

of Marshal, we then went back and worked on the beginning of Act I.

We were able to polish much of Sarah■s business, and made good 

progress on the build of the separate reveries. We worked on Joseph’s 

excitement concerning his manuscript and his transition into the 

remembrance of being kicked out of the Mapleville Synagogue. We were 

also able to finally establish the timing of Alice’s entrance, and
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polished the conflict between Alice and Sarah, This portion of Act I 

is much better. We will start a run-through tomorrow,

February 25, 1969

We are,falling further and further behind schedule. First, it 

was illness, then trouble with lines, and tonight an interview from a 

local paper. We ran into conflict with another production (as one of 

our actresses has a small part in it). They were due to start at 

6:30 p.m., but did not start until an hour later which held us up until 

8:00 p.m. As the interviewer had come to see a run-through, we ran 

Acts I and II for him without stops. His presence seemed to throw the 

cast since they felt they were not ready to perform. Even knowing 

that he was concerned only with script, did not help. Acts I and II 

were terrible— lacked concentration, vitality, intensity, etc.

After the interviewer left, we went back and worked on Act I-- 

stopping and polishing work from time to time. The work we did 

yesterday on Act I does not show at all tonight, I am beginning to 

feel that I am giving the same notes over and over again. The cast 

seems to lack concentration, and our rate of growth is becoming minimal.

A high level of concentration is needed for the play as I feel 

almost fifty per cent of what we convey to the audience will be done 

through sub-text and acting ability, not dialogue. The biggest fault 

of the script lies in the fact that the dialogue rarely allows the 

actor to reveal his character's sub-text thereby causing many sub-texts 

to be revealed in silences. I have found it necessary many times to 

create motivations that may perhaps surpass that which is actually in
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the script in order to create three-dimensional characters. The 

characters are portrayed in toto in the script but many times are 

revealed one dimension at a time. The actor, however, must at all 

times portray a three-dimensional character. These problems are 

challenging, but also very difficult to overcome.

In discussion with the actors I again stressed total awareness 

and contact with one another on stage. They have fallen back into 

isolation, and, as the family unit is perhaps the closest relationship 

portrayed on stage, their awareness as characters of one another must 

be at a very high level. They must each be aware, not only of his own 

emotions and each other’s reactions, but also of the character’s 

reactions to reactions. This will be one of our main projects for 

tomorrow night.

We are adding the seder blessing to the beginning of Act I, 

and will keep Sarah on stage during the first part of Joseph's speech. 

It is hoped that this will add interest and get the play off to a 

faster start,

February 26, 1969

I reminded the cast of last night’s discussion concerning - 

awareness before we began Act I. This seems to be the answer as Act I 

is much, much better<; We worked in detail on the beginning of Act II, 

and it too is showing progress.
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February 27, 1969

We reviewed the beginning of Act II, and worked in detail on 

the story sequence for variety and build in conflict and intensity. 

Marshal is having difficulty maintaining intensity just prior to his 

confrontation with Alice since he has no lines. Alice’s character 

and build are much improved.

Feel great progress was made tonight. The play is becoming 

exciting to watch, and we should have quite a show by Wednesday.

February 28, 1969

We worked in detail on Act III, and then began a run-through.

For some reason, level of interpretation is very low, and has been 

replaced by a high level in volume, and a very quick pace, I stopped 

them during Act I as Sarah and Joseph were shouting at each other, and 

rushing speeches to the extent that they were difficult to understand.

The actors do not seem to be aware of this. Sarah, Joseph, and Alice 

all have big voices, and the theatre is small. I have to hold them 

down to a conversational level with the exception of the conflict 

scenes. However, even here, they must not be allowed to become so 

loud that they are difficult to listen to. After a discussion of these 

problems, we started the play again. Joseph and Sarah were much 

improved, but Alice compensated so far that she had little vitality or 

intensity, and there was no quality of conflict at all. I discussed 

this with her after rehearsal, and she seems to understand.
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The cast had a line review before our run-through and the 

lines are now completely solid. Joseph and Sarah are progressing well. 

However, Alice and Marshal are going backward. I do not understand 

what is happening as they have both lost all vitality and intensity.

I discussed this problem with them at great length, but I do not feel 

that rapport was achieved.

We have discovered that the cast must run through the end of 

Act II during intermission to maintain the intensity needed for Act III. 

Combining Acts II and III into one act was considered, but although 

this would be easier for the cast, I feel it might be too much emotion 

for the audience to sit through without a break.

March 2, 1969

Joseph and Sarah have come to a standstill, and Alice and 

Marshal seem to be sleepwalking. I feel as if last Thursday’s 

rehearsal never happened. I wish I knew what was wrong. I keep giving 

notes to the actors, but nothing changes, I am repeating notes three 

and four times which causes me to wonder if they are concentrating 

when I'm giving them. If I can get Alice and Marshal back on the track,

I believe we will make it— without them,.,

I came in for the evening rehearsal (which the cast and I

agreed was needed since we are quite far behind in our run-throughs)

and found that the cast did not wish to go through the play. They wanted

to work on what they considered "rqugh-spots" and lighting cues. Since 

I felt that light cues were progressing well, and that what was needed
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for the cast was a run-through to establish continuity of character 

development and over-all dramatic build in the production, we came to 

a "Mexican stand-off." I was particularly concerned about the recent 

lack of development of Alice and Marshal. We discussed our differing 

points of view at length, but I was unable to convince them. Finally, 

when I realized we were achieving nothing, I exercised the director's 

perogative, and asked them to be ready to begin a run-through in ten 

minutes. I reminded Alice that her conflict scenes had been in a very 

low key, and Marshal that his intensity had been so low that only the 

physical reactions were present in his character.

The run-through was very interesting, Joseph and Sarah came 

up to performance level— good characterizations, contact with other 

characters and build. Marshal and Alice again simply walked through 

their parts. I gave general notes, and ended the rehearsal,

March 3, 1969

I started rehearsal by giving the cast specific notes on last 

night's run-through. I discussed difficulties with Alice and Marshal 

at great length. I think, perhaps, this time they understand what I 

have been trying to say,

The run-through was much better! Joseph and Sarah are still 

building; Alice is regaining her characterization and intensity— needs 

to smooth out pacing in Act II; Marshal has regained inner intensity 

and stopped throwing himself'physically around the stage. They are all 

concentrating and working again. If this growth continues, we will 

have a good show on opening night.



March 4, 1969

On the night of final dress rehearsal I had an accident which 

resulted in a broken elbowo 1 was subsequently hospitalized and the 

rehearsal was conducted in my absence. I gave instructions to my Stage 

Manager to remind the cast of last night?s notes, and to wish them luck.

The Stage Manager visited me in the hospital the next day with 

a wonderful report on the rehearsal. She said that after all the times 

she had sat through the play, this rehearsal excited her® She reported 

that the work finally became cohesive, and the play will be ready to 

open.



CHAPTER V

THE PROMPT BOOK FOR THE PLANTER MAY WEEP

ACT I

.CHARACTERS 
(Iri order of appearance)

SARAH ABRAMS - elderly, small woman, Alice's mother

JOSEPH JACOBSON - in his late forties, rabbi

ALICE JACOBSON - about the same,age as Joseph, pretty,
Joseph's wife

MARSHAL JACOBSON - eighteen and a half years old, Alice's and
Joseph's son

SETTING

Living room-dining room of the Jacobson apartment in New York.City. 
Passover - early I960's, (a)

(1) (Joseph Jacobson is revealed standing 
upstage window in the living room 
holding an Haggadah, Sarah Abrams 
lighting candles at dining room 
table.) (b)

Lights - rise to dim - 
start rise to full when 
Sarah lights candles - 
complete by end of 
blessing

NOTE: All blocking will be annotated by number (1, 2, etc.).
All script changes will be annotated by letter (a, b, etc.) which 
refers reader to unrevised passage in original script: see unnumbered
pages, left.

109 .
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(1) Joseph 
window

L of US

SARAH

(2) Baw - rooch ah - taw Ado - noy,,
Elo - hay - noo meh - lech
haw - o - lawm, ah - shehr
ki - d'shaw, - noo, b’mitz - vo - 
sawVj v'tzi - vaw - noo, I'hahd - 
Ink nayr shel yom tOv=
Amen.

(2) L of table lighting 
candles

JOSEPH

(3) "Why is this night different from all 
other nights?" This seder night? (a)

(4) (Reading.) "We were slaves of Pharoah 
in Egypt. But the Lord our God 
brought us out of there with a strong 
hand and an outstretched arm. Now if 
God had not brought out our forefathers 
from Egypt, then even we, our children, 
and our children1s children might still 
have been enslaved to Pharoah in Egypt.
(5) Therefore, even were we all wise, 
all men of understanding, and even if 
we were all old and well learned.in 
the Torah; it would still be our duty 
to tell - this night ^ the story of 
the exodus from Egypt. So the more 
one tells of the exodus from Egypt, the 
more he is to he praised." (6 )

(3) on platform DSL of 
desk

(4) front of desk

(5) Sarah exit to kitchen

(6 ) L of desk

(He puts, down Haggadah and sits at desk. 
Sarah enters from kitchen with a large 
plate of gefilte fish. She can't 
resist taking a little bite. In their 
separate reveries, Joseph and Sarah 
are oblivious to each other.) (b)



SARAH

(1) Oy, what fish! (2), (3) Gefilte 
fish like I never tasted. I went 
to Ginsburg and I said, "White 
fish,. pike - the very best." "The 
very best?" he says, "It'll cost 
you, Mrs. Abrams." "Cost? ,0n 
Passover? There's nothing too dear 
for me on Passover, Ginsburg." (a)

JOSEPH

The exodus from Egypt ... (4), (b)

SAEAH

(5) When Abe had the store the whole 
family had seder together - five 
children - five lovely ̂.children. (c)

JOSEPH

(6 ) Moses is Oedipus ... Of course!

SARAH

The depression got the store. The 
flu got Abe. The children left 
town ... (7) A daughter, a son- 
in-law, a grandson - that’s all I 
got left, . . (d)

JOSEPH

(8 ) And Pharbah is his father! (e)

SARAH

(9) But how much I got left. A 
daughter so devoted as my 
beautiful Alice... (Looking in 
his direction.) A rabbi so 
brilliant as my son-in-law^ Joe.
(f)
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(1) Enters from kitchen

(2) Tastes fish by door - 
cross DL to buffet - 
business with silver 
box

(3) Joseph sit at desk - 
business with manu
script

(4) Sarah cross L of 
table

(5) DL of table placing 
silverware

(6) Business with papers

(7) Cross USL of table - 
placing silverware

(8 ) Writing

(9) US of table



JOSEPH

And Israel his mother! (a)

SARAH

A boy with such a future like my 
grandson9 Marshal« First in his 
class in high school, scholarship 
to an out-of-town college* Not 
away from home his whole life but 
two months - but he loves school 
so much we haven -1 seen him since 
September* (2), (b)

JOSEPH

Defying the Pharoah-father, Moses 
fled with the mother-Israel* The 
exodus from Egypt takes on its true 
meaning - our great leader Moses had 
an Oedipus complex!

SARAH

Ah, but he's coming home at last* 
Marshal's coming home for Passover! 
And I've made such a wonderful meal 
for him* Gefilte fish like he never 
tasted* That's family enough for 
seder, that's family enough* (5), 
(c)

(1) Cross to chair R of 
table

(2) Cross UL to hutch 
plates

(3) Rise

(4) Cross to chair L of 
table

(5) Cross DL to buffet

JOSEPH

(Approaching Sarah*) Moses is (6 ) Cross off platform
Oedipus* My book is complete! to USL area

SARAH

(Aware of him at last*) What's (7) Straighten up at
that. Rabbi? buffet

JOSEPH

Moses had an Oedipus complex* (8 ) Step to Sarah



SARAH

(1) Moses had a what?

JOSEPH

(2) An Oedipus complex. As I pondered 
the meaning of this Passover seder 
for possible inclusion in my book • 
suddently the bitter truth came 
clear: our great leader, Moses -
the Passover hero who brought us 
out of the house of bondage into 
the promised land of freedom - 
was a sick man.

SARAH

(3) Is that so, rabbi? I’m sorry to 
hear it.

JOSEPH

He was "slow of speech and heavy 
of tongue." (4) Is a stutterer 
normal?

SARAH

(5) No . . ,

JOSEPH

In a fit of anger he smashed the 
commandments. (6 ) Is a man like 
that stable?

SARAH

(7) No , . .

JOSEPH

(8 ) Oh, I know the rabbis call it 
righteous indignation when he
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(1) Step US to Joseph - 
with napkins from 
buffet

(2) UL and UC

(3) L of table - placing 
napkins

(4) R of table - leaning 
in to Sarah

(5) DL of table - Alice’s 
napkin

(6 ) Leaning on table

(7) L of table - Sarah’s 
napkin

(8 ) US of table
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JOSEPH (Continued)

saw his people betraying their God, 
But they fail to recognize the 
psychological dimension, (1) Do 
you know what Moses really saw when 
he found them dancing around the 
golden calf?

SARAH

(2) I couldn't tell you, rabbi!

JOSEPH

(3) His father copulating with his 
mother!

SARAH

(4) Doing what, rabbi?

JOSEPH

(5) The Egyptian calf in the Hebrew
circle. His father performing the 
very act before him! The deeply 
repressed horror suddenly became 
conscious - that as much as he hated, 
he envied that father - that he 
always wanted to do it himself! In 
hysterical reaction he broke the 
tablets, (6 ) In neurotic frenzy he 
destroyed God's word. The very man 
who was to free the Jews from 
bondage - was hopelessly chained in 
bondage to himself!

SARAH

(1) Step to Sarah

(2) US of table - 
Joseph's napkin

(3) To Sarah

(4) Stop folding napkin - 
let it dangle from 
hand

(5) Cross front of easy 
chair

(6 ) Sarah fold and place 
Marshal's napkin

(7) It's hard to believe* (7) US of table
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(1) Nor was that the only time his neurosis (1) Cross DC - front of 
got the best of him* On at least three easy chair
other occasions did Moses err because 
of anger - and for one of them he was 
forbidden to enter the promised land....
Yes - I’ll end my book with the case of 
Moses. A master of men, he was a slave
to himself. (2) You do not leave (2) Cross to Sarah
the house of emotional bondage and
enter the promised land of mental
adjustment, until you free yourself
from fear!

SARAH

How beautiful, rabbi - such a beautiful 
sermon. Just like in the synagogue.

JOSEPH

(3) Well, not really a sermon. (3) Cross away from 
Sarah - US of easy 
chair

SARAH

(4) You were such a good speaker, such 
a good rabbi. That Mapleville 
synagogue never had it so good.
If they’d only appreciated....

(4) Cross C to Joseph

JOSEPH

If they only had. Those were awful
days. (5) But you know I think it (5) Cross R - front of
was just as well. That psychiatrist’s easy chair
couch might have been a bier, but it
became a launching pad. (6 ) When I (6 ) Turn to Sarah
lost my pulpit, I found myself. (a)

SARAH

(6) But if they’d only appreciated (6 ) Cross to Joseph - C
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JOSEPH

(1) And I found my book. When my book (1) Step to Sarah
is published9 they’ll know what they 
lost,

SARAH

Only five years ago - and so much has 
happened. Marshal was Bar Mitzvahed,
(2) You lost your pulpit. Alice got 
a job. You sold insurance? mutual 
funds... had your nervous break
down. ... (a)

JOSEPH 

I began my book.

SARAH

(3) Marshal went to college. (4) Fancy 
out-of-town college. Columbia not 
good enough. And City College - 
God forbid! Such ambition in that 
grandson - such devotion tp his 
studies. Seven months away at 
college - and not even once does 
he come to see us. (5), (b) r

JOSEPH 

My book will show them.

SARAH

(6 ) But he?s coming home at last. (6 ) Cross to Joseph
Before Alice even* Marshal should 
be home. Any minute now. Don*t

. you think so* rabbi?

JOSEPH

Mmm-m-m?

SARAH J

(7) Before Alice even* Marshal should 
be home.

(7) Between easy chair 
and couch

(3) Step C - R of table
(4) Joseph sit couch

(5) C

(2) Joseph cross to 
couch
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JOSEPH

I don’t know. (1) It’s a ten-hour 
drive and the roads may be crowded.
He could be delayed. (a)

SABAH

(2) Oh, I hope not. I can’t wait to see 
him, rabbi. (b)

JOSEPH

Neither can I..,. (3) I’ve failed
him so much,..

SARAH

(4) Rabbi...

JOSEPH

(5) Oh, he never admitted it... but...

SARAH

(6 ) Don't say that, rabbi. (c)

JOSEPH

But now I have my book. And I’ve 
sent him some chapters.

SARAH

I know. You told me.

JOSEPH

I just can't wait to discuss them with 
him. I know they’ll renew his faith in 
his father,

(A noise is heard at the door. They both move

(1) Rise - cross L of 
UR bookcase - pipe

(2) US of couch

(3) Cross front of desk

(4) Step L to Joseph

(5) Step R

(6 ) Step UR on platform

toward it.) (d)
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SARAH

(1) Marshal, is it (1) Step R on platform 
to UR door - 
anticipating Marshal

JOSEPH

(2). Marshal? (2) Turn R - anticipat' 
ing Marshal

(3) (ENTER ALICE JACOBSON) (3) UR door

ALICE

(4) Did Marshal? (Taking in the situa- (4) UR by closet
tion,) Guess not,

JOSEPH

(5) (Laughing,) He's sure got us jumping, (5) Cross US of couch

ALICE

(6 ) (Taking off her coat and hanging it in (6 ) Hang coat in closet
the closet.) He said he'd be home at UR
6 s00. It's 6:30 now.

JOSEPH

(7) It's a long drive, Alice. And the (7) Sit couch
highways are crowded. He must've
been delayed.

ALICE

(8 ) Well, I don't know why he had to
come by car. I begged him on the
phone to take the train. (9) On the
road so long - a car full of kids.
Oh my God! You don't think.,..

(8 ) Sarah attempts to

(9) Sarah cross L to 
hutch after Alice 
stops C - glasses

greet Alice — Alice
cross UC by easy
chair ignoring Sarah

JOSEPH

It's just 6:30 for God's sake, relax!
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ALICE

I haven't seen my son for seven months - 
and you think I can relax?

SARAH

(1) The rabbi's right, he'll be here any 
minute - don't worry, Alice. (a)

ALICE

(2) (Going to the window and looking out,) 
I'm a nervous wreck. (3)

SARAH

(4) All day at the office - and all this 
excitement - it's only natural. But 
still, you've got to calm down. What 
will Marshal think if he sees you like 
this? .(b)

ALICE

(5) (Sitting down.) Oh, I guess you're 
right. But I've missed him so.

JOSEPH

That's the girl. Sit down - relax. 
Before you know it, he'll be home,

ALICE

(6 ) (Jumping up.) Oh, I can't sit down!

SARAH

(7) (Trying to divert her.) Just look at 
what I've prepared. (8 ) Feast your 
eyes on that table, Alice,

ALICE

(1) At hutch - step 
toward.Alice

(2) Cross to US window
(3) Sarah cross to table

(4) Cross UL to hutch - . 
cups - cross to 
table

(5) Sit - desk chair - 
UC

(6 ) Cross front of desk

(7) Cross UC
(8 ) Take Alice to table

(9) (Walking over to it.) It's beautiful. 
Mother,

(9) UL
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SARAH

(1) I cooked all day. Just smell that (1) UL
fish. I never made better.

ALICE

(Perfunctorily.) Beautiful. (2) (2) Pacing - UC
Beautiful. (She paces the living 
room, nervously.)

SARAH

(3) There isnvt anything Marshal loves 
like gefilte fish. From his very 
first seder he loved my fish. (4)
Remember, Alice? Oy - those 
wonderful seders.... (a)

ALICE

I remember.

SARAH

Poppa was alive. The whole family 
was together - Iz, Jack, Becky, Ray, 
you, the rabbi. Marshal. (b)

Poppa at the head of the table leading 
the seder. We mustnTt skip a word or
the meal wonvt be served. (g) And let (5) Alice cross L -
the children make a noise, we stop front of UR bookcase
completely. No nonsense for Poppa on
such an occasion. (6 ), (c) (6 ) Alice turns R - back

to Sarah
(Imitating her husband. Deep voice.)
"Marshal, mein kind, look aw&y,"
(She picks up a piece of matzoh and 
holds it high.) "the afikomen - Ivm 
hiding it now." (She places the matzoh 
under the table cloth in illustration.)
"Find it, we give you a wonderful gift."
(She returns the matzoh to the dish.)
(7) And then our Marshal asking the (7) Pantomine action with 
four questions - "Why is this night matzoh
different from all other nights?"

(3) Sarah US of table

(4) Alice by closet



(Imitating her husband. Deep voice») "Marshal^ mein kind, 
look away," (She picks up a piece of matzoh and holds it high*) 
"the afikomen - I?m hiding it now," (She places the matzoh 
under the table cloth in illustration*) "Find it, we give you 
a wonderful gift," (She returns the matzoh to the dish*) And 
then our Marshal asking the four questions - (Singing,) "Mah 
Nish Ta Naw Halilaw Hazeh, Mi Kol Ha Laylos?" (Translating,) 
"Why is this night different from all other nights?" Singing 
the seder songs - (Singing and dancing around,) "Had Gadya*
Had Gadya, Da - da - yenu. Da - da - yenu* Halleluyah. 
Ha-le-lu-yah," Oh, why is this night different from all other 
nights? Because Marshal is coming home again* To sing again 
the seder songs. And to remind us of those happy nights when 
the family was all together. When poppa was alive, when the 
rabbi was *,* the rabbi, (See discussion, pages 42-number 13, 
70-number 3, REHEARSAL LOG.)

He sang those songs so very beautiful - our Christian neighbors 
couldnTt get over it. "Such a feeling for his religion," they t 
used to tell me, "It7s in his voice - his voice is just filled 
with it. No doubt about that, he takes after his father.
He?ll miss his calling if he don?t become a ra..* (See 
discussion, page 43-number 14, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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SARAH (Continued)

(1) Joseph joins in song - 
Alice light cigarette 
and turn away from 
Sarah - by table R of 
easy chair

(2) Look away from 
Joseph

Yes.

SARAH

Singing the seder songs - (Singing.)
Da - da - yenu. (1) Da - da - yenu. 
Oh, why is this night different from 
all other nights? Because Marshal 
is coming home again. To sing again 
the seder songs. And to remind us of 
those happy nights when the family was 
all together. When Poppa was alive,

- when the rabbi was... the rabbi. (2 ),
(a)

JOSEPH

Marshal sang those songs so very 
beautiful - our Christian neighbors 
couldn’t get over it. "Such a 
feeling for his religion," they used 
to tell me, "It’s in his voice - his 
voice is just filled with it. (3)
No doubt about that, he takes after his 
father. He'll miss his calling if he 
doesn’t become a .... (b)

ALICE

(3) Cross C

(4) No!

SARAH

(5) A rabbi, Alice

(4) UR

(5) Step in toward 
Alice

ALICE

(6) Never, Mother. (6 ) Back to Sarah

SARAH

(7) But Alice, my child, don’t you know 
your own son? For what profession 
is that boy more fitted? From the 
day he was born, such a. godly boy... 
how he loved to watch me bless the 
Sabbath candles - how he said his

(7) C



But Alice9 don? t you know your own son? For.what profession 
is that boy more fitted? From the day he was bom, such a 
godly boy . » « how he loved to watch me bless the Sabbath 
candles - how he said his prayers with such joy and emotion . * 
Hah! I have to laugh when I think of my Marshal - smothered in 
that prayer shawl - his father?s prayer shawl .•, . The little 
booths he made on Sukkos - the pretty candlesticks on Hannukkah 
the lovely costumes on Purim » „ • But, best of all, these 
Passover seders. This Godless world with all those awful 
people trying to destruct everything that!s beautiful around 
us - let them hear my Marshal sing the seder songs, the songs 
of love and freedom. (See discussion, pages 43-number 15, 58*̂ 59 
REHEARSAL LOG.)

Why not, my child? (See discussion, pages 64-65, 65-number 2, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)

Alice, my child, what are you saying? .(See discussion, page 64- 
number 2,. REHEARSAL LOG.)
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SARAH (Continued)

prayers with such joy and emotion...
Hah! I have to laugh when I think 
of my Marshal - smothered in his 
father-s prayer shawl...The little 
booths he made on Sukkos - the pretty 
candlesticks on Hannukkah... But?
best of all9 these Passover seders. (1) (1) Turn Alice
This Godless world with all these
awful people trying to destroy every
thing that's beautiful around us - 
let them hear my Marshal sing the seder 
songs of love and freedom. (a)

ALICE

(2) He won't be a rabbi! (2) Step US of easy
chair

SARAH 

Why not9 Alice? (b)

ALICE

(3) A rabbi - a man who isn't fit for any (3) UR area
useful kind of work - who by the
accident of environment managed to 
assimilate some . . . mumbo-jumbo from 
an obsolete past - fills a vacancy 
that any man with guts in him would 
spit at in a minute . . . Look at 
this rabbi! He goes all the way 
through a Ph.D. in Economics - 
embarks upon a business career. But 
when he gets his first taste of the 
competitive worlds he crumples up.
He runs back to the comforting em
braces of dear old Momma Judaism.
He becomes a rabbi . . . It's enough 
that his father's career is a flop.
I'll not have that kind of life for 
my son!

SARAH

(4) What are you saying? (c) (4) Step to Alice



SARAH: A son who is a rabbi - what Jewish mother could be
more proud? Rabbi - what she said - say it isn7t 
true,

JOSEPH: I7m afraid I can7to

SARAH: No?

JOSEPH: Oh9 she7s wrong about Judaism - she7s wrong about
rabbiso It7s me she7s a f te rF or  me it was true. 
Not God but fear drove me to the rabbinate.

(See discussiong page 44-number 169 REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE

I’ll go and wash up. (She exits to
the bathroom,) (1) (1) Exit hallway R

SARAH

(2) A son who is a rabbi - what Jewish (2) Cross R to Joseph
mother could be more proud?

JOSEPH

Oh, she's wrong about Judaism. It’s 
me she’s after. Grandma, For me it 
was true. Not God but fear drove me 
to the rabbinate, (a)

SARAH

(3) Oh, rabbi - have you given up God? (3) Step in to Joseph

JOSEPH

Of course I haven’t given up God!
(4) I’ve just , . . got better (4) Light pipe
adjusted to Him.

SARAH

I'm glad to hear it. (5) (5) After line, look at 
watch - reaction - 
cross L to table

JOSEPH

I served Him in fear - but I served 
Him well. (6 ) Whatever my anxieties 
I was good in the pulpit. Still, I 
wouldn't want Marshal to be a rabbi.

(6 ) See that Sarah has 
left - rise - cross 
L of easy chair

SARAH

(7) Nu, what then? (7) Cross UR of table
dish business

JOSEPH

Heh?



What then would you want should be for our Marshal? (See 
discussion, pages 64-65, 65^number 3, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Religion really doesnTt interest Marshal. . He gave it up, I-m 
afraid, with his childhood. But his abiding concern has always 
been unhappy people. (See discussion, page 44-number 17, 
REHEARSAL LOG,)

That monster who lived with you... (See discussion, page 44- 
number 18, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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SABAH

What then would you want for our 
Marshal?

(1) Cross UL of table 
dish business

JOSEPH

That's for him to decide. I won't 
push that boy against his inclina
tion, (2) Of course, considering 
what I've learned about people.- and 
knowing Marshal as well as I do - I 
might go so far as to venture a 
suggestion . . .

(2) Lean against easy 
chair - C

SARAH

Yes?

(3)

JOSEPH

Well, religion really doesn't interest 
Marshal, He gave it up. I'm afraid, 
with his childhood. But his abiding 
concern has always been unhappy 
people. (b)

SARAH

(4) Unhappy people?

JOSEPH

The understanding - the helping of 
them. Do you remember the maid who 
hated Marshal?

SARAH

That monster ... (5), (c)

JOSEPH

(6 ) She hated men because her husband 
left her - and took her hatred out 
on our son, (7) But it was five 
years before we knew about it -

(3) C

(4) L of table

(5) Cross DL to buffet 
Salt and pepper, 
Haggadahs

(6 ) Step L

(7) Sarah put Haggadahs 
DL and L on table



His patients, rabbi? Our Marshal, a doctor? (See discussion, 
page 45^-number 19, REHEARSAL LOG,)
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JOSEPH (Continued)

when she beat him so badly he just 
had to tell us* He waited five years 
because he pitied her so - that he 
wouldn7t make a move that he thought 
would harm her,

(1) (ALICE enters) (1) UR on platform

SARAH

(2) Such a heart in that boy - such (2) UL of table
concern for others,

JOSEPH

(3) But concern for others can go too far, (3) Cross UR of table
He canTt help his patients if he be
comes too involved with them,

SARAH

(4) Patients? rabbi? Our Marshal, a (4) Put Haggadahs US
doctor? (a) and R on table

JOSEPH

Why not?

SARAH

The boy is so delicate - the sight of '
blood o,,

JOSEPH 

Not that kind of doctor,

SARAH 

What then, rabbi?

ALICE

What else. Mother? (5) In the (5) Cross to couch -
thirties he worshipped Marx, in the sit
forties he found God - and for the 
last ten years he couldn’t be more



What else. Mother? In the thirties he worshipped Marx9 in the 
forties he found God - and for the last ten years he couldn71 
be more certain - that what Moses really brought down from 
Sinai - was an Introduction to Psychoanalysis! (See discussion, 
page 45-number 20, REHEARSAL LOG*)

But these last five years since you lost Mapleville - you 
didn’t leave him for a minutee Every week you emptied your 
trash on that analyst - but you had to use your son for a 
daily garbage can* (See discussion, page 45-number 21, 
REHEARSAL LOG,)

Perhaps I confided more in my son than a father should under 
normal circumstances - but of course the circumstances were 
hardly normal * * * and the one who should have listened was 
nowhere around! (See discussion, page 45-number 22, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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ALICE (Continued)

certain - that what Moses really 
brought down from Mount Sinai - was 
an Introduction to Psychoanalysis S (a)

JOSEPH

(1) You may mock me9 Alice, but Marshal 
will prove me true. (2) A boy so 
sensitive to the suffering of humanity

ALICE

(3) You mean the suffering of his father!
(4) He?s been sensitive enough to 
that9 all right. What you said when 
they didnit like your sermon, what 
you wanted to say when they criti
cized your teaching, what you 
shouldn*t have said when they 
caught you eating crab cakes.
You1ve never ceased burdening him 
with your stupid little problems.

JOSEPH

(5) I thought they were fish cakes.

ALICE

But since you lost Mapleville - you 
didn/t leave him for a minute. Every 
week you emptied your trash on that 
analyst - but you had to use your son 
for a daily garbage can. (6 ), (b)

JOSEPH

(7) Perhaps I confided more in my son than 
a father should under normal circum
stances - but the one who should have 
listened was nowhere around, . (d)

ALICE

(1) Cross C toward Alice
(2) Turn - step L toward 

Sarah

(3) Light cigarette
(4) Sarah take tray and 

cups DL to buffet

(5) Cross R toward Alice

(6 ) Sarah exit - kitchen

(7) Step toward Alice

How long does one listen to a broken 
record? (8 ) From the day you were (8 ) Turn DS on couch



How long does one listen to a broken record? I was nowhere 
around to applaud your noise. From the day you were fired 
that record's been scratching - the same old crying, the same 
old noise, (See discussion, page 45-number 23, REHEARSAL LOG,)

Can you blame me for crying? For thirteen years I built up 
that congregation - for thirteen years built it up from nothing, 
The majority loved me. But that clique of fanatics who 
captured the leadership - that minority of religious nuts, I 
was too much for them - I was too advanced for them, "Enough 
with psychology - stick to religion. Your comments on the Bible, 
they're embarrassing, rabbi. Bad enough what they say about us 
in the New Testament - couldn't you leave well enough alone in 
the Old?" ,,, And at my son's Bar Mitzvah they struck ,,, not 
only a thirteen year old boy was Bar Mitzvahed, my rabbinical 
career was initiated into manhood ,,, but not as I imagined - 
Oh God! - not at all ,,,, The speeches in which they praised 
me, the gifts with which they showered me, and the money which 
they offered me - if I'd only GET OUT! (See discussion, page 
45-number 24, REHEARSAL LOG,)
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ALICE (Continued)

fired that record*s been scratching - 
the same old crying9 the same old 
noise. (a)

JOSEPH

(1) Can you blame me for crying? For (1) To Alice
thirteen years I built up that 
congregation - for thirteen years
built it up from nothing. (2) (2) Cross UC - C
The majority loved me. But that
clique of fanatics who captured the
leadership - that minority of
religious nuts. I was too much for
them - I was too advanced for them.
??Enough with psychology - stick to 
religion. Your comments on the Bible, 
they*re embarrassing, rabbi. Bad 
enough what they say about us in the 
New Testament - couldn't you leave 
well enough alone in the Old?** .i.
And at my son’s Bar Mitzah they struck 
... not only a thirteen year old boy was 
Bar Mitzahed, my rabbinical career was 
initiated into manhood ..» but not as I 
imagined - Oh God! .... The speeches in
which they praised me, the gifts with
which they showered me, and the money
which they offered me - if I?d only
get out! (b)

ALICE

(3) You wanted to! You hated the rabbinate. (3) Flick cigarette
You never wanted it - but you keep cry
ing about it. Well, if you want to be 
a rabbi - nobody’s stopping you. Do
what you want. Go and be a rabbi! (4) (4) Sarah enter from

kitchen - Passover 
Plate and Matzoh - 
UL

JOSEPH

(5) Nobody’s stopping me? (5) Step R

ALICE

Do what you want. You always have.



(a) Do you want he should see you e, 9 upset like this? (See dis
cussion,* pages 64^655 65-number 4 9 REHEARSAL LOG»)
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JOSEPH 

And what do you want?

ALICE

Go and be a rabbi .... Just leave me out 
of it.

JOSEPH

(1) You know that’s impossible.

ALICE

Yes - I know that now. (2) The wife 
always comes along with the bargain - 
Two slaves for the price of one. But 
I didn't know it ... when I got married 
I didn’t know it!

SARAH

(3) Children ...

JOSEPH 

How was I to ...

SARAH

(4) Marshal is coming.

ALICE

You know damn well I didn’t know it. 

SARAH

Do you want him to see you ... upset 
like this? (a)

JOSEPH

Well, what difference does it make.
(5) I'm not going back. When my book 
is published, there’ll be no need. (6 )

(1) Step R

(2) Put out cigarette 
Rise - cross to 
Joseph

(3) L of table

(4) UL of table

(5) Cross UC to desk
(6 ) Sarah cross to 

hutch r- centerpiece
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ALICE

(1) Well that better be soon. And it
better be successful. You’ve been a 
flop at insurance - at mutual funds. 
The Mapleville severance pay can’t 
last much longer. What you make at 
funerals praising the dead won't keep 
your son alive another college term.

JOSEPH

I’ll keep him in school a lot longer 
than that. My book should be finished 
in a week or so. (2) In fact I just 
sketched out the final chapter - an 
idea about Moses inspired by this 
holiday. (3)

ALICE

What kind of idea?

JOSEPH •

A magnificent insight! Moses - our 
great leader - Moses - our great 
teacher - had (Sensing her scorn.)
... (4) never mind,

ALICE

Never mind?

JOSEPH

You wouldn't understand. (5)

ALICE 

I suppose not.

JOSEPH

(6 ) But Marshal understands.

ALICE

Oh?

(1) Cross US to Joseph

(2) Cross to L of desk

(3) Sarah exit kitchen

(4) Cross US of desk

(5) Leave pipe

(6 ) Lean on desk



(a) You think Marshal is interested in a book like that? 
discussion, page 46-number 25, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(b) Yes ooo why not? (See discussion, page 46-number 26, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)

(c) JOSEPH: And what does then?

SARAH: Yes, what, my child?

ALICE: That’s his decision.

(See discussion, page 70-number 4, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(d) ALICE: But I think I know what he’d like to be:

SARAH: Yes.

ALICE: A politician.

(See discussion, page 70-number 5, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(See
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JOSEPH

I've been sending him chapters.
Marshal has faith in them.

ALICE

(1) Has he written you that? (1) Cross UL of table

JOSEPH

Hot exactly. The boy is too busy.
But

ALICE

(2) You think Marshal cares for a book (2). Cross C
like that? (a)

JOSEPH

And why not? (b)

ALICE

(3) Religion and psychiatry don’t interest (3) Cross R
Marshal,

JOSEPH

And what does then?

ALICE

(4) That's his decision, (c) (4) L of easy chair

JOSEPH

Just what I've been saying.

ALICE

(5) But I think I know what he'd like to (5) Sit easy chair
be, A politician. (d)

JOSEPH

(6 ) (Laughing.) Sure - the first Jewish (6 ) Cross front of desk
president!



All right - why not! .,. From his childhood on he?s always 
been a leader - a term didn't go by when he wasn't some 
president - from his first grade claAs to his high school 
senior class .»„ Most likely to succeed in Junior High - most 
popular in High School .,. to what career might he not aspire! 
(See discussion, page 46-number 27, REHEARSAL LOG.)

JOSEPH: So a man becomes president - is he any less an alien?
Is the promised land a mere political possession?
No - the only true America lives within - not a piece 
of earth - but peace of mind!

ALICE: You'll always be an alien.

JOSEPH: That dream you had for Marshal - what has that to do
with him? It's your sick dream! Your vicarious quest 
for power - your neurotic search for fulfillment! If 
you?d only continue with that doctor - if you'd only 
realize how sick „..

(See discussion, page 46-number 28, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE

Why not! .,. From his childhood on 
he? s always been a leader - a term 
didn’t go by when he wasn’t some 
president - from his first grade 
class to his high school senior 
class o•o Most likely to succeed in 
Junior High - most popular in High 
School ooo to what career might he 
not aspire! (&)

JOSEPH

(1) The first Jewish president - when 
the Messiah comes s maybe»

ALICE

And come He will - Marshal will 
welcome Him! That promised land 
you’re always babbling about - 
it’s here - it’s America! But 
that ghetto soul of yours can’t 
see thato You were born in this 
country - but you’ll always be an 
alien.

JOSEPH

(2) So a man becomes President - is he 
any less an alien? Is the promised 
land a mere political possession?
No - the only true America lives 
within - not a piece of earth - but 
peace of mind! (3) 9 (b)

(4) That dream you have for Marshal - 
what has that to do with him? It’s 
your sick dream! (5) Your vicarious 
quest for power - your neurotic search 
for fulfillment! If you’d only con
tinued with that doctor - if you’d 
only realize how sick ...

ALICE

(1) Cross R on platform

(2) Cross C to Alice

(3) Alice rise - cross R

(4) Cross to Alice

(5) Sarah enter from 
kitchen - salt 
water and wine

Alien!



(The doorbell rings, leaving them motionless. They slowly 
turn toward the sound.) See discussion, page 76-number 2, 
REHEARSAL LOG.

My child! (See discussion, page 65-number 5, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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Sick!

JOSEPH

SARAH

(1) Children! (1) UL

ALICE

(Knock at the door, leaving them 
motionless. They slowly turn 
toward the sound.) (a)

(2) (To Joseph.) Well, for God's sake - 
open it!

(2) Cross front of easy 
chair to C

(Joseph does so. (3) Enter Marshal 
Jacobson -unshaven, unkempt. He 
drags a sizable trunk in with him.)

(3) Enter Marshal UR - 
drag trunk in back
wards to front of 
closet

MARSHAL

(4) Happy Passover - all! (4) Joseph on platform - 
front of closet 
Marshal on platform 
R of UR bookcase 
Sarah on platform 
front of UR bookcase 
Alice US of easy chair

(All three try to embrace him. 
He does likewise,)

(5) Sarah and Joseph 
embrace Marshal - 
Alice is crowded 
out

SARAH

Mein kind! (b)



My boy! (See discussion, page 46-number 29, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Good to see all of you, God, it's been long. (Sarah cries.) 
(See discussion, page 46-number 30, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Too long, (See discussion, page 46-number 31, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE

Marshal! (a)

JOSEPH

Good to see you, son. (1)

MARSHAL

Good to see all of you, (b) (Sarah 
cries.)

Grandma, don’t cry.

SARAH

It's been too long. (c)

MARSHAL

(2) You’re right. I missed you all so.

ALICE

Marshal - what's the matter?

MARSHAL

(3) What?

ALICE

You look just terrible.

MARSHAL ■

Yes .... Guess I do look strange. 

JOSEPH

(4) Forget it, Alice. He’s been on the 
road at least ten hours. You want 
him to look his holiday best?

(1) Alice cross US of 
couch

(2) Sarah take Marshal 
to easy chair - 
Marshal sit - Sarah 
L of easy chair

(3) Slight jump in chair

(4) Cross R of easy chair



Marshal, my darling - you must be starving. Just look what I 
made for you - gefilte fish like you never tasted! Nothing 
but the best for my very best grandson. (See discussion, pages
64-65, 65-number 6 , REHEARSAL LOG.)

Well, thank you. Grandma. But I’m really not hungry. (See
discussion, page 47-humber 32, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL 

Yes, That's it,

ALICE

(1) But he never in his life ... (1) Step in

JOSEPH

(2) How was the trip, son? (2) Step in to Marshal

MARSHAL 

The road never looked more
beautiful, (3) (3) Alice cross to

couch - sit

SARAH

Marshal - you must be starving, (4)
Just look what I made for you - 
Gefilte fish like you never tasted!
Nothing but the best for my very 
best grandson, (a)

MARSHAL

Well thanks. Grandma. But I'm 
really not hungry. (b)

SARAH

(5) But - I made it for you. (5) Step to Marshal

MARSHAL

I'm not hungry, Grandma, (6 ) (6 ) Kiss Sarah
(To father.) But I could use a 
drink.

ALICE

(4) Take Marshal to 
table - Sarah US - 
Marshal C

But, Marshal - you never



JOSEPH; A little brandy for my growing boy; Ladies

ALICE: Of course not.

SARAH: No, thank you.

(See discussion, page 71, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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JOSEPH

For God’s sake, Alice - (1) He's (1) Cross to US bookcase
no longer a child. (2) (2) Marshal cross to

front of desk

(Joseph gets the bottle and pours 
for both of them into glasses on 
the bookcase.)

A little brandy for my growing boy.
Ladies?

SARAH

(3) No, thank you. (a) (3) Cross to easy chair -
sit

MARSHAL

(Toasting.) Next year in Jerusalem!

JOSEPH

(Toasting.) Next year in Jerusalem!

(They both drink.)

ALICE

What’s that?

JOSEPH

The last line of the seder, Alice.

ALICE

Oh ... yes,

MARSHAL 

And ... something else.

ALICE

Something else?



ALICE: I don -1 like this at all. What did he mean by Hsomething
else?”

SARAH: He didn’t want any fish —  and I made it just for him.

ALICE: And that trunk —  why did he bring a trunk?

(See discussion, page 47-number 33, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL

(Looking hard at all of them - about
to cry.) Yes ... I ... Excuse me, please.
Got to go to the john.

(1) (Marshal exits.)

(1) Exit hallway R - 
Joseph pour drink 
at US bookcase

SARAH

He didn't want any fish ■—  and I made 
it just for him.

ALICE

(2) What did he mean by "something else?" (2) Rise
(3) And that trunk—  why did he (3) Cross UR to trunk
bring a trunk? (a)

JOSEPH
/

(4) What's wrong with it? (4) Cross L of desk

ALICE

If he's home for just a week?

JOSEPH

(5)* No mystery about that - bet I know (5) Cross front of desk
what's in there,

ALICE

What - do you think?

JOSEPH

(6 ) A seven month's supply of dirty (6 ) Lean on desk
underwear!

SARAH

Dirty underwear?
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JOSEPH

Hah! I bet he’d have stayed another 
seven months - if he could only afford 
a clean supply.

ALICE

(1) You don’t mean to say that Marshal (1) Step L
came home .,.

JOSEPH

(2) Oh, where's your sense of humour,. 
Alice! ... (3) But I’ll bet there
are enough soiled things in there. 
(To Sarah,) You've got your work 
cut out for you.

(2) Step DS
(3) Cross C to Sarah

SARAH

It’ll be my pleasure.

ALICE

(4) He looks just awful, 
like that in his life, 
something wrong.

He never looked 
I know there's

(4) Cross to R of UR 
bookcase - picture 
of Marshal

(5) (Marshal returns, unobserved. He 
stares at them sadly - then, 
jauntily, makes his entrance.)

(5) UR by hallway on 
platform

MARSHAL

(6 ) God - it’s good to be home! ...
(7) (To Joseph.) Uh - another 
drink? (8 )

(6 ) Step in
(7) Alice step to Marshal
(8 ) Marshal cross UC - 

front of desk

JOSEPH

(9) Sure, my boy. (9) Cross to US bookcase

(Joseph gets the bottle and pours 
another drink for both of them.)
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ALICE

(1) Marshal! (1) Step in toward
Marshal

MARSHAL

(Drinking«, ) Don? t worry9 Mother - 
It's a holiday! (Singing») "Da - 
Da - Yenu? Da - Da - Yenu»»»n Come 
onj everybody9 sing with me!
(Joseph and Sarah join hiiru ) "Da -
Da - Yenuooo" (2) You, too. Mother! (2) Grab Alice
(3) (She sings t b O o )  "Dayenu, Da - (3) Alice remain silent
ye - mu"

"Ee-loo ho-tsee ho-tsee aw-noo 
Ho-tsee aw-nop mi-Mits-rah-yeem 
Ho-tsee aw-noo mi-Mits-rah-yeem 

Da - ye - nu»"

(4) (Marshal grabs his mother and dances 
her around the living room as they 
all sing the refrain, "Da-dayenu" 
etc* Alice begins to laugh, enjoy
ing herselfp)

(4) Marshal and Alice 
dance - UC to DC to 
DR to couch - All 
sing - Alice laugh

ALICE

(5) Darling, stop. I'm dizzy. (6 )
(Marshal lets her go.) I can hardly 
walk. (Laughing, she dizzily takes 
a seat.)

(5) Step away from 
Marshal

(6 ) Sit couch

MARSHAL

(7) Where's my old partner? You're out 
of practice. (He sits next to her.) 
Remember how we used to dance. Mother?

(7) Sit on heels UL of 
couch

ALICE

(Laughing.) The day you burst in here 
tp tell me you were running for student 
government president ... Oh, those days



(Laughing9) Can I ever forget? „oo The day you burst in here 
to tell me you were running for student government president.... 
Ohg those days of excitement we shared together - the posters9 
the speeches) the campaign rallies - (Singing to the tune of the 
N.Y.U. pep song.) (See discussion, page 47-number 34, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)

You won that election - you walked away with it! The greatest 
honor the school could bestow. You came home that day and took 
me in your arms. You whirled me about through the living room. 
We sang your song 7till our throats went dry - (She stands up, 
inviting him. He whirls her about again, as they sing.) (See 
discussion, page 47-number 35, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(Stopping.) Oh, Marshal, darling - is there something wrong? 
(See discussion, page 73-number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Mother, please, don7t start now. Let’s enjoy ourselves - for 
a little while. (See discussion, page 47-number 36, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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ALICE (Continued)

of excitement - the posters, the 
speeches, the campaign rallies - 
(Singing to the tune of the N.YoU. 
pep song.) (a)

Jacobson is the man for you!
Jacobson has the plan for you!
Elect him and see - how pleased 
you51 1 be - 

Marshal him to victory! Rah - Rah - 
Rah!

You walked away with that election.
The greatest honor the school could 
bestow. You came home that day, took 
me in your arms and whirled me about 
through the living room. We sang your 
song 5till our throats went dry ... (b)

Jacobson has the zest for you!
Jacobson is the best! So - (1)
Mar-shal Ja-cob-son, we say.
Elect that Marshal J.! (2)

(Stopping,) (3) Oh, Marshal, what-s (3) Silence - Marshal
the matter? (c) straighten slowly

MARSHAL

(4) Mother, please, donvt start now, (4) Step UR
Let’s enjoy ourselves. (d)

JOSEPH

(5) That'S the spirit! Let’s begin the (5) Cross to Marshal
seder. What better way to rejoice
together.

MARSHAL 

Yes - the seder.

JOSEPH

(1) Marshal rise - lead 
song

(2) Marshal in exaggerated 
cheerleader stance

(6) Everyone - take your place. (6 ) Cross to table - 
US chair



(a) MARSHAL: Yes.

ALICE: Because, my darling, you just don't look yourself.

JOSEPH: (At the table.) Alice - the seder - I'm ready to begin.

(See discussion, page 47-number 37, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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SARAH

(1) Maybe, when the meal is served, you'll (1) Take Marshal to chair
have a bite? R of table - cross to

chair L of table

MARSHAL

Yes, Grandma,

SARAH

I made a wonderful meal.

ALICE

(2). And you'll tell us how you feel - (2) Cross to chair DS of
what's on your mind. table

MARSHAL

Yes.

JOSEPH

(At the table.) Alice - the seder - 
I'm ready to begin, (a)

ALICE

(Wearily.) Begin. (She stares at 
her son, imploringly, throughout the 
following.)

(They all take their seats around the 
table. Joseph pours wine for every
body, He lifts the cup high and 
begins the seder.)

JOSEPH

(Singing in Hebrew.) "Baw-rooch ah-taw 
Ado-noy, Elo-hay-noo meh-lech haw-o-lawn, 
bo-ray p'ree ha-gaw-fen." (Translating.)
"Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King 
of the Universe, who bringeth forth the
fruit of the vine." (3) (3) Cross L to small

table - wash hands - 
Sarah and Joseph 
ad lib



(Singing in Hebrew?) ?,Baw-rooch ah-taw Ado-noy, Elo-hay-noo 
meh-lech haw-o~lawn9 bo-ray p’ree ha-gaw~fen0" (Translating») 
"Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who
bringeth forth fruit of the vine."

"Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe who hath
chosen us and exalted us by making us holy with Thy commandments?
Out of love Thou hath given us these holidays of Joy - this 
Passover Seder - a holy assembly in memory of the exodus from 
Egypt. Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who blesseth Israel and this 
holy season."

"Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who 
hath given us life and sustenance and brought us to this happy 
season."

(See discussion, page 76-number 3, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(They all drink the wine. Joseph washes his hands in the bowl 
provided for him. He then takes some parsley, dips it in salt 
water and distributes it to everybody.) See discussion, page 
70-number 6 , REHEARSAL LOG.

MARSHAL: (Turning his head -*• meaningfully.) I-11 find it. Dad.

(Joseph hides the afikomen under the 
tablecloth. . He then lifts the plate 
of Matzoh.)

JOSEPH: "This is the bread of affliction which our forefathers
ate in the land of Egypt. All who are hungry - let them 
come and eat. All who are needy - let them come and 
celebrate the Passover with us. . Now we are here - next 
year may we be in the land of Israel. Now we are 
slaves,.,"

(See discussion, page 70-number 7, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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JOSEPH (Continued)

"Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King 
of the Universe, who hath given us life 
and sustenance and brought us to this 
happy season," (a)

(They all drink the wine. Joseph 
distributes parsley to everyone.
He dips his parsley in salt water,)
(b)

(Holding the parsley, he sings.)
"Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God,
King of the Universe, who createth 
the fruit of the earth."

(1) (They all eat the parsley. Joseph 
then takes the middle Matzoh and 
breaks it in half. He leaves one 
half on the plate.)

(1) Joseph, Sarah,
Marshal eat parsley - 
Alice drop parsley 
on table

(2) Marshal turn DS - 
meet Alice’s eyes - 
look down

(3) Place afikomen 
under tablecloth L

(4) Marshal turn to 
Joseph

"This is the bread of affliction which 
our forefathers ate in the land of 
Egypt. All who are hungry - let them 
come and eat. All who are needy - let 
them come and celebrate the Passover 
with us. Mow we are here - next year 
may we be in the land of Israel. Mow 
we are slaves ..." (e)

(Holding half of the Matzoh.) Mow 
Marshal - turn your head. (2) I’m 
hiding the afikomen now, (Laughing.) 
Better not find it - (3) What gift 
would we give you now?

MARSHAL

(4) (Turning his head - meaningfully.) 
I’ll find it, Dad.

JOSEPH
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ALICE

(1) Marshal, I ... (1) Put hand on
Marshal’s arm

JOSEPH

(2) (Marshal joining in.) "Next year (2) Marshal pull away
may we be free men." from Alice - turn

to Joseph - join 
in

CURTAIN Lights - slow fade out



Oh9 Marshal 9 itT s so wonderful to have you home. (Singing«) 
"Halleluyahg ha - le  ̂lu - yah, da9 da? da? ~ da? da9 da5  ̂
da9 da9 da., .fl You sang tonight like you haven’t sung for 
years. You put your whole life into it. (See discussion, 
page 48-number 389 REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ACT II

(After the meal - about a half an 
hour later. The family has just 
finished coffee and dessert.) (1 )

Lights - slow rise

(1) Joseph seated US 
of table
Sarah seated L of 
table
Alice seated DS 
of table
Marshal standing 
US of R coffee 
table - lighting 
cigarette

JOSEPH

(2) (To Sarah.) Just delicious. Wish 
you'd make a meal like that every 
night.

(2) Rise - cross US to 
desk - pipe

SARAH

(Looking at her grandson.) 
specially for Marshal - (4) 
hardly touched a bite.

I made it (3) Look at Marshal - 
and he rise - stack dishes

UL of table
(4) Look Joseph ,

MARSHAL

I had plenty, Grandma. It was all 
very good - like always.

SARAH

Oh, Marshal, it's so wonderful to have 
you home. You sang tonight like you 
haven't sung for years. You put your 
whole life into it. (a)

MARSHAL

(5) I've been singing a lot. Grandma. (5) Sit couch



And what else have you been doing? You’ve hardly said a word 
the whole meal* You were always so talkative - especially 
about school, (See discussion, page 48-number 39, REHEARSAL 
LOG,)

Then there?s something the matter* (See discussion, page 48- 
number 40, REHEARSAL LOG*)

He don’t eat enough and he don’t sleep enough - it’s written 
all over him* (See discussion, pages 58-59, REHEARSAL LOG*)
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ALICE

(1) And what else have you been doing?
(2) You hardly said a word the whole 
meal. You were always so talkative — 
especially about school, (a)

MARSHAL

I thought9 perhaps9 we could finish 
the seder,

ALICE

(3) Then there is something the matter, (3) Sit easy chair
(b)

MARSHAL 

I suppose there is,

ALICE

(To Joseph,) Dirty underwear!

JOSEPH

(4) Well9 the way he ignored me when I; (4) Cross front of
mentioned my book,»,  ̂ desk - light pipe -

look Sarah

SARAH

(5) He doesn’t eat enough and he doesn’t
sleep enough - it?s written all over
him, (c)

MARSHAL

I thought we could have a few hours 
more,,,,

ALICE

What happened9 Marshal?

MARSHAL

(5) Stack dishes - UL 
of table - look 
Joseph

(1) Rise
(2) Cross to easy 

chair - C

Try to understand,



ALICE: You just quit...?

MARSHAL: School.

ALICE: You can’t be serious.

(See discussion, page 48-number 41, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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What happened!

MARSHAL

(Slowly.) I just quit school. (1) (1). Joseph step R - put
out match

SABAH

Oy!

ALICE

You quit ...? (a), (2) You can’t be (2) Rise - step to
serious. Marshal

MARSHAL

Yesterday I withdrew from my courses.
You’ll hear from the registrar shortly.

SARAH

(3) But Marshal, my child - a boy with such (3) Cross UC
a mind - to give up your education...

MARSHAL

(4) I haven't given up my education, (4) Rise
Grandma. I've just begun it...; But
the knowledge I seek fits poorly into 
credit hours.

ALICE

What ... knowledge ... do you seek?

MARSHAL

(5) Knowledge of myself. (6 ) (5) Step to Alice
(6 ) Joseph cross to 

front of desk - 
pick up manu
script

ALICE

(7) Oh, God, another one. (7) Sit easy chair



{

(a) That first high school assembly - 1*11 never forget it» (Acting 
the part - jumping on his trunk.) nYou?re on the field now," the 
principal boomeda "to play a three-year game that will determine 
your life. You?re up at bat against incredible odds• The 
pitcher you face is in the 90th percentile» The fielders have 
IQ*s in the 130-s. To get a base hit against such odds, you*11 
have to maintain at least a B_ average! ,•, But a base hit today 
means next to nothing - any ordinary slugger can get to some 
base. It7s home plate that gets you the very best college,
It?s A grades that get you a .*. major-league life!" (See dis
cussion, page 48-number 42,. REHEARSAL LOG,)
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SARAH

(1) But Marshal, my child - you always (1) Cross R to US of
loved school. easy chair

MARSHAL

(2) So I believed, (3) (2) Step to L of coffee
table

(3) Put cigarette out

SARAH

Well, don't you. Marshal?

MARSHAL 

They made me believe it!

SARAH

Who?

MARSHAL

That first high school assembly - (4) (4) Cross C
''You're on the field now," the prin
cipal boomed, "to play a three-year 
game that will determine your life.
You're up at bat against incredible 
odds. The pitcher you face is in the 
90th percentile. The fielders have 
IQ's in the 130's. To get a base hit 
against such odds, you'll have to main
tain at least a B average! ... But a 
base hit today means next to nothing — 
any ordinary slugger can get to some 
base. It's home plate that gets you 
the very best college. It's A grades 
that get you a ... major-league life!"
(5), (a) (5) R of table

SARAH

What *s the boy saying?

MARSHAL

(6 ) That was high school - FIGHT, TEAM, 
FIGHT!

(6) Cross UL



I mean I quit that class9 Mother»».„ And it wasn?t long before 
I quit all of them..«. I?ve hardly slept9 I’ve hardly eaten 
since then,... (See discussion, page 48-number 43, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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ALICE

But you won! That principal was 
right» You were first in your 
class» You got a full tuition 
scholarship to a fine university»

MARSHAL

I thought it would be different there.

JOSEPH

(1) It wasn’t different? (1) Step to Marshal -
on platform

MARSHAL

It was worse! Sure, in high school 
you had to kiss the man’s behind - but
that flesh and blood ass (2) was there (2) Sarah step R 
to be kissed! But how far do you get 
with a video image? How do you brown
nose a TV set?

ALICE

(3) But the small discussion sections - 
didn?t the catalogue say.,.?

MARSHAL

(4) How close dp you get to a graduate 
student who’s got his own degree to 
worry about? (5)Y My English 
instructor was hardly there the 
first term,..they tell me he came 
more often, the second.

ALICE

What do you mean?

MARSHAL

I mean I left that class. Mother,.,
(6 ) And it wasn’t long before I le 
all of them,.,. (7) I’ve hardly slept, sit 
I’ve hardly eaten since then,.,. (a) (7) Joseph step down

off of platform - 
C

(3) Rise

(4) Cross to Alice

(5) Sarah cross UR to 
trunk

ft (6 ) Cross to couch -
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SARAH

(1) What did I tell yotu (1) Cross to couch -
sit on US arm of 
couch

MARSHAL

(Staring at them9) God -.I thought 
I?d just come in and tell you. But 
now that I’m here.... Please - 
understand...

JOSEPH

(2) I understand. (2) Cross DC

ALICE

(3) Wouldn’t you - know it. (3) Cross L to table

JOSEPH 

It?s all very normal.

ALICE

Very normal.

JOSEPH

Identity crisis - an adolescent 
commonplace.... (4) You’ve viewed
yourself always through the eyes of 
your family - but away from home you 
question that identity. You’re 
filled with such anxiety that study 
is impossible. No point in continu
ing until you find your true self.
With the help of a ...

MARSHAL

Good doctor. (5) (5) Sarah rise - cross
to trunk

JOSEPH

(4) Alice pick up cup 
from table - cross 
DL to buffet - pour 
tea - cross to DS 
chair at table - sit

Yes.... You’ll achieve in no time...
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MARSHAL

"Exodus from Adolescent Anxiety."

JOSEPH

(1) How did you know? (1) Step in to Marshal

MARSHAL

Chapter II, Dad. (2) (2) Sarah unpack trunk

JOSEPH

Then you’ve read my book. Marshal.
I almost thought...

MARSHAL

I've read it. Dad.

JOSEPH

Well, good.... You do agree, then - 
identity crisis - isn't that your 
problem?

MARSHAL 

I suppose it is.

JOSEPH

(3) There - you see, Alice - these last 
five years haven't been for nothing 
.... (4) Well your mother and
grandmother may be devastated by 
your announcement - but as far as I'm 
concerned, it's good that it happened.

ALICE

Wouldn't you know it. (5) (5) Sarah exit R
hallway - with 
clothes

(3) Step to Alice

(4) Step to Marshal



But I know what I want. Dad. (See discussion, page 48-number 44, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)



JOSEPH

Self knowledge is the only (1) Sit easy chair
knowledge - more important than 
courses and credits. I had a Ph.D. 
at the age of 24 - at 28 years old 
I became a rabbi - but as to self 
knowledge I mightfve been an infant. 
Why in just five years Ifve learned 
more from that doctor - than I have in 
a lifetime of taking courses!

So you don?t know what you want at the 
age of eighteen - is that a calamity?
I didn't know what I wanted until six 
months ago! A few years of therapy

ALICE

That's the truth.

JOSEPH

and you'll... (2) (2) Sarah enter R 
hallway - cross 
trunk

MARSHAL

I know what I want. Dad. (a)

JOSEPH

You do?

MARSHAL

And it isn't a doctor.

ALICE

What do you want! (3) Rise

MARSHAL

To do something meaningful for once 
in my life - to be more than a slave 
to a college transcript!
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ALICE

(1) Maybe you’re right9 Mother - maybe (1) Cross C
he should be a rabbi. He’s as
good as his father at pretty talk.

MARSHAL

(2) I've done more than talk. Mother. (2) Rise

ALICE

Sure.

MARSHAL

(3) I’ve paid a price for my convictions! (3) Step L

ALICE

(4) What have you done! (4) Step R to easy chair

MARSHAL

(Reconsidering.) What difference does
it make? (5) ... Can't we leave it (5) Step R - back to
at that? Alice

ALICE

What have you done!

MARSHAL

(6) (Hesitatingly.) I’ve ... gone to jail (6) US of couch
for my convictions.

SARAH

(7) Oy! (7) Step L on platform

MARSHAL

(8) Desegregating that park was more than 
talk.

(8) Turn to Alice



JOSEPH: You mean Twin Oak Park - made last week’s headlines?
Were you with those Negroes who entered that park?

MARSHAL: Twin Oak Park.

ALICE: You went to jail! How horrible.,.,

(See discussion^ page 49-number 459 REHEARSAL LOG?)

There were guards at the entrance - so we went through the 
woods - the lovely spring woods awakening into life.*.. 
Everywhere the fresh buds blossoming.... The bright, green, 
reborn spring - rising from its wintry tomb.... And we were 
reborn, too.... We belonged to that bright, green spring.
We came to the stream immediately bordering the park. The 
melting snows had swelled it four feet deep. Without hesita
tion we plunged right into it! (See discussion, page 49- 
number 46, REHEARSAL LOG,)
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(2)

(3)

(4)

JOSEPH

You mean Twin Oak Park - made last 
week’s headlines? (1) Were you with 
those Negroes who entered that park?

ALICE

You went to jail! (a)

MARSHAL

I thought you’d take it this way. 
Mother. But if I could only make you 
understand....

ALICE

Understand?

MARSHAL 

It was glorious!

ALICE 

Sure - I’ll bet.

MARSHAL

There were guards at the entrance - 
so we went through the woods - the 
lovely spring woods awakening into 
life.... Everywhere the fresh buds 
blossoming.... The bright green 
reborn spring.... And we were 
reborn, too.... (5) We came to the 
stream immediately bordering the 
park. The melting snows had 
swelled it four feet deep. Without 
hesitation we plunged right into it! 
(b)

SARAH

Oy!

MARSHAL

(1) Sarah step L

(2) Step C

(3) Cross DL

(4) To Joseph - at 
easy chair

(5) Cross UR to Sarah

Deep... into the icy, spring water.
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SABAH

But Marshal, my child...

MARSHAL

(1) We came out of the water - alive - (1) Cross UC
newly born.... And the crowd was
waiting .... (2) "Coons - Nigger (2) C
Lovers - Beatniks - Commies - Get
out of our park!" We all joined
arms and moved toward them together.
We knew they couldn’t stop us - we 
belonged to that park! ... We be
longed to a glorious destiny! We 
were chosen to bear witness for it.
(3) That destiny of freedom and (3) To Joseph
love which God demands must triumph 
on this earth!

SARAH

(4) You might’ve got pneumonia. (4) Cross UC

MARSHAL

(5) It's such a rare feeling - that 
oneness with destiny...

(5) Cross to Joseph

ALICE

(6) A night in jail - that's some rare 
destiny.... I send away a son - I 
get back a nut! (7)

(6) Cross to buffet - 
DL

(7) Marshal, cross
front of easy chair 
to US of couch

JOSEPH

Well, I wouldn't say that, Alice - 
not exactly a nut....

ALICE

Oh?

JOSEPH

I told you this is normal for youth. 
Why when I was his age....



In those City College cafeteria alcoves - with your mocky commie 
debating society» (See discussion, page 49-number 47, REHEARSAL
LOG.)

You were a lazy bum with moronic tendencies! You went to those 
alcoves to avoid classrooms - to protest was so much more fun 
than to study. (See discussion, page 73-number 2,. REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE

(1) Good God - don’t remind me! I’ve (1) DS of table
heard quite enough of your "normal" 
youtho

JOSEPH

Oh? (2) (2) Sarah cross to US
of table

ALICE

In those City College cafeteria 
alcoves - with your commie debating
societyo (3)9 (a) (3) Sarah sit US

chair at table

JOSEPH

(4) I wasn’t a communist! „„* I was a (4) Rise - step C
left-wing socialist with Trotskyite 
tendencieso

ALICE

(5) You were a lazy bum with moronic (5) Cross C
tendencies! You went to those
alcoves to avoid classrooms - (6) (6) To Marshal
to protest is so much more fun than
to study. (7), (b) (7) Marshal turn US

JOSEPH

Yesj I’ve put it in my book. Chapter 
II. I analyze the psychological 
dimension....

ALICE

Your son’s a damned fool whatever the
dimension. (8) If you’re any kind of (8) Cross to Marshal 
father - tell him what a fool!

JOSEPH

(9) (To Marshal.) You’ve read my chapter (9) Cross to Marshal - 
on adolescent anxiety? (10) US of easy chair

(10) Alice cross to 
couch - sit



MARSHAL

Yes. (2) (1) Turn to Joseph
(2) Alice light a 

cigarette

JOSEPH

There's much on the thirties - when 
I was your age.

MARSHAL

Yes.

JOSEPH

Our radicalism was just like yours.

MARSHAL

No.

JOSEPH

No?

MARSHAL

Oh I don't deny you fought injustice.
But all you did was get angry about it!
You wrote fiery manifestos about unjust 
laws - but we went in and challenged 
those laws!

ALICE

You mean you went in and broke those 
laws! (3) That's a great philosophy
of law and justice - if you don't like 
a law, just go in and break it!

MARSHAL

If a J_aw is unjust, it is just to 
challenge it if one is prepared to 
take the consequences...

(3) Marshal cross to 
Alice



Behold! The Hudson is parting» Make way for Manhattan’s 
answer to Pharoah! All rights Moses9 the .desert awaits you. 
Go out there and try to find a job. See what you can get 
without a degree. And while you’re at it, take a trip to 
your draft board. See how they’11 appreciate your leaving 
college. You’ll know what it’s like to really be in jail. 
You’ll be back in school soon enough. (See discussion, 
page 49-number 48, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE

Who prepared you? Whose been talking 
to you? What do they teach at that 
awful school!

MARSHAL

It'S an old Jewish custom -

"If a stranger dwells among you in your 
land

You shall not wrong hinio
The stranger that dwells among you.
Shall be as the native with you.
And you shall love him as yourself.
For you were strangers in the land 
of Egypto"

ALICE

(1) Behold! The Hudson River is parting. (1) Rise 
Make way for Manhattan’s answer to 
Pharoah! All right, Moses, the desert 
awaits you. Go out there and try to 
find a job. See what you can get with
out a degree. And while you’re at it,
take a trip to your draft board. (2) (2). Joseph step US
See how they’ll appreciate your leaving of easy chair
college. You’ll find out what it’s 
like to really be in jail, then you’ll 
run back to school soon enough. (a)

JOSEPH

(3) And with some of that salary, finance (3) L of easy chair
your analysis. Soon school won’t be
half the problem you think it is.

SARAH

(4) It’s all for the best - God’s will - (4) Rise - L of table
God’s will. Marshal will be home
again. Enough rest, enough sleep, 
and he’ll be a new man.

MARSHAL

(5) You don’t understand. (6) I 
haven’t finished.„..

(5) Step L toward Sarah
(6) Turn to Alice



Later, Mother —  I want to lie down. (See discussion, page 71- 
number 8, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(Singing.) "Halleluyah —  Halleluyah." Marshal, darling. Sing 
"Halleluyah." (See discussion, page 49-number 49, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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ALICE

Something else, Moses?

MARSHAL

(Staring at them.) It can wait, 
Mother.

JOSEPH

(1) Of course! There’s no point in
talking while we’re so tense. (2)
Let’s finish the seder.

ALICE 

I'm not in the mood.

SARAH

But Alice, darling.

ALICE

(3) Later, Mother. (a)

SARAH

Marshal, darling. Sing "Halleluyah." 
(b)

MARSHAL

(4) But I just sang it. Grandma.

SARAH

(5) So beautiful, Marshal. Sing it
again.

MARSHAL

But...

JOSEPH

(6) Sing it for her! You'll never have a 
better audience. (7) (Picks up

(1) Cross to Marshal
(2) Cross UL 

Sarah cross to 
chair L of table

(3) Sit couch

(4) Sit easy chair

(5) Sit chair L of 
table

(6) HR of table
(7) Pick up Haggadah



Sing it for her! You’ll never have a better audience.
(Picks up Haggadah and turns to the place.) Here, I’ll 
introduce you. (He gives another Haggadah to Marshal.)
(See discussion, page 71-number 9, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Oh - God - it’s so hard..., (See discussion, page 49-number 
50, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Won’t you sing, darling. (See discussion, page 65-number 7, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)

Later, Grandma - now I must speak, (He returns Haggadah to the 
table.) (See discussion, page 50-number 51, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Speak? (See discussion, page 50-number 52,. REHEARSAL LOG.)
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JOSEPH (Continued)

Haggadah and turns to the place.) Here,
I'll introduce you. (a)

MARSHAL

Oh — God.«.. (b)

JOSEPH

(Reading.) "In every generation a 
person must see himself as though he, 
personally, came out of Egypt. As the 
Bible says, 'Thou shalt tell thy son 
that day. This is because of what the 
Lord did for me when I left Egypt.'
For it was not our fathers alone whom 
God redeemed, but He redeemed us, too.
(1) As the Bible says, 'He brought us (1) Alice light cigarette 
from there - in order to lead us to the - turn DS on couch
land which He promised our fathers.1 
Therefore, we are duty-bound to thank, 
praise, laud, glorify, and exalt, to 
honor, bless, extol, and adore Him who 

' performed all these wonders for our 
fathers and for us. He brought us out 
from slavery to freedom, from anguish to 
joy, from sorrow to festivity, from dark
ness to great light. Now let us sing Him 
a new song: Halleluyah!" (2) (2). US of table

MARSHAL

"From slavery to freedom."

SARAH

Won't you sing, mein kind. (c)

MARSHAL

(3) Later, Grandma - I've got to tell you (3) Rise 
... (d)

SARAH

What? (e)



(Jumping up from sofa.) Where... are you... going? (See 
discussion, page 71-number 10, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Don't go. Marshal! (See discussion,.page 50-number 53, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL

(1) I won't be home. Grandma - I'm going 
away.

ALICE

(2) Where... (a)

MARSHAL

(3) Down South - Mother.

JOSEPH

(4) Down South, Marshal?

SARAH

Oy!

MARSHAL 

To register voters.

• ■ ALICE

(5) No, Marshal! (b)

MARSHAL 

To work for freedom.

JOSEPH

(6) Now listen, son -examine your 
motives!

ALICE

They'll kill you down there! I 
won't let you go!

JOSEPH

Why do you really want to go there?

(1) C - to Sarah - back 
to Alice

(2) Sarah rise

(3) Cross to Alice

(4) Cross to US of easy 
chair

(5) Touch Marshal

(6) Step to Marshal



MARSHAL: (Meaningfully») Yes.... First I must work for
freedom here.

ALICE: Here?

MARSHAL: Itvs why I came - it’s what I learned.... That I
must bring you freedom here.

ALICE: (Quietly.) What do you mean?

(See discussion, page 50-number 54, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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SARAH

(1) Why must you go where you don’t (1) Cross C
belong?

JOSEPH

You defy at your cost a community*s 
psychology. They’ll, stop at nothing 
to defend themselves.

ALICE

They'll stop at nothing - they'll kill
you. Marshal! (2) (2) Sarah cross to easy

chair

JOSEPH

If you want to work for freedom, why 
go down there? There’s enough work 
here.

MARSHAL

(Meaningfully.) Yes... here.

ALICE

(Quietly.) What do you mean? (a)

MARSHAL

It's not just me who's been a slave.

ALICE

So you think I'm a slave. Marshal?

MARSHAL

Yes.

ALICE

Why?

MARSHAL

(3) You and Dad. (3) Cross DC



Oh - God - it's so hard - the truth is so hard, But I've got to 
make you face it..,. (See discussion, page 50-number 55, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)

ALICE: So you want the truth?

MARSHAL: I want it. Mother.

ALICE: Let me tell you a story.

(See discussion, page 51-number 56, REHEARSAL LOG.)

What could we do, my child? (See discussion,,pages 62-64, 64- 
number 3, 67, ■ REHEARSAL LOG,)
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ALICE

My life with your father?

MARSHAL

We've got to face the truth.. 

ALICE

(a)

So you want the truth? (1) Let 
me tell you a story. (2), (b)

MARSHAL

(3) I've heard that story. Mother.

ALICE

(4) (Oblivious to him, and continuing 
so throughout her story.) It's 
about a young girl, eighteen, like 
you.

MARSHAL

(5) It's not the truth!

ALICE

Her father was a well-to-do merchant. 

MARSHAL

Butcher!

ALICE

She was beautiful, intelligent - she had 
the finest wardrobe in her high school 
senior class - she had every expectation 
of college in September. (6)

SARAH

(1) Rise
(2) Cross DC

(3) Cross DL

(4) DC

(5) Cross to chair DS 
of table - back to 
audience and Alice

(6) Joseph cross HR to 
trunk

(7) .What could we do? (c) (7) Step DS



What could we do? (See discussion, pages 62-64, 64-number 4,
67, REHEARSAL LOG.)

Her father and mother couldn't earn a penny - and there were 
four younger brothers and sisters to care for. She had every 
expectation of college for herself - but she was forced as a 
freshman to go to work for all of them! (See discussion, 
pages 51-number 57, 62-64, REHEARSAL LOG.)

What could we do? We had nothing, Alice, (See discussion, 
pages 62-64, 67,• REHEARSAL LOG,)
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ALICE

(1) September - 19291 (1) Step toward Sarah

SARAH

(2) We had nothing9 Alice« (a) (2) C

ALICE

(3) Her father lost everything - his (3) To Sarah
investments9 his store, his savings,
and finally - his health.

SARAH

(4) What is money? But if you don't have (4) To Marshal
your health.o.o

ALICE

(5) Her father and mother couldn't earn a (5) Step L to Marshal
penny - and there were four younger
brothers and sisters to care for. She 
had every expectation of college for 
herself - but she was forced after 
graduation to go to work for all of 
them! (b)

SARAH

(6) But you did finish high school. Did I (6) C
ever dream of so much education? Why
I wasn't seventeen before I was
married. (7) College - for a girl - (7) Step R
what for? If you ask me, what happened
was just as well. You learned soon
enough what a woman must know. (8) (8) To Alice
How it should feel when you do for 
your family. (c)

ALICE

That dream of dances and parties, foot
ball games, sorority teas —  became a 
nightmare of grimy offices, drab routines, 
and leering bosses.



And then she met Bernie. . He was everything she ever wanted in 
a man —  and he loved her» They wanted to get married —  but 
he didnit make a living. (See discussion, pages 62-64, 64- 
number 5, 67, REHEARSAL LOG,)

He*d just finished law school when the depression hit — - try 
as he might he just couldn't get a job* But times were getting 
better - she told him to wait. He wanted to marry her — ■ but 
she told him to wait, (See discussion, pages 62-64, 64-number 6, 
67, REHEARSAL LOG.)

That was so long ago, Alice, my child,.. (See discussion, 
pages 62-64, 64-number 7, -67,- REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL

(Anticipating.) "And then she met 
Bernie."

ALICE

(1) Yes, and then she met Bernie. He was (1) Turn to Marshal
everything she ever wanted in a man —
and he loved her. They wanted to get 
married.... (a)

SARAH

(2) He didn’t make a living! (2) Step to Alice

ALICE

He’d just finished law school when 
the depression hit —  try as he 
might he just couldn’t get a job.
But times were getting better.

SARAH

Better! (3) (3) Step R

ALICE

She told him to. wait. He wanted to 
marry her —  but she told him to 
wait.(b)

SARAH

That was so long ago. • (c)

ALICE

An opportunity came - a law firm in 
Boston. He was free to go with him - 
but the salary was so low. He wanted 
her with him - but she told him to 
wait. She told him to wait...

MARSHAL

(Finishing.) "... for the rest of her
life."



ALICE: They were divorced a year later - and Bernie ran back
to her. But she would have none of him* The week 
Bernie left she announced her engagement to a 
brilliant, young rabbi.,, who made a good living!

SARAH: Alice, my darling..,

(See discussion, pages 62-64, 64-number 8, ■ 67,* REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE

(1) *.» for the rest of her life. The 
girl in Boston was called Agnes.
I forget the name of the child.

MARSHAL

(2) (Viciously.) It was Edward, Mother.

(1) Cross UL

(2) Step US toward 
Alice

ALICE

(3) They were divorced a year later - and 
Bernie ran back to her. But she would 
have none of him. The week Bernie left 
she announced her engagement to a 
brilliant? young rabbi..*

SARAH

(4) Who made a good living!

ALICE

(5) Who made a good living! (a), (6 )

(3) Cross away from 
Marshal - UC

The wife of a rabbi - what did she know 
of it? Religion had always been rather 
remote to her - her father did the pray
ing 3 her mother cooking. (7) The monu
mental rabbi loomed large in her fancy - 
the ultimate in wisdom? goodness9 and 
dignity.... Well it didn’t take her 
long to be brought to her senses. (8 ) 
That imposing figure quickly dwindled 
lifesize.... The wisdom was a few 
diplomas9 (9) the goodness a thousand 
rituals9 and the dignity - one big 
joke!

(4) Turn US to Alice

(5) UC on platform
(6 ) Sarah cross L to 

Marshal - touch 
him. Marshal 
cross L to buffet 
light cigarette

(7) Cross UR on plat
form

(8 ) Cross to Joseph

(9) Cross UC on plat
form - direct to 
Sarah

JOSEPH

(10) Now wait a minute9 Alice... (10) Cross to Alice
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ALICE

(1) A spiritual leader! That gave her 
a laugho How far do you lead the 
folks who pay your salary? You lead 
them as far as they want you to go.

JOSEPH

That isnlt true, Alice. Some rabbis 
can...

ALICE

But the wife of a rabbi...

MARSHAL

(2) (Anticipating.) "Teach in the Sunday 
School..

ALICE

(3) Head the Hadassah, supervise the 
sisterhood. DonTt offend this one - 
be nice to that one - keep open 
house for everyone! Her home was 
near the synagogue - but it might as 
well have been its lobby. (4) From 
the day of her marriage, she lived 
in a lobby. (5)

MARSHAL

(6) I forget what comes next.

ALICE

(7) Never in her life had she been 
sickly - but six months married 
and they rushed her to the 
hospital.

MARSHAL

Yes! "Bronchial asthma - from then 
on a sufferer."

JOSEPH

(1) Turn to Joseph

(2). Cross UL of table

(3) Cross DC

(4) Cross to Sarah - 
R of table

(5) Sarah throw napkin

(6) L of table

(7) Cross C

(8) Alice - that’s not fair! (8) Step down to Alice



ALICE: even for the life of his only son!

JOSEPH:

ALICE:

The boy was asleep - we had a wonderful maid, The boy 
didn’t need you - there was nothing you could do for 
him!

Made her risk the life of her only son - to attend a 
testimonial to a crook and a pimp! Oh, religion had 
been remote to her - the president of the synagogue ran 
a chain of brothels»

JOSEPH: That was never proven•

ALICE: You didn’t want it proven - you didn’t dare oppose
him. But did it need to be true, anyway? What was 
that president but a brothel keeper? What was that 
rabbi but the community whore!

(See discussion, page 73-numbers 3, 4, REHEARSAL LOG.)

MARSHAL: That’s enough, Mother,

JOSEPH: He was not I was not a whore!

MARSHAL: I’ve heard this story!

ALICE: What were you then? Your only son was burning with
fever - and to placate that pimp you dragged her from 
him. You betrayed your wife and son to lie down for 
that pimp.... Whore! Whore!

SARAH: Alice - such language!

MARSHAL: I’ve heard all the stories!

ALICE: And what did you get for it? What does a whore always
get for it? He was the one who kicked you out!

JOSEPH: The boy didn’t need you...

(See discussion, page 73-number 4, REHEARSAL LOG,)
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ALICE

(1) They moved to Mapleville - his first (1) Turn away from
big chance. She bore a son - a Joseph -
sickly son. But a few months alive Cross UL
and he contracts asthma! And that
night - when her son was running a
103° fever - when his life-time 
affliction was mercilessly incubating - 
that great spiritual leader who was 

; his father - made her leave her son in 
the agony of his illness - made her 
go to the testimonial dinner of the 
president of the congregation - who the 
great divine wouldn71 dare risk offend
ing , , o

JOSEPH

(2) It was my first big chance!

ALICE

(3) ,,, even for the life of his only
son!

(2) Cross to Alice

(3) To Joseph

JOSEPH

(4) The boy didn’t need you. He was 
asleep. There was nothing you 
could do!

(4) Cross C to Alice

ALICE

(5) Even for the life of his only son!
(a)

MARSHAL

(6) That’s enoughs Mother, I’ve heard 
this story! I’ve heard all the 
stories! (b)

JOSEPH

(5) To Marshal

(6) Cross UL to Alice

(7) (Crushed,) The boy didn’t need you,,, (7) Cross UR to UR book
case - put pipe out - 
back to Alice



ALICE:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

Itfs been on three years - but he suddenly discovers 
it. No draft for rabbis whose congregations need 
them no wars for those whose families depend on them. 
But not our rabbi! He1s got to be a hero - he7s got 
to go and fight for freedom. A wife and a son - let 
them fight for themselves.

(Giving up) Damn - it. Mother!

Then the daily horror of the casualty reports - that 
the next one would surely carry his name.

(See discussion, page 73-number 5, REHEARSAL LOG,)
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MARSHAL

(1) (Pleadingo) On all other nights we 
could tell ourselves stories - (2) 
but this night is different from all 
other nights! (3)

ALICE

(4) The fever cleared - but the boy 
remained unhealthy* It was all she 
could do to keep him alive,* * * And 
just when she thought she had some
how managed - just when she thought 
she was getting adjusted - along 
comes the war,

MARSHAL

(5) Mother - listen to me!

ALICE

It? s been on three years - but he 
suddenly discovers it,

MARSHAL 

Damn it9 Mother!

ALICE

(6) No draft for rabbis whose congrega
tions need them - (7) no wars for 
those whose families depend on them. 
But not our rabbi! He's got to be a 
hero - he's got to go and fight for 
freedom, A wife and a son - let 
them fight for themselves. Then the 
daily horror of the casualty reports 
that the next one would surely carry 
his name, (a)

JOSEPH

(8) So you did care, Alice,,,

(1) To Alice
(2). Alice steps R - 

Marshal turn to 
Sarah

(3) Sarah turn away 
from Marshal - DS

(4) UC on platform

(5) Step R to platform

(6) C on platform
(7) Marshal cross to 

US of table

(8) Turn - step to 
Alice



No such luck! «»„ the war ended., Our hero returned to his 
beloved congregants• For ten more years they told him he 
was God - and in less than ten minutes they told him he was 
out! With hardly a word he crawled away - took her to live 
in this apartment - and treated her vividly to his total 
nervous collapse! (See discussion, page 74-number 6, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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ALICE

(1) The war ended• Our hero returned 
to his beloved congregants» (2)
For ten more years they told him he 
was God - and in less than ten 
minutes they told him he was out!
With hardly a word he crawled away - 
took her to live in this apartment »- 
and treated her vividly to his total 
collapse! (a)

MARSHAL

(Anticipating.) MNot to outdo him. o.11

ALICE

She answered in kind - an asthma attack 
more severe than the first one. She 
failed to respond to treatment - she 
was given up for dead. As a last resort 
they brought in a psychiatrist. She 
told him her story, and it was then she 
found out. He confirmed at last what 
she always knew - what she always knew, 
but could never express. (3) (Turning 
fully on Joseph.) You ruined my life! 
You took advantage of my submissiveness 
and roped me into marriage. You lied 
to me, neglected me, and then you 
deserted me!

JOSEPH

(4) Because I was sick - but I tried to 
get well! The treatment I started,
I had guts enough to finish! That 
doctor told you some things - but 
he couldn’t tell you everything.
You refused to continue - you were 
afraid!

ALICE

(5) He told me enough. To see how damned 
dependent I was on you - to get a job, 
the first time since my marriage -
(6) to speak my mind, the first time 
in my life!

(1) Cross to US of couch
(2) Joseph step to front 

of desk

(3) Cross USC on plat
form to Joseph

(4) US of desk

(5) Cross DC

(6) To Sarah



(Back in her story) He ruined her life. He took advantage of 
her submissiveness and roped her into marriage. He lied to her 
neglected her5 and then he deserted her.... All she had was 
her son. (See discussion, page 74-number 79 REHEARSAL LOG.)

But what he didnvt have in.health9 he made up in brains. . Her 
husband cared little what his son was studying but she was 
after him every minute! She knew that education was the key to 
his future - and that meant a scholarship9 a very good one. 
Where would he have gone without his mother? 1*11 tell you 
where - to a city college! (Marshal chimes in with herP)
Juat another kike in a city college. (Turning to Marshal with 
her final plea.) You call her a slave she slaved for her son 
She gave up her life for her only son. If he goes away - her 
life goes with him! (See discussion, page 71-number 11, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)
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JOSEPH

(1) You didn’t go far enough! Your *.„ 
exodus was incomplete!. It’s all in 
my book - Chapter III of my book, (2)

(1) Cross L of desk

(2) Alice cross to 
coffee table

MARSHAL

(3) "Exodus from Marital Anxiety," (4)

ALICE

(Back in her story,) He ruined her 
life,,,. All she had was her son,
(a)

MARSHAL

(5) Her sickly son,

ALICE

But what he didn’t have in health9 he 
made up in brains. Her husband cared 
little what his son was studying - 
but she was after him every minute!
She knew that education was the key to 

. his future - and that meant a scholar
ship , a very good one. Where would he 
have gone without his mother? I’ll tell 
you where - to a city college! Just 
another kike in a city college* (6) 
(Turning to Marshal with her final 
plea,) You call her a slave - She 
slaved for her son. She gave up her 
life for her only son. If he goes away - 
her life goes with him! (b)

MARSHAL

I’ve heard that story. Mother,

ALICE

Step US to Joseph
(4) Joseph cross US 

of desk

(5) R of table back 
to Alice

(6) Cross C to Marshal

(7) But you haven’t listened! (7) To Marshal



ALICE; I do, blame myself» Did I say I was blameless? I 
was too submissive - I was too good*

MARSHAL; Don’t hide behind words! You were horrible. Mother*

ALICE; No**,*

MARSHAL; You were weak - you were cowardly*

ALICE; No,**,

MARSHAL; Your life was miserable9 because you were afraid to be
happy. You remained a slave - because you were afraid 
to be free!

ALICE; I remained a slave so that you could be free - so that
you could have a home - so that you could have a Father!

(See discussion, page 72-number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)

MARSHAL; ...because you didn’t have the courage to learn to 
love him!

JOSEPH; You tell her son!

MARSHAL; You made him bear the guilt for your wasted life. You 
made him feel responsible - because you chose to be 
miserable!

ALICE; But I did it for you - for love of you,.. 

(See discussion, page 72-number 2, REHEARSAL LOG.)



MARSHAL

I listened. Mother - I spent my life (1) Turn to Alice
at ite Listening to you blame Dad 
for ruining your life - blaming 
everyone - except yourself!

ALICE

I do_ blame myself e (2) Did I say I (2) Turn DS
was blameless? I was too submissive - 
I was too good.

MARSHAL

Don’t hide behind words! You were
cowardly. Mother» (3) (3) Joseph turn DS

ALICE

For you Marshal, for you! (a) (4) C

MARSHAL

You lived with a man you always despised... 

ALICE

So that you could have a Father!

MARSHAL

... because you didn’t have guts enough 
to love him!

ALICE

... for love of you... (b)

MARSHAL

You never loved me. ' (5) Back Alice to L
of easy chair

ALICE

I ... never ... ? (6) Step back



To make up for your life - to get back at Dad. (See discussions 
page 72-number 3, REHEARSAL LOG.)

I didn't use you - I worshipped you! How dare you say I,., - I 
gave up my life for you. (See discussion, page 72-number 4, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL

You used me! (1) (1) Sarah rise

ALICE

(2) No ... (3) (2) Step back
(3) Joseph L of desk

MARSHAL

To make up for your wasted life 
to get back at Dad. (a)

ALICE

Use you! I worshipped you! How 
dare you say I ... - I gave up my 
life for you! (b)

MARSHAL

I don't want it, Mother - take it 
back!

ALICE

(A) I gave up my life for you .... (4) Turn away from
Marshal

MARSHAL

Take it back - let me go!

ALICE

To say I didn't love you - after all
I've gone through... (5) Go! (5) Pause - turn to

Marshal

SARAH

(6) Alice... (6) Step C

ALICE

No! (7) (7) Exit hallway R



ALICE: To say I didnft love you - after all I?ve gone through»»«
Go!

MARSHAL: LET ME GO!

ALICE: To say.I didn?t love you - (Bursting into tears.) GO!

SARAH: Alice9 my darling,.,

ALICE: (Rushing toward the bedroom.) NO! (Exiting,)

MARSHAL: (Moving toward her.) Mother - wait! You don?t under
stand... you didn’t let me finish,..

SARAH: (Following Alice out.) Alice, my child. Marshal didn’t
mean it. He... hasn’t..,, slept.

(See discussion, pages 71-72, 71-number 12, 72-number 5, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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MARSHAL

(1) Mother - wait.*. (1) On platform

SARAH

(2). Alice! Marshal didn’t mean it. (2) Cross DS of easy
He... chair - exit hallway

R

MARSHAL

(3) You don't understand! You didn't let (3) UR on platform by
me finish! (a) hallway

CURTAIN Lights - blackout



(a)

(b)

. •

Mother9 wait! You donyt understand.•; You didn?t let me 
finish.o. (See discussion, page 51-number 58, REHEARSAL LOG.)

JOSEPH; She?11 get over it - she always does.

MARSHAL: I said she didn’t love me - but she didn’t understand.
If she could only face the truth - she could truly 
love me!

JOSEPH: The woman’s sick.

MARSHAL: She could love you. Dad.

JOSEPH: The woman needs help.

MARSHAL: She’s got to understand. 1 didn’t mean to hurt her.
Those things I said - I’ve got to explain.

(See discussion, page 75-number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)

MARSHAL: She’s got to understand. I didn’t mean to hurt her.
Those things I said - I’ve got to explain.

JOSEPH: She stopped her analysis - there’s nothing you can do!

MARSHAL: I can do something •=- to hell with analysis!

JOSEPH: Son - take a good look at me.

MARSHAL: What?

JOSEPH: Did I ever look healthier?

(See discussion, pages 52, 66-number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ACT III

(Directly following. Marshal shouts 
after his mother.)

Lights - quick rise 
after "Mother wait!"

MARSHAL

(1) Mother wait! You didn’t let me (1) UR on platform by
finish! (a) hallway

JOSEPH

(2) Leave her alone, son! (2) DS of desk

MARSHAL

But she didn’t let me finish...

JOSEPH

(3) She'll get over it - she always does. (3) Cross R to UR book
case - pipe

MARSHAL

I said she didn’t love me - (4) but 
she didn't understand. She could 
truly love me if she could only...
(5) she could love you. Dad.

JOSEPH

She’ll never understand.

MARSHAL

(6)* She’s got to understand. I didn't (6) Cross R
mean to hurt her. Those things I 
said - I've got to explain. (b)

NOTE: New dialogue (added by playwright during rehearsals)
will be annotated by asterisk; one at beginning of addition; two at 
conclusion. Deletions, because of these additions, will be annotated 
by double asterisks on unnumbered pages, left.

(4) Joseph light pipe - 
back to Marshal

(5) Cross to Joseph
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JOSEPH

(1) You can’t explain! Don’t you see... 
You can’t talk to that woman!

MARSHAL

I’ve got to try.

JOSEPH

(2). What more can you say? You see how 
far your explaining.has got you.

MARSHAL

(3) If she’d only listened...

JOSEPH

Do you think it’s easy? When my 
analyst (4) turned up those terrible 
truths... do you think I didn’t run 
away from them? (5) Facing yourself 
is no mean task. Marshal. Do you 
think you’re up to it?

(1) Cross to Marshal

(2) To Marshal - on 
platform

(3) Step off platform

(4) Marshal cross US 
of couch

(5) Joseph step to 
Marshal - between 
couch and easy 
chair

MARSHAL

(6) What? (6) Turn to Joseph

JOSEPH

(7) Your glorious movement... have you
ever stopped to examine your motives?

MARSHAL

(7) Step R of easy chair

(8) Oh no. Dad, if you think you can 
simply write off the movement,..

(8) Step to Joseph
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(2)

(4)

(5)

JOSEPH

Look9 I understand what you/ve gone • 
through, (1) When I was your age,,.

MARSHAL 

I?m telling you Dad,,,

JOSEPH

My actions then formed a typical 
pattern. It repeated itself through
out my career. On the surface always 
the noble posture^ narrowly masking 
the crack within. When the doctor 
revealed it? I withdrew. That jagged 
line couldn't be me, I took months 
before I'd admit to my failures and 
years before I'd profit from them,
(3) But look at me now!

MARSHAL

Dad9 1 won't let you,,, '

JOSEPH

Did I ever look healthier? ■ 

MARSHAL

Dad,,,

JOSEPH

Never healthier in my life! Do 
you remember me five years ago?

MARSHAL

Dad

JOSEPH

(1) Cross US of easy 
chair to L of easy 
chair

(2) C

(3) DC to Marshal

(4) Step to Joseph

(5) DS of easy chair

After they dropped me?



It was the Bar Mitzvah of the community9 too! I led them to 
manhood those thirteen years..o. Can you blame me for what I 
became when they dropped me? Can you blame me for making my 
son9 my rabbi - daily lamenting to him my frustration - as I 
frantically roamed from job to job? (Laughing.) Remember 
that Father’s Day card you made for me? (See discussion, page 
51-number 59, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL 

Let me go to her!

JOSEPH 

Do you remember!

MARSHAL

(1) (Defeated,) Yes, of course, (1) Cross to couch - sit

JOSEPH

(2) I guess you should - I didn't make (2) Cross to table R of
life too easy for you. easy chair - put pipe

down

MARSHAL 

No - you didn't.

JOSEPH

(3) Well I couldn't talk to your mother. (3) Cross to couch -
And - (Laughing.) you were a man!... to Marshal
Thirteen years old - a man in Israel.
Remember that Bar Mitzvah?

MARSHAL

Sure.

JOSEPH

(4) It was the Bar Mitzvah of the community, (4) To Marshal
too! I led them to manhood those thir
teen years.... Can you blame me for what
I became when they dropped me? Can you 
blame me for making my son, my rabbi 
daily lamenting to him my frustration - 
as I frantically went from job to job?
(Laughing.) Remember that Father's Day 
card you made for me? (a)

MARSHAL

(5) After you roam from job to job (5) Lean back on couch 
And come home, more or less a slob
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MARSHAL (Continued)

I'll come to where you lie and say,
"A very happy Father's Day!"

JOSEPH

(1) (Laughing.) Ah the grim humour of (1) Between couch and
the burden I imposed on you!i.. easy chair
The glory of life insurance - the 
grandeur of mutual funds!

MARSHAL

"Protect thy little ones." "Keep 
a hedge against inflation."

JOSEPH

(2) How I brainwashed you with those (2) To Marshal
ludicrous slogans! But you see -
I needed you - to keep a hedge 
against insanity! And how close 
I came to that.... Oh, son - if 
those slogans were all I imposed on 
you.

MARSHAL 

Dad - there's no need to...

JOSEPH

(3) (Pointing.) That window - the day (3) Between couch and
they told me I'd failed at insurance. easy chair
Thank God you were there that day.
Marshal.

MARSHAL

Dad...

JOSEPH

You pulled me away - and I knew I had
a son!... A son who loved me.... A
son who no matter how much I had failed
him - pulled me away - would never stop 
pulling! That day began my...
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MARSHAL

(Cruellye) o«o nervous breakdown,

JOSEPH

(1) Well - yes - thatY s true - (2) (1) Cross US of easy
but that wasn?t all! It began as chair
well my,,, (2) Step DC

MARSHAL.

0 ,0 , exodus from anxiety?

JOSEPH

(3) Exactly! The words'of the doctor (3) Step to Marshal
became manifest in action! Because 
I feared my father9 I feared all 
authority - at the slightest 
challenge, I always retreated,,»,

MARSHAL

I know all this. Dad,

JOSEPH

But the day you saved me, I entered 
the fight - against the angry old 
man within, I had a father who 
despised me - but I had a son who 
loved me, I couldnv t let that son 
down,

MARSHAL 

I know all this. Dad!

JOSEPH

I went into mutual funds with my dukes 
up, I fought to make good every inch 
of the way. And when I lost out I was 
still on my feet! I learned more hav
ing failed, (4) than had I succeeded, (4) Marshal rise - cross 
I was ready to begin my book, UR



Why are you so defensive? (See discussion, page 51-number 60, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL

(1) I KNOW ALL THIS DAD!

JOSEPH

I couldn't have been sicker - 
but I got myself well!

MARSHAL

(2) I'm not sick. Dad.

JOSEPH

(3) Son - it's only to be expected.

MARSHAL 

I don't need a doctor!

JOSEPH

Now, really, son...

MARSHAL

(4) I'm not sick, God damn it! Can't 
you get that through your head!
I’M NOT SICK!

JOSEPH

Then why are you so defensive? (a) 

MARSHAL

Is it sick to love freedom? Is it 
sick to seek justice?

JOSEPH

Son - how is your sex life?

MARSHAL

(1) Turn to Joseph

(2) Step DS to Joseph

(3) Step to Marshal - 
DS of easy chair

(4) Cross to Joseph

What!
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JOSEPH 

How are you making out?

MARSHAL

What has that got to do with*..

JOSEPH 

Not too well9 I expect*

MARSHAL

(1) God damn it5 Dad! (1) Cross L to C

JOSEPH

(2). You needn’t be ashamed - it’s all (2) Step to Marshal -
very normal, A limited social life - DC
a perpetual erection! You can hardly 
be blamed for your daily frustration*
God, when I was your age it was all I 
could think of. But what could I do!
School and society were hopelessly 
puritan —  But - ah - the movement!
That was different! In the classless 
society we would build in America - 
in the Great Leap Forward from middle- 
class morality - we would love one 
another in every sense of the word,
I knew damn well where I would leap 
first!

MARSHAL 

(Laughing,) Dad

JOSEPH

But do you think I’d admit that - do 
you think I’d acknowledge that? It 
was freedom I was fighting for - it 
was justice I pursued. There was a 
depression to surmount - there was 
fascism to defeat - there were chains 
to sunder - there was a world to win!
I debated9 1 picketed, I demonstrated - 
I fought for that world. And do you 
know why? Because I couldn’t make out
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JOSEPH (Continued)

in it! Because those damn comrade girls 
weren’t any less inhibited! *00 I agitated 
so fervently because I was so damned 
agitated!

MARSHAL 

(Laughing•) Dad,«.

JOSEPH

And when I left the movement I was no 
less eloquent - a sell-out revolution- 
totalitarian, betrayed. I went to 
graduate school and refuted Marx - I 
went to the seminary and found God.
But if you really want to know what 
abated my fervor ...

MARSHAL

(1) I can guess. Dad. (1) Cross L to chair
R of table - sit 
(chair backwards)

JOSEPH

(Nodding.) Ah those high-flown
pronouncements - and those bestial
motives! I thought I was fighting
fascism - but I was merely fighting
chastity. I thought I was fighting
injustice - but I was really fighting
my father! ... (2) Fighting the (2). DR
father Judiasm - embracing the mother
socialism. Wanting to be Moses -
turning out to be Oedipus. But, after
all, wasn’t Moses, Oedipus? When
Moses went to Pharoah to free his
people from bondage, he was no less a
slave himself! Was it in quest of
justice that he went there? Was it
for love of freedom? Or was it a
baser motive? The motive of Oedipus.
To revenge himself against the hated 
Pharoah-father - to have the mother- 
Israel exclusively his own!
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MARSHAL

Your quest for justice - that’s all it 
was?

JOSEPH

I blush to admit it• (1)

MARSHAL 

And my quest for justice?

JOSEPH

(2) That’s all it ist „»*« You need to 
sleep with women, so you join your 
movement - (3) you need to shock 
your family, so you join your move
ment « (4) You can’t make the grade
here - so you run away down there* 
Rather than face frustration, you 
embrace martyrdom * * * * (5) Oh, it’ s
all in my book! Read my book and 
see beneath these heroic radical 
stances* Look closely at.that 
upturned fist, and you will see - 
the chain!

MARSHAL

(6) (Attacking*) I’ve read your book.
Dad *

JOSEPH

Not very carefully, it would seem, 

MARSHAL 

Very carefully,

JOSEPH

(7) Well oo* what *,* do you think of it? 
I’ve been asking all evening. But 
somehow you’ve

(1) Marshal rise

(2) Step to Marshal

(3) Step R by US of 
easy chair

(4) Step UC - one foot 
on platform

(5). Cross UC to desk - 
pick up manuscript - 
cross to Marshal 
and give him manu
script

(6) Take manuscript - 
cross to R of table

(7) Cross to US of easy
chair
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MARSHAL

(1) You want the truth?

JOSEPH

Do you think I’m like that woman 
in there i

MARSHAL 

It’s so hard to say ...

JOSEPH

(2) What do you think of my book. 
Marshal!

MARSHAL 

It’s ... a joke. Dad.

JOSEPH

(1) Back to Joseph

(2) Step C

A joke?

MARSHAL

(3) Yes.

JOSEPH 

What do you mean?

MARSHAL

(4) (Picking up the Haggadah.) "We
were slaves of Pharoah in Egypt. But 
the Lord our God brought us out of 
there with a strong hand and an out
stretched arm." It says nothing 
here of a "perpetual erection!"

JOSEPH

(3) Turn to Joseph

(4) Pick up Haggadah 
from table

(5) So? (5) L of easy chair



MARSHAL

Another pseudo-book for the simple- 
minded - 1001 Ways to Fight Your 
Fears, Save the World Through 
Psychoanalysis„ Another parody of 
the human predicament» (2) But
so absurd it’s worse than the 
others - a parody of a parody!

(1) C

(2) Joseph cross DR
back to Marshalo 
Marshal follow 
Joseph DO

JOSEPH

I do_ know what you mean, I under
stand you now* (3) You can’t accept (3) Turn to Marshal 
the truth of your failure - to avoid 
admitting it, you project it on me*
If my book is a joke, what I say is a 
joke* But my book is no joke! I’ve 
lived every moment of it* That book 
is my life!

MARSHAL

And that life is a joke! (4) Step to Joseph

JOSEPH

So it was 
years * * *

But these last five

MARSHAL

You’re still the same!

JOSEPH

Look at me! DID I EVER LOOK HEALTHIER!

MARSHAL

(Quietly*) If your book is a failure 
What will you do?

JOSEPH

It won’t be a failure!



MARSHAL: Oh Dad, you?re a rabbi - you’ll always be one.

JOSEPH;

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

The rabbi's a joke.

They loved you in Mapleville - that’s no j oke, If you 
stayed and fought they wouldn't have dropped you.
You're not a writer, you're a public personality. Give 
up that book and go back to the pulpit.

I ... can't go back.

Why not. Dad?

Because your mother would leave me if I went back.

No! She won't leave you. If you'd only be a man, I
know she won't. If you'd only stand up to her ...

You can't talk to that woman.

Because you never wanted to - you didn't have the guts 
to. All your married life you let. her accuse you - 
because you didn't have the guts, to make her love you!

The woman's ... neurotic. The woman needs a doctor.

Don't hide behind terms - the woman needs a husband!
Go back and be a rabbi - go back arid be her husband!

You don't know what you're talking about - you haven't 
been analyzed! When I was a rabbi, neither had I.
That woman couldn't love me because of it. But I'm a
different man now. I know what I am. And that woman 
in there is going to know it. When my book is published 
she's going to love me - she's going to love me - THE 
WAY SHE LOVED YOU!



MARSHAL

(1)' What will you do!

JOSEPH

(2) IMl write another book. 1*11...

MARSHAL

(3)& Oh Dad, you*re a rabbi ~ you* 11 
always be one.

JOSEPH

(4) The rabbi*s a joke!, (5) Better 
not find afikomen now - what gift 
could we give you.

(1) Step in

(2) Cross R

(3) Cross to Joseph

(4) To Marshal
(5) Pause - turn 

away from 
Marshal - DR

MARSHAL

(6) The gift of freedom - no more self 
deception - to confront one another 
in honesty - the gift of love. They 
loved you in Mapleville - that * s no 
joke. If you had stayed,and fought 
they wouldn*t have dropped you.
You*re not a writer. Dad, you’re a 
rabbi. Give up your book and go 
back to the pulpit.

JOSEPH

(7) And if your mother and I can* t 
afford that gift?

MARSHAL

(6) Pause - cross to 
Joseph .

(7) Turn to Marshal

I know you can!

JOSEPH

Give up my book ... (8) Well, I 
have to admit I half thought you 
wouldn’t like it. Is it really 
that bad? Oh, I knew there were 
possibly some outlandish ideas - 
but Freud’s views on Moses are 
equally .... Go back to the 
pulpit?

(8) Cross C



(Continued)

(JOE can’t go on. He collapses to his 
desk - hand down he muffles his sobs.)

MARSHAL; Dad - you don't understand.

(See discussion, pages 52, 57-58, 59-61, 66-number 1, 67, 
REHEARSAL LOG.)
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MARSHAL

Yes.

JOSEPH 

You respected me there.

MARSHAL

Yes.
JOSEPH

There in the pulpit, I was your father.
You loved my sermons. Remember, how 
I would try them out on you? Your 
mother would never ... you were a good 
audience.

MARSHAL 

I loved your sermons.

JOSEPH

(1) "I call heaven and earth to witness (1) UC
this day, that I have set before you
life and death, the blessing and the 
curse. Choose life...." Care to 
hear this week’s funeral special?

MARSHAL

(2). I'd like that. Dad. (2). Step in

JOSEPH

(3) Perhaps it has something to say (3) Cross UC to desk
for tonight. It isn’t long.

MARSHAL

(4) I'd like to hear it. (4) Cross UL - take US
chair at table and
turn it US - sit
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JOSEPH

(1) ”1 call heaven and earth to witness (!) UC on platform -
this day9 that I have set before you DS of desk
life and death, the blessing and th4
cursee Choose life ...." Moses said 
that to the Children of Israel upon 
their approach to the Promised Land.
That was his bidding to them and to us 
that no matter how seemingly brutal 
this world9 we must never despair of 
humanity - we must choose life.

Moses might well have felt otherwise.
The Torah?s account of the Exodus, as 
much as it is an epic of triumph, is a 
tale of betrayal. I don’t refer to the 
cruelty of Phardah, nor the hostility 
of the desert tribes. Moses expected 
that and more - but when his own 
people turned on him!

When Moses killed the slavemaster, as 
he was beating his Israelite bondsman, 
what was he asked by the people he 
championed? "Who made you a ruler and 
judge over us? Would you kill us_ as 
you did the Egyptian?" ... And when 
at last they accepted their leader —  
out in the wilderness pathway to Zion - 
how many times did they ungratefully cry:
"Was it because there were no graves in 
Egypt that you brought us here, to die in 
the desert? Better for us to serve the 
Egyptians, than die in the desert."

But the bitterest moment was Moses’ 
descent - with God’s commandments in 
his arms - to find the Israelites in 
idolatry! ... He destroyed the tablets - 
he despaired of his people. Was it for 
this he led them there! ... He died 
proclaiming the name of the Lord and the 
glories He would provide mankind. But 
Moses never entered Zion - he only saw it 
from beyond.

(2) Our faith declares that we, like Moses, (2) C 
choose the blessing, not the curse.
But the Promised Land is not for us.
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JOSEPH (Continued)

Like him, we may only look upon it.
(1) Perhaps our children, if we’ve 
taught them well, may get there yet..., 
Let us live for that.

MARSHAL

(2) That's beautiful. Dad.

JOSEPH. ..

(3) Well, perhaps the old man's not a 
total loss.

MARSHAL

(4) Then, you will go back.

JOSEPH

Go back?

MARSHAL

(5) To the pulpit. Dad.

JOSEPH

How can I, Marshal?

MARSHAL

(6 ) Why not?

JOSEPH

(7) Your mother would leave me if I 
went back.

MARSHAL

(8 ) No - she won't leave you. I know 
she won't. If you'd only stand up 
to her...

(1) Step to Marshal - 
on platform

(2). Rise

(3) Put sermon on desk

(4) Step US

(5) Cross to Joseph

(6 ) On platform

(7) Cross R to UR 
bookcase

(8) Cross to Joseph

JOSEPH

The woman's neurotic.
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MARSHAL 

Don't hide behind terms!

JOSEPH 

The woman needs

MARSHAL

. A husband!

JOSEPH

(1) What do you know? Bursting in here (1) Turn to Marshal
with your freshman truths. Eighteen
years old and you've learned it all.
It took Moses a lifetime to prophesy -
who the hell are you! (2) Don't you (2) Cross R
think I've wanted to go back to the
pulpit? After all these years, don't
I know what I, am? But your mother ....
I loved your mother. And there was a 
time when she loved me. I can't take
the chance of her leaving me .... (3) (3) Cross to Marshal
Do you know what your mother and I 
have given up for love of you!

MARSHAL

(4) And what must I do - thank you for it? (4) Step to Joseph

JOSEPH

What?

MARSHAL

You gave up your happiness for me ... 
well let me tell you something - I'm 
not at all grateful. Don't give up 
anything more for me!

JOSEPH

(5) I'll remember that. (6) (5) Sigh
(6 ) Cross UC to desk



Dad, you don’t understand. I want to help you. (See discussion,
pages 52, 57-58, 59-61, 66-number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(Oblivious - still addressing his father.) If you’d face yourself, 
you could be free! (See discussion, pages 52, 57-58, 59-61, 6 6- 
number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)

(Still to his father.) Then love would be possible — don’t you 
understand? (See discussion, pages 52, 57-58, 59-61, 6 6-number 1, 
REHEARSAL LOG,)

Don’t either of you? (See discussion, pages 52, 57-58, 59-61, 6 6 - 
number 1, REHEARSAL LOG,)
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MARSHAL

(1) Dad9 you don’t understand• I didn’t 
mean to say

JOSEPH

(2) You’ve said quite enough»

MARSHAL

(3) Dad - you don’t understands.^^(a)

(4) (Sarah enters.)

SARAH

(5) She’s lying down - she’s resting 
now. Marshal9 my darling. I’ve got 
to talk to you.

MARSHAL

I want to help you. Dad. .(b)

SARAH

(6 ) I’ve got to talk to you. Marshal.

MARSHAL

If you’d just face yourself then 
love would be possible. (c)

SARAH

(7) Marshal, darling ....

MARSHAL 

Don’t you understand? (d)

SARAH

(8 ) Marshal - please!

(1) Cross to DS of 
desk

(2) Cross to window 
look out

(3) Lean on desk

(4) Sarah enter hall
way R

( 5) UR

(6 ) Step to Marshal

(7) To Marshal

(8) Turn Marshal



MARSHAL2

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

Yes? Grandma!

Talk to your mother - say you won’t go?

But I’ve got to go3 Grandma!

To leave your family after all they’ve done for you... 

Didn’t you leave? Grandma?

What?

Didn’t you leave Europe? Wasn’t freedom more 
important than a thousand families?

That was different9 Marshal. They were taking bur 
men. They were destructihg our life? We had to go!

But you did go away.

I left for my family - I didn’t think of myself. Five 
years I slaved to bring over my parents - and when I
got them overj they passed away? But I don’t regret
it. When troubles come - who’s there but your family?

Sisters Rose and Becky who hardly speak to you?
Brother Sol - who you don’t speak to?

They resented me because I was liked best. But didn’t 
I give up my youth for my parents? Did the others 
lift a finger for them?

"When troubles come ~ who’s there but your family?"

If times become bad they’ll help their sister. Like 
I helped Sol when he lost everything. I had reason 
enough not to give him a penny. But he was my family - 
I had to help!

Like Sol helped your husband when he lost everything!

He had nothing himself! He had his own family!

Like your children help you who live out of town - 
who rarely visit and don’t even write you!
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MARSHAL

(1)* Yes, Grandma! (1) To Sarah

SARAH

Marshal! (2) Do you know what 
you7ve done to your mother! Never 
in her life have I seen her like 
that. She7s just sitting in there 
on the bed - staring - just sitting 
and staringo She won7t say a word - 
won71 let me near her. You7ve got 
to go in to her. (3) You7ve got to 
tell her you didn7t mean what you 
said.

MARSHAL

(4) How can I, Grandma.

SARAH

(5) How can you do this to your mother, 
after all she7s done for you?

MARSHAL

(6 ) Done for me! She7s made me feel 
guilty for being alive!

SARAH

(7) That I should live to hear this from 
■ you.

MARSHAL

(8 ) And you know who made her that way?

SARAH

(9) Marshal, go in to her.

MARSHAL

(2) Marshal cross R 
of table back to 
Sarah - Sarah cross 
C

(3) Try to turn Marshal

(4) Turn DS

(5) Step to Marshal

(6 ) Turn to Sarah

(7) Cross R - back to 
Marshal

(8 ) Cross to Sarah

(9) Turn to Marshal

(10) Why has she been so unhappy, Grandma? (10) US of Sarah



.
1

(a)

(Continued)

SARAH: I’ve given them my life and that’s how they treat me„
But if my children choose to forsake their mother ?- 
if God has seen fit that so it should be - such is 
His will? and I do not question it*

MARSHAL: So you blame it on God,

SARAH: I do what9 Marshal?

MARSHAL: You blame it on God! That’s how you survive. So well-
composed - such a heavenly temperament. But so horribly 
possessive you drove away four children! So blindly 
self-sacrificing you destroyed a fifth! The awful 
children are eaten up with guilt - but the sweet, little
mother is calm and content. She’s devoured their guts -
but she’s just fine! 
will - GOD’S FAULT!

God’s will - God’s will - God’s

(See discussion, pages 62-64, 6 8 , REHEARSAL LOG.)

I’ll tell you what I mean - I came home to tell you! You must 
know to be free - you must know to love! (See discussion, pages 
62-64, 75-number 2,. REHEARSAL LOG.)

(b) Destructed my daughter? (See discussion, pages 58-59, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)
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SARAH

I doiV t knows but Marshal go 

MARSHAL

(1) No ? how could you,, So well-composed - (1) C 
such a heavenly temperament - nothing
like your daughter„ But so horribly 
possessive you drove away four children!
So blindly self-sacrificing you destroyed 
a fifth! The awful children are eaten 
up with guilt - but the sweet9 little 
mother is calm and content. She*s 
devoured their guts - but she's just 
fine!

SARAH

(2) I don' t know what you mean* (2) Turn R
/

MARSHAL

I'll tell you what I mean - to be 
free - you must know how to love! (a)

SARAH

(3) Know? • * «> What know? (3) Turn to Marshal

MARSHAL

To love your daughter - you must know * 
you destroyed her!

SARAH

Destroyed my daughter? (b)

(4) (Alice appears in the doorway.)

(4) Enter UR by hall
way

MARSHAL

You made her marry him! She told you 
she didn't love him - but you made her 
do it!



It wasn't my fault. How cpuld I know? (See discussion, pages 62-64,
64-number 9, REHEARSAL LOG.)

The week before a marriage every bride feels that way. She don't 
know her own mind - she don't know her own self. (See discussion, 
pages 58-59, REHEARSAL LOG.)



SARAH

It wasn’t my fault! (a)

ALICE

(Coming forward») It was your fault! (1) Cross to Sarah R
I told you - you knew! (2) I wanted (2). Marshal cross to
to get married - to get even with buffet
Bernie* But the week before the
ceremony? I wanted to get out! I was
twenty-eight years old - but I was still
your child. You made me go through with
it - you wouldn’t let me out!

SARAH

The week before a marriage every bride 
feels that way. She doesn’t know her 
own mind - she doesn’t know her own 
self, '(b)

ALICE

But a year later, I certainly did.
I came to you on my knees. I begged - 
I pleaded. ”1 hate my husband. I
want an annulment. ’’ (3) (3) Cross DR - DS of

coffee table

And what did you say to me? "You have 
a duty to your husband. Keep his home,
bear his children - (4) have happiness (4) Look Marshal 
through his children. Do your duty by 
your family - stay with your husband!"

SARAH

This generation - I don’t understand. (5) C
What you expect of life - I never dared.
Love my husband? That never occurred 
to me. Why I didn’t even meet him 
’till the day of the wedding. He was 
a good provider, until his illness -
(6 ) but God only knows he was not a (6 ) Look Alice
pleasant man.... Still I had the 
children - and he had the business.
I hardly saw him - and so I got along
.... (7) All my life I learned to get (7) Cross to Alice



JOSEPH: Different, yes , (Approaching his wife.) Alice -
I have something to tell you. I’ve been thinking
about it for ,.. quite a long time. When my book is
finished - and it will be finished shortly - I'll 
be ...

MARSHAL: Tell her. Dad!

JOSEPH: I'll be looking for another pulpit.

(See discussion, page 51-number 61, REHEARSAL LOG.)

And you'll be looking for another wife! (See discussion, page 74,
REHEARSAL LOG.)
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SARAH (Continued)

along. How could I imagine that for 
you it would be so different?

ALICE

(1) You couldn't have imagined - any more (1) Cross to Sarah
than I. (2) But now we know - and (2) Touch Sarah - cross
now it will be different, UR on to platform

JOSEPH

to Joseph

(3) Different, yes (Approaching his (3) Step DS of desk -
wife.) Alice - I have something to UC
tell you. I've been thinking about 
it for ... quite a long time. When 
my book is finished - and it, will be 
finished shortly - I'll be ... I'll 
be looking for another pulpit. (a)

ALICE

(4) Oh? (b) (4) Step R

JOSEPH

(5) Mo, Alice. It'll be different now.
You won't have to be involved at all!
I won't accept a position if the wife 
is included .... I'm a rabbi, Alice 
.... a good one .... I belong in the 
pulpit. (6 ) We can't go on like this.

(5) Cross to Alice 
on platform

(6 ) Cross C - off 
platform

ALICE

Mo, we can't. (7) I'm leaving you, 
Joe.

(7) Cross to Joseph

MARSHAL

(8 ) Mother! (8 ) UL

ALICE

You shut up! (To her husband.) I'm 
leaving you, Joe. I would have done it 
long ago - but for that misbegotten son



MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

Thank you. Dad. Thank you - all of you. (He retrieves 
the matzoh from under the tablecloth and gives it to 
his father.)

(The family is seated again around 
the table. Joe breaks up and dis
tributes the afikomen to everyone.

. He picks up the.Haggadah and reads 
the psalm which begins the con
clusion of the seder.)

A Pilgrim Song.

"When God brought the exiles back to Zion 
We were in a dream.
Our mouth was filled with laughter - and our tongue 

with song.
The nations said - ’God has done great things for 

them.’
Yes - God did great things for us - 
For which we rejoice.

Restore our good fortune, 0 God,
As dry streams that flow again!
They that sow in tears shall reap in joy.
Though the planter may weep as he carries seed to 

the field.
He will return in joy, bearing the sheaves of 

grain." ++

CURTAIN



SARAH:

ALICE:

SARAH:

ALICE:

SARAH:

JOSEPH:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

Oh9 Marshal - then you will stay home with us. Your 
mother and father - they*re just not themselves ..,.
But you got to admit - you?re not either. Marshal ,..o 
Still, pretty soon things will calm down» Your mother 
and father - they’ll get back together»• .,o

Mother - please!

But Alice, darling ....

It’s over, Mothere

Rabbi •9.

(Firmly») Over»

(Restraining her tears, her voice belying what she says,) 
I’ve got to be grateful - whatever has happened ,,,,
How much I got left - a daughter as devoted as my
beautiful Alice, a rabbi as brilliant as my son-in-law, 
Joe, a boy with such a ,,, future like my grandson. 
Marshal, Thank God for such riches - money can’t buy! 
Marshal, my darling, just as you promised, sing 
MHalleluyahn - give thanks to God!

(Singing,)

"Halleluyah, Ha — le - lu - yah
Ha - le - lu Av - day Ado - noy
Halleluyah, Ha - le - lu - yah 
Ha - le - lu Es Shaym - Ado - noy 
Halleluyah, Ha - le - lu - yah 

. Halleluyah, Ha - le - lu - yah"

We must thank God - we must finish His seder.

Mother, please - let Marshal rest.

No - I’d like to. We best go on.

We must go on. Will you all be seated, (To Marshal,) 
The afikomen - I’ve got to distribute it.

What?

JOSEPH: The afikomen - you better find it, (Meaningfully,) We 
have a gift to give you now.



MARSHAL: (Sardonically.) Then I grew up.

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

ALICE;

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

But life still is wonderful - if you'll only remember. 
These last two hours - these we can forget.

After what I said tonight - you can forget?

I love you. Marshal,

After what I've done?

We all love you. Marshal.

Whatever you've done.

(Staring at them - slowly.) Yes - you do.

There were some good things - weren’t there, Marshal?

Yes, there were.

(Singing softly,)

Jacobson has the zest for you!
Jacobson is the best. So -
Mar - shal Ja - cob - son, we say -
Elect that Marshal J.

Oh I saw your future so clearly before me - a lifetime 
of elections - of victory dancing - a brilliant career 
in public office! ... And then you tell me.it was all 
a lie - all that I lived for ...

.(Rising and embracing her.) Mother .,. (She bursts into
tears.)

Marshal

(They separate. He goes to M s  
father.)

(Embracing him.) Dad ,.,

Son ... (As they separate.) I hoped you'd be a very great 
doctor. (Laughing.) The world seemed ready for another 
Freud! ... But I guess it was what I’d always wanted.
I made you my rabbi for five sick years - you could be my
doctor for the rest of my life.



ALICE: Marshal «.

JOSEPH:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

ALICE:

SARAH:

ALICE:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

Son .,-

Don't cry5 Marshal,

(Sarah embraces Marshal, He lifts 
up his head to her,)

What I said to you. Grandma

I've forgotten, darling.

What mother told you.

She was so upset when you said those things to her - she 
didn't know her own mind. You can say almost anything 
when you're so upset.

Yes, Marshal, I was just ,,, upset,

(Turning to her,) Alice - my child, (They clasp hands 
in reconciliation,)

I'm sorry. Mother,

(To Marshal,) There - you see, darling ,,,, Try to 
forget.

Forget?

Remember the good things - so many. Marshal.

Yes.

When you were born - when I first saw you. Behind the 
glass there were so many cribs - but I knew immediately 
which contained my grandson. For that crib stood apart 
away from the others. And a light shone out of the 
darkened room. It was the light of the incubator, the 
nurse later told me r- but I always knew it was the light 
of God! ... Remember the synagogue when you went with 
your grandma - they let you sit with me in the women's 
section. The people around us just couldn't get over 
it - a boy so young to pray so beautiful. You chanted 
your prayers like you were a rabbi. "Surely," I thought 
"He will be a rabbi!" Such memories - 'till the day of 
your Bar Mitzvah - such wonderful memories. But then 
you ... grew up.



ALICE:

JOSEPH:

ALICE:

JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

I took a job to prepare for it - a separate bank account,
I thought when Marshal was through with school .... Well,
he/s through with school.

For the last three years?

When you left the rabbinate, I thought things might be 
different - that career in insurance - that great, new 
life. But the mess you made of it - and then your break
down o.o. Enough was enough.

Enough.

Mother - don?t go!

Our hero again - what?s that, hero?

Don’t leave Dad because of me!

Goodbye, Joe.

What have I done?

I’ll tell you, Moses - you’ve made us free. How simple
it was. Now - go free the world!

(Slowly.) Where can I go?

(Acidly.) Go down South and make people free.

(Almost in tears.) Free? Bring them the freedom I’ve 
brought you tonight? ... Oh it’s all so different from 
the way that I dreamed it - the new life rising from the 
wintry tomb.... Leading you with me through that bright, 
green spring - making you with me a part of that spring ...
Moses, indeed! (He begins to sob.) Will you ever forgive
me for what I’ve done!

(He sinks to his trunk - sitting on 
it - head in hands - his body con^ 
vulsed in hysteria.)

(Instinctively, his family turns to 
him. There is a moment of silence 
as their resentment for him dis
solves in the face of his break
down. They move toward him in 
sympathy. Marshal is sobbing 
throughout the following.)



++JOSEPH:

MARSHAL:

ALICE:

MARSHAL:

SARAH:

MARSHAL:

JOSEPH:

SARAH:

JOSEPH:

SARAH:

JOSEPH:

SARAH:

JOSEPH:

ALICE:

JOSEPH:

ALICE:

(Advancing to her.) I won't let you go! (Choking her.) 
I'll see you dead first!

(Rushing to them.) Dad! (He throws his, father aside,)

(Joe stoops in shock.)

(Sinking into a chair.) Murderer!

Mother ....

I did my best.

Grandma ,., What have I done! ... I wanted you to love 
each other - I wanted to make you free!

(Tableau of stunned silence.)

(Regaining his posture.) Alice, I ...

I did my best.

I'm sorry, Alice,

Never in my life did I think of myself - and this is how 
she thanks me

Alice, I'm sorry.

The only child who I thought really loved me - when poppa 
was gone - when all the rest were gone. The only child 
who I thought stuck by me.

All our married life I never once touched you! It was a 
moment of ... psychosis. It won't happen again!

You bet it won't - ever again! My lawyer will contact 
you, as soon as it's necessary.

One psychotic moment can't erase a whole life! Instead 
of a lawyer you should see ... Don't act rashly!

Now you just be quiet as to who I should see and 
don't you worry about acting rashly! The lawyer I 
mentioned knows all about this .... I've been planning 
this action for the last three years!

JOSEPH: For the last three years?



JOSEPH: Ho9 Alice» ItT11 be different now- You wonvt have
to be involved at all! 1 won’t accept a position if 
the wife is included ....

MARSHAL: Listen, Mother!

ALICE: You shut up! (To her husband.) I’m leaving you, Joe,
I would have done it long ago - but for that mis
begotten runt over there - who I thought I had an
obligation to - who I gave up my happiness for. Well
he doesn’t need me, and I don’t need him. Let him 
go now - to the ends of the earth!

(See discussion, pages 6 6-number 2, 75-number 1, REHEARSAL LOG.)

JOSEPH: Alice, I need you - you musn’t go!

ALICE: Goodbye, Joe.

MARSHAL: Ho - Ho, Mother!

(See discussion, page 75-number 2, REHEARSAL LOG.)
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ALICE (Continued)

over there - who I thought I had an 
obligation to - well he doesn?t need 
me, and I don't need him. (1) Let him 
go now - to the ends of the earth! (a)

JOSEPH

(2) Alice, JE need you - you musn't go! (2) Step to Alice

MARSHAL

(3) No, Mother! (b) (3) Step in UC

JOSEPH

(4) (Grabbing her.) I won't let you go! (4) Grab Alice's arm

ALICE

(5) (Pulling herself away,) Leave me (5) Cross DC
alone!

JOSEPH

(1) Cross to US of 
easy chair

(6 ) I'll make a better life for you 
you'll see.

ALICE 

You had your chance!

(6 ) Cross DS to Alice 
put hands on her 
shoulders

JOSEPH

(7) Turn Alice - shake 
her violently, 
Alice slap Joseph, 
Silence - no move
ment , Alice turn 
away from Joseph

NOTE: Extensive cuts were made from this point until the end of
the play. For clarity, and so that the reader may compare the two 
scripts, each is presented in its entirety: the final acting script on
the numbered pages and the original script on the unnumbered pages, left. 
Each will be annotated by -H- at the beginning and end, (See discussion, 
pages 53-55, 6 6 -number 3, •67-’numbers 4, . 5, 6 , 7, 6 8 , 74-75, REHEARSAL 
LOG.)

(7) ++ (Advancing to her.) I won't let
you go!
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MARSHAL

(1) I wanted you to love each other 
I wanted to ....

JOSEPH

(2) Alice, I .... (3)

(4) Alice, listen to me .„.. (5)

(6 ) Alice, I7m sorry» (7)

(1) R table

(2) Alice move R
(3) Joseph between couch 

and easy chair

(4) Alice cross UR
(5) Joseph cross UR

(6 ) Alice corss to UR 
bookcase

(7) Joseph cross to 
Alice

All our married life I never once 
touched you! It was a moment of „»* 
psychosiso It won’t happen again!

ALICE

(8 ) My lawyer will contact you, as soon as (8 ) Back to Joseph 
it’s necessary«

JOSEPH

One psychotic moment can’t erase a 
whole life! Instead of a lawyer you 
should see ooo Don’t act rashly!

ALICE

The lawyer I mentioned knows all about 
this oo.o I’ve been planning this 
action for the last three years!

JOSEPH

.o. three years?

ALICE

(9) I took a job to prepare for it - a (9) Turn to Joseph
separate bank account„ I thought when 
Marshal was through with school 
Well he’s through with school«
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JOSEPH

(1) For the last three years? (1) Turn R

ALICE

When you left the rabbinate, I 
thought things might be different - 
that career in insurance - that 
great, new life. But the mess you 
made of it - and then your break
down .... (2) Enough is enough. (2) Cross to US of easy

chair. Joseph cross
to trunk

MARSHAL

(3) Mother - don't go! (3) R of table

ALICE

Our hero again - what's that, hero?

MARSHAL

Don't leave Dad because of me!

ALICE

Don't flatter yourself.

MARSHAL 

What have I done?

ALICE

(4) I'll tell you, Moses - you've made us (4) Cross to Marshal
free. How simple it was. (5) Now - (5) Cross UC
go free the world!

MARSHAL 

(Slowly.) Where can I go?

ALICE

(6 ) (Acidly.) Go down South and make 
people free.

(6) Cross US to window
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MARSHAL

(Almost in tears.) Free? (1)

SARAH

(2) Don*t cry5 Marshal. Don’t cry.

(3) When you were born - when I first
saw you. Behind the glass there were 
so many cribs - but I knew immediately 
which contained my grandson. For that 
crib stood apart - away from the 
others. And a light shone out of the 
darkened room. I always knew it was 
the light of God! ... (4) Remember
the synagogue when you went with your 
grandma - they let you sit with me 
in the women’s section. The people 
around us just couldn’t get over it - 
a boy so young to pray so beautiful. 
You chanted your prayers like you 
were a rabbi. (5) "Surely? 11 I 
thought? "He will be a rabbi!" Such 
memories - ’till the day of your Bar 
Mitzvah - such wonderful memories.
But then you ... grew up. (6 ) But 
life still is wonderful - if you’ll 
only remember. These last two hours - 
these we can forget. Oh, Marshal - 
stay home with us. (7) Your mother 
and father - they’re just not them
selves .... (8) But you got to admit ■ 
you’re not either. Marshal ....
Still, pretty soon things will calm 
down. Your mother and father - 
they’ll get back together

ALICE

(1) Fall into chair R 
of table - back to 
audience - head in 
hands.
Joseph look at Marshal 
then at Sarah then 
turn away US 
Alice look out window

(2) Rise

Lights - begin slow fade

(3) Cross to Marshal - C

(4) Hold Marshal’s head 
in arms

(5) Joseph turn and 
listen

(6 ) Marshal drop head - 
Sarah cross L of 
Marshal and turn to 
him

(7) Alice move by desk

(8 ) Sarah hold Marshal

(9) It’s over. Mother. (9) L of desk
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SARAH

Rabbi .•. (1)

(Restraining her tears, her voice 
belying what she says») I’ve got to 
be grateful - whatever has happened 
.... (2) How much I got left - a 
daughter as devoted as my beautiful 
Alice, a rabbi as brilliant as my 
son-in-law, Joe, a boy with such 
a © o o future like my grandson. 
Marshal©

JOSEPH

(3) We must finish His seder© (4) 
Will you all be seated© (To 
Marshal©) The afikomen - I’ve 
got to distribute it© (5) You 
better find it© (Meaningfully©) 
We have a gift to give you now© (6)

A Pilgrim Song©

"When God brought the exiles back to 
Zion we were in a dream©

Our mouth was filled with laughter - 
and our tongue with song•

The nations said - "God has done 
great things for them©"

Yes - God did great things for us - 
For which we rejoice, (7)

Restore our good fortune, 0 God,
As dry streams that flow again! (8 ) 
They that sow in tears shall reap 

in joy©
Though the planter may weep as he 

carries seed to the field, (9)
He will return, in joy, bearing 

the sheaves of grain©" ++

(1) Joseph turn away 
from Sarah

(2) Cross to easy chair - 
sit end of speech

Lights - end fade

Lights - slow fade - 
Marshal special

(3) Cross to Sarah - 
cross C, look at 
Alice then Marshal

(4) UL of table
(5) Marshal raise head

(6 ) Marshal look away 

Lights stop fade

(7) Marshal rise - Sarah 
turn head — Alice 
turn slightly toward 
table

(8 ) Marshal move to US 
of table - put on 
yarmulka

(9) Marshal straighten up

CURTAIN Lights - slow fade out



CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION OF THE PRODUCTION OF THE PLANTER MAY WEEP

Impartial directorial evaluation of any production is difficult» 

This is true primarily because the director "knows" (in minute detail) 

what each move9 gesture, line, or technical aspect is attempting to 

convey to the audience; and secondarily, because he has "lived with" 

the production for so long and knows its problems so well that he is 

always in danger of losing his objectivity. This is often the case 

when, although the audience is judging the final effect, the director 

finds himself judging growth or improvement. For this reason, audience 

response is included here in addition to the directorrs personal 

evaluation.

Since a discussion was conducted after the opening production, 

notes taken at that time will be included and discussed. Additional 

material will include a drama criticvs review, audience comments to 

the director, and the audience reaction as observed by the director 

during the last two performances.

The production evaluation by the director will necessarily be 

divided into three parts, evaluation of: technical aspects, the acting,

and concluding comments on directorial aspects and overall production.
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Audience Response

Notes on Audience Discussion

A discussion of the production was held immediately following 

the performance opening night. Mr. Peter R. Marroney^ Head of The 

University of Arizona Drama Departments made the opening remarks and 

acted as moderator. Since I was unable to attend9 notes were taken at 

my request. Comments will be identified by name when possible.

Since the main topic of the discussion was the script, these 

notes will be given first9 followed by technical and acting comments. 

Script Comments,

Marroney: The dramatist sets out to win the audience?s attention.
This is the first step. The second is to sustain this 
interest, or better still, to increase this interest.
There is no question about the increase in interest; the 
third act is magnificently composed.

Audience: I never lost interest in what was going on. One thing
I wondered about was the technique of exposition which 
had to take place in the beginning of the play during the 
first act. I would like to have seen a little more 
variety than I noted in the story-type of exposition. It 
is related first and acted last. I would like to see a 
little more variety.

Marroney2 I agree. This was evident in two places: Mother and son
. in both Acts I and II. The exposition seemed long; needed 
variety. This could be approached through interpretation 
of lines. It could be that it should be read again to see 
if there are some elements to be considered by actors or 
director to bring out variety. The first act moved right 
along, and set a beautiful premise which was sustained 
until the moment of the mother and son argument. The play 
stopped while they argued. Again in the second act, it 
stopped. But, in the third act, the greatest moment of 
preachment held attention. What was the difference? Was
it the variety the actor gave it? 
better? Was the imagery better?

Was the choice of words
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Fedder:

Audience: 

Audience:

Fedder:

Audience:

Audience:

Fedder: 

Audience:

Marroney:

I don’t feel that the Mother’s story is exposition, or, 
rather that I stressed exposition* It was the mother’s 
way of trying to keep the son home by evoking pity for 
herselfo It was not exposition, but her device. I 
don’t agree that it went on too long. It was staged as 
a conflict scene.

The sermon was to build up the father-— to suggest by what 
you do* The story is not a story; the sermon is not a 
sermon, but rather the father finally proving himself to 
his son. It cannot be what it is at face value*

The third act redeemed the quality of the play* The 
characters seemed to establish themselves*

Reading the script would be more believable to me than 
hearing it * * * the play is too well written.* * the dialogue 
is too tight*..the words used are too good*..lost 
believability. When the son comes home, they notice 
that he has changed*.,he has become a person to himself... 
then all of a sudden "he has to go to the John.,»” 
good development,

I tried for something between realism and expressionism 
in conflict in Marshal’s character. I was influenced by 
Virginia Woolf**.an attempt was made to heighten the 
dialogue.

The speeches did not bother me*

The laughter shocked me...I saw nothing funny in the play. 
The Jews related and did not laugh,..there was nothing to 
laugh at. The gentile does not understand the Jewish 
personality...that they cannot find a period. Only the 
son in this play found a period. There are generation 
gaps and none greater than those existing in the Jewish 
family,

I would like to differ. I meant it to be funny, and I was 
pleased with the laughter.

I do not think that it (the laughter) had anything to do 
with being either a gentile or a Jew, I as a gentile felt 
the conflict and saw myself as a human being identifying 
in these situations.

If you go along in one vein of tragedy alone, it wrecks 
the meaning of it. The contrast is good. Paddy Chayevsky 
in The Tenth Man brings out pathos and humor in the same 
sentence when the old father says to his daughter, who
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Marroney

Audiences

Marroney:

Audience: 

Marroney:

Prosser:

Audience;

.Fedders 

Audience: 

Fedder:

(Continued)

doesn’t want- him to live with hero "I hope you have ten 
thousand children, and none of them want you to live with 
them," This is genuine comedy and genuine pathos,.

I was completely engrossed,,, it moved me as a human being,,, 
it had nothing to do with religion.

The confrontation scene between the father and his son 
when he asks about his "sex life" bothered me, I felt , 
that the play stopped for a moment while the father 
related his youthful exploits,

I wondered what actually happened in the end?

I felt that the situation was built up to be completely 
impossible, and could not be reconciled— yet at the end 
you have a feeling that everything is good. It is not 
quite clear enough,

(University of Arizona Drama Department Faculty Member)

I could feel with the father and the son that perhaps 
their religion would bring them together in the end,,,not 
the wife,,,the hate she showed throughout the play— I 
kept hoping that she would walk out the door. The 
grandmother says, "Your mother and father will get back 
together," The daughter says, "It’s over. Mother," I 
feel that it'is over,

I loved the beautiful silence,,,I felt it was going to end 
before the seder, and if it had I would have had to be 
scraped off the floor. It would have been a better ending 
when everyone was cliff-hanging. It was a mistake to 
have it end at the table,

I do not agree. The seder had to be concluded. The father 
was a Rabbi— he was fully Jewish in this respect.

Since they went back, does this mean that they are in 
agreement?

They did not all go back— it ends pessimistically, I did 
not give the impression that they were all going to stay, 
that they were back where they started.
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Technical Comments (Make-up) 0

Audiences There was not enough difference in age apparent» The
grandmother could have been the mother« Until the son 
says9 nGrandmother9" I did not realize the relationship.

Acting Comments.

Marroneys I look at four actors and commend them for a job well done.
The entire job was beautifully handled by everyone. It 
is an excellent opportunity for young people to observe 
an actor who is in as complete command as Hope is. Her 
props were handled as though she had lived in this room.
The others showed much improvement. David? I do not know 
of a time when your voice has been better— very good

~— contrast. Bruce9 you had a good characterization.
Lucilles as you move into the next two or three performancesg 
you will improve. The first act had almost one dimension, 
the second and third acts moved beautifully.

Audience Comments to Director

...very realistic-— close to home... -

...I feel as if part of my life was on that stage...

...I donv t know what exposition means.. was thoroughly 
involved in it...

...I completely forgot that I was in a theatre...

...do not know how anyone could be confused by the end—  
the parents obviously couldn't get back together again—  
the wife was very definite about that...

...directing job was excellent— positive elements were 
accentuated, and the scriptvs defects minimized...

. ...it really was an excellently directed show because I 
was unaware of any ?direction7...

A Drama Critic7s Review

On March 8 , 1969, I received the following letter from Mabel 

DeVries Tanner. Excerpts from that letter and review are included

below.
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You may recall me as an out-of-town drama critic..**
Last night at the opening.of The Planter May Weep...Mr.
Marroney asked me to write a review of the play (not for 
publication locally)..,.

I was saddened by the report of the accident which befell 
you| such a tragic happening on the heels of a fine job of 
directing a most difficult play. The attached analysis of the 
play may while away some of the period of physical inactivity. 
Criticism iss after all9 only one person’s opinion based on 
and buttressed by experience9 knowledgability and empathy 
toward the exigencies of theatre production; so great that no 
audience can ever fully realize the myriad of detail from the 
time the play is only a germ in the mind of the playwright. 
Therefore, accept the enclosed merely as ’first thoughts on 
the morning after’ which I send to you as a labour of love for 
the theatre and a respect for your work in it.

Dr. Fedder had an excellent premise upon which to build 
his thesis. However9 he said too much. He left nothing to 
the imagination. There were no pregnant pauses during which 
the audience might suffer with the protagonist and wait a 
little breathlessly for the next line which would either 
heighten or relieve the tension. The play definitely needs 
paring of dialogue. The players -spill their guts’ too long 
and: too often.

If Dr. Fedder will pare his dialogue and situations, 
heighten his crises to bring the audience to tears; to smile 
through their tears at certain humorous moments, his play can 
be significant and successful. It has fine possibilities.

Hope Silvestri as the grandmother did an excellent job 
despite the fact that her makeup was not sufficiently aging.... 
She moved about the stage as if born to it and her handling of 
small props was expert. I would recommend stronger facial 
expression; consternation, bewilderment, sadness to accentuate 
her lines which were well written and projected*

Bruce Halperin as the Rabbi was convincing but also 
appeared too young....The final act was beautifully contributed 
to by his work.

Lucille Botte was excellently cast, bringing a bitterness 
and shrewishness to her role of a defeated woman. Dr. Fedder 
drew her character with sharp etching lines and I can offer no 
improvement unless it is the cutting of her reminiscences to 
some degree. Her self-pity and repetitive account of her life 
was a natural drawing of her type.
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David Waterman as Marshal Jacobson, the son, was a treat.
He was the 1 All-American Jewish boy7 ; altruistic, imaginative, 
egotistical, disappointed and disgusted with the Establishment 
and the wrongs it has perpetrated and prolonged. His shrewd 
evaluation of his parents and grandmother, however disrespectful, 
were honest and knowledgable,

Sylvia Reed directed the play skillfully and brought out 
every facet the playwright had written even down to the struggle 
with the excessive dialogue. Great credit must be given her as 
a young director in controlling a small but brutally strong cast 
to keep them from overplaying and over-extending themselves and 
their roles. Cutting lines will be the playwright7s job, but 
when a director is confronted with this problem and can pull the 
play together in spite of some of its burdensome dialogue, she 
has given an excellent account of her own prowess.

There is definitely a large modicum of hope that this play 
can be presented professionally when altered and tailored to 
meet the demands of the commercial theatre. It had merit in its 
thesis, characterization and meaningful message.

The Audience as Observed by the Director

I was able to attend the last two performances of The Planter 

May.Weep (Friday and Saturday), Since the audience7s reaction on 

these two nights provided a sharp contrast, comment is included here, 

Friday, Friday night7s audience was mostly composed of young 

people— college age or early twenties. This audience found the play 

particularly humorous and laughter occurred in unexpected places,

They had little sympathy for Joseph and Alice and, finding them 

ludicrous, were not affected by the play until late in the third act, 

I believe this reaction was a direct result of the age of the 

audience. The younger audience identified more completely with 

Marshal and viewed the other three characters through his eyes, but 

without his love: they saw Joseph7s and Alice’s failures without
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Friday (Continued)

Sympathy or understanding„ When such identification is made by the 

audience, the impact of the play suffers*

Saturday* Saturday night•s audience was, for the major part, 

more mature* This audience identified with Alice, Joseph, and Sarah, 

and while laughter was evoked, it was laughter of a different kind 

than was experienced Friday: they pitied the characters as they

laughed at them* Because the audience experienced this empathy, they 

became involved in the tragic elements of the script much earlier 

than Friday night’s audience, and the play became more powerful for 

them*

Technical Problems 

There were two technical aspects of the production that never 

attained artistic success: make-up and music*

Make-Up * The make-up was not correct on March third, and was 

scheduled for correction on March fourth* Due to my inability to be 

present at final dress March fourth, the make-up continued into 

performance, lacking definition*

a) Sarah lacked sufficient aging to be believable as a 
grandmother»

b) Joseph and Alice were not aged at all and looked much 
like the college seniors they were.

Make-up was somewhat improved following the opening night performance.

However, mistakes were made in the attempt to age Sarah, Joseph, and

Alice*
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Music«, Music was carefully selected for use before and 

after the play and during intermissions to enhance the mood and ethnic 

quality of the play® This music was taped on March third and levels 

were to be set March fourth. In my absence on the fourth9 the levels 

were set at too low a volume9 and9 as a result the music was barely 

heard.

Directorial Evaluation of the Acting

Sarah

The actress portraying Sarah achieved excellent depth and 

dimension in her character iz at ion 9 avoiding the trap of becoming a 

stereotype nicely (she was particularly effective in her moving 

speech at the end of the play), and technical proficiency was 

achieved in her handling of the troublesome table-setting business.

The only difficulty encountered by the actress was the build in her 

Act III confrontation scene with Marshal: this vacillated between

being either too slow or too fast,

Joseph

The actor portraying Joseph showed great improvement in his 

achievement of depth and levels of characterization (establishing 

both Joseph9s weakness and strength, ludicrousness and dignity), He 

was also able to employ a deeper voice to add to the character9s 

maturity. Although he did at times allow his character to become 

"surface" and rely for the moment on technical prowess (at which point 

his gestures had a tendency to become excessive), for the most part
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his Joseph was a sensitive and finely etched portrayal: particularly

during the sermon and the final moments of the play.

Alice

The actress portraying Alice showed a fine understanding of 

her role and defined her character?s bitterness and self-pity 

excellently. Her Act II confrontation scene with Marshal was played 

with sensitivity and her delivery of varying emotions to Marshal, 

Joseph, and Sarah in Act III contributed greatly to the overall power 

of the play. The sole weakness of the performance lay in the fact 

that although much improvement was made in achieving variety (especi

ally in the attainment of a light, gay tonal quality with Marshal in 

Act I), the desired levels of varying tone and volume in Acts I and II 

were never quite reached.

Marshal

The actor portraying Marshal showed great improvement in voice 

and body control; his development and build of inner intensity and 

following breakdown conquered the danger of becoming melodramatic and 

were realistic and believable. Here again, the Act III confrontation 

scene between Sarah and Marshal lacked control in the pace of the 

build.

Comments

Although a total of thirty rehearsals were held, this proved 

to be an inadequate number and lack of time caused acting, script, and 

directing deficiencies in the production. First, several of the
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rehearsals were held without the full complement of cast members 

(due to illness or prior commitments to other productions) whichs

since the cast contained only four people2 detracted from the quantity
r

and quality of achievement proportionately» Second9 because of 

semester finals and the fact that both actresses were involved in 

other productions, the rehearsal schedule was interrupted or changed 

three times: we started a week later than scheduled because of the

production in which Sarah was involved, were delayed ten days during 

finals, and lost one week-end in the middle of rehearsals as Alice 

was involved in the run of another production. These interruptions 

caused many rehearsals to become reviews and progress was slowed down.

Thus, although time was initially scheduled to allot separate 

periods for work on script changes and acting rehearsals, it became 

necessary for each to occur simultaneously. This proved to be 

detrimental to both as script changes were consequently terminated 

before reaching maturity (to allow the actors a sufficient period for 

memorization of lines) and rehearsal time devoted to acting growth was 

shortened (to permit alterations to the play). As a result, there 

were three problematic areas in the production.

The Act II Story Sequence

Initially, I asked the playwright to revise this scene, feeling 

that the exposition was too blatant. He, however, felt strongly that 

the memory device would work dramatically when staged as a conflict 

scene. We therefore attempted to stage the sequence without major 

rewrites.
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There were few stage directions in the script indicating to 

whom Alice delivered her lines» It was found that if these lines 

were taken on surface value (directed to Joseph and Marshal when 

indicated)s the scene became very static: there were long periods of

time when the other three characters (especially Sarah) had nothing

to say or do, and in essence dropped out of the scene. Every attempt

was therefore made to direct Alice7s accusations at varying characters 

to heighten the conflict and retain each character7 s active participa

tion. Some lines and business were added to enhance this effect:

Sarah - "Who made a good living!77

Alice - 71 Even for the life of his only son! (to Marshal)

Sarah - business of throwing napkin 

etc, (See PROMPT BOOK, pages 160-172.)

Variety of levels and building of the aura of conflict were stressed. 

The scene, however, was never successful,

I do not believe that the scene7s failure lies in either the 

acting or the staging: every possibility to achieve character contact

and build of conflict was sought, and, I believe, found, The exposi

tion in the script, however, was too heavy-handed and obvious to 

overcome.

I agree with the playwright that: a) the story-telling method

is credible as Alice7s device, and b) the device could work when 

staged as a conflict scene. However, if time had been available at 

the point in rehearsals when it became obvious that, even with all
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possible conflict being shown9 the scene would still not work9 

revisions would have been asked for:

a) the story itself should have been cut,

b) more dialogue should have been given to the other 
characterso

1 believe the story sequence "worked" twice: at the beginning 

when Alice was in direct conflict with Sarah, and in the ".,.even for 

the life of his only son" sequence when Alice was in direct conflict 

with Joseph and Marshal» The fault lies in the fact that the story 

is too often just a story— it needs interruption and enlarged conflict 

scenes between the other characters and Alice» Such additions would 

heighten the conflict and help "hide" or lessen the atmosphere of 

exposition.

The Act III Joseph and Marshal Scene

Although the script revisions added greatly to the individual 

development and the establishment of character relationships between 

Joseph and Marshal in the beginning of Act III, this scene failed to 

achieve its full dramatic impact during performance. The failure here 

related directly to the conflict of script and acting time. To achieve 

its fullest potential, the scene was revised several times which 

lessened the period of actor-rehearsal time proportionately. Although 

the script revisions were a success, the acting never achieved the 

balanced, see-saw effect in dominance (see discussion, page 95, 

REHEARSAL LOG):
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a) at times the actor portraying Marshal allowed his 
character to become too subservient to that of 
Joseph (particularly in the Joseph ?Isex-life” 
sequence where proper balance is needed between 
becoming trapped in Joseph’s moodand becoming 
angry and fighting that mood)?

b) the see-saw battle for dominance was not as clearly 
defined as it should have been.

The End of the Play

There were conflicting reactions to the end of the play. Some 

criticisms were directed at the script9 some at the blocking:

a) the play should end before the seder is finished
(script),

b) Marshal seems to be joining his father (blocking),

c) ambiguity in reference to Alice and Sarah (blocking),

d) ambiguity in the meaning of the afikomen (script),

e) ambiguity in the meaning of the end of the play
(script),

Comments.

a) Although the play would be quite powerful if it ended 
before the seder, this would be contradictory to 
Joseph’s character and would lack the statement that
he (Joseph) is, at this point, clinging to his religion.

b) Marshal was blocked to join the seder service as a 
statement of affirmation. His physical closeness to 
Joseph (in relation to his distance from Alice) seemed,
however, to confuse the issue and would perhaps have
been clearer if a greater distance was placed between

.... .... the two men.

c) Sarah and Alice were blocked to react: Sarah to turn
her head front (feeling the "pull" of her religion) 
to the seder service; Alice to turn slightly when 
Marshal rises. These moves might have been more 
clearly defined as to motivation, thus decreasing con
fusion.
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d) Although the meaning of the ngift" for the afikomen 
was foreshadowed in the beginning of the act (see 
PROMPT BOOK, page 185), so much happened in the script 
after that (Marshal/Sarah conflict, Joseph/Alice 
conflict), that its meaning was forgotten by the 
audiencee Some attempt should be made to emphasize 
this in the script so that clarity is achieved.

c) When the script was cut9 a certain amount of ambiguity 
as to the future of the family was achieved. Although 
this (ambiguity) was criticized in the audience discus
sion, I feel (as does the playwright) that it adds to 
the power of the play.

I believe that if Marshal were placed a greater physical 

distance from Joseph (allowing his straightening up" move to be more 

definitive), and motivation of Alice’s and Sarah’s blocking were 

sharply defined, the play’s ending would have the proper balance of 

clarity and ambiguity.

Summary

Due to several factors (previously covered), the play fell 

short of the complete artistic success hoped for by both the director 

and playwright. (This does not include technical aspects which were

achieved as planned.) However, the production drew gasps, tears, 

exclamations, and several curtain calls from the audience. Each member 

of the audience seemed to identify with the play’s characters, and 

became engrossed in, and affected by, the script’s power and impact. 

While the script was not a total success and was assessed to be in 

need of further revision, audience response to both play and production 

was excellent^ And in the final analysis it is the audience who judges 

the value of our efforts.
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CONCLUSION

The directorial philosophy discussed in Chapter II was followed 

throughout with minor scheduling adjustments. It proved to be highly 

successful with one major exception: the desired length of rehearsal

time was not available. Confusion in regard to the position of 

authority was avoideds and both actors and playwright achieved 

artistic freedom. The utilization of improvisations, during experi

mentation for suggested rewrites, proved to be notably beneficial for 

the playwright, and also aided the actors in achieving depth in their 

characterizations. Since all suggested rewrites were tested, and 

revisions remained tentative until final approval by author and director, 

discussion was unconstrained. The combination of the "author’s 

director" and the "actor's director" philosophies proved to be extremely 

profitable.

Because of scheduling difficulties, separate rehearsal times 

were not possible for ''rewrites" and "acting," Consequently, it became 

necessary for both to be.conducted simultaneously. The resulting 

difficulties (see Chapter VI) were strong evidence that this requirement 

should be made mandatory.

In conclusion, therefore, it may be stated that, if scheduling 

requirements are adequately met, the directorial philosophy developed 

during this production is singularly successful.
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The Physical Theatre



The Physical Theatre (Continued)
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The Costumes and Setting



The Costumes and Setting (Continued)
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Marshal1s Entrance

The Dance Sequence
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In Family Drama
Lucille Botte (foreground), Bruce Halperin, David 
Waterman and Hope Silvestri comprise the family 
in Norman Fedder’s new drama, “The Planter May 
Weep,” which opens tomorrow at the University Park 

Theater. (Citizen Photo.)

UA Dramatists Slate 
Story Of Family Life
The University of Arizona drama department will present Dr. Norman J. Fedder’s “The Planter May Weep” as the third offering of its Lyceum series at the University Park Theater.The play will be given at 8 nightly Wednesday through Saturday. Tickets at $1 each may be purchased at the door.The production is being directed by graduate student Sylvia Reed in partial fulfillment of her master’s degree. Fedder, of : the drama department faculty, I teaches playwrighting and conducts the department’s experimental theater.Miss Reed was graduated from Catalina High School and Scripps College in California. She is working toward a career in drama teaching.To date Miss Reed has directed two experimental comedies and a production of the Ibsen classic, “Hedda Gabler.”

“I look for challenging plays,” 
she said, “and I particularly en
joy working with original plays. 
That is why I was happy to be 
able to direct this original by 
Dr. Fedder.“It is a well developed, realistic drama dealing with family problems found in Jewish life. Four characters comprise the family — the parents and two children. As they try to find their individual selves they come into conflict with each other.“Many of the situations are close to every home. These situations are ones that every fami-1 ly has been through. They are easy to identify with.”The four-character drama has been cast with Hope Silvestre and Bruce Halperin as the parents with Lucille Botte and David Waterman as the younger generation.
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Lively ·Arts 
PAGE FOUR- SECTION C SATURDAY, MARCH I, 1969 

UA Play Ready For Stage 
By RICHARD SALTUS 

Korman J. Fedder, of the University of Arizona Drama De· 
partment, has been teaching playwriting and supervising the 
production of student plays in the current UA Experimental 
Series. This week his own play, "The Planter May Weep," will 
be produced on the department's Lyceum Series in the Park 
Theater. 

Graduate student Sylvia Reed is directing the production, 
and she will write the project up for a graduate thesis. The cast 
includes Bruce Halperin, Hope Sylvestri, Lucille Botte and Da
vid Waterman. 

According to Fedder, the play is in many ways autobiogra
phical - its actiOn turns on a crisis much like one that affected 
his own life significantly. 

An important theme of the play is escape from slavery to 
freedom - in this case, the attempt of a young Jewish boy, 
Marshall, to emerge from adolescence into the independence of 
adult life. 

The action begins, symbolically, at a Seder in the home of 

Marshall's parents, an ex-Rabbi obsessed with psychology, and 
his troubled wife. The Seder commemorates the exodus of the 
Jews from Egypt, and is normally an occasion of great celebra
tion, but Marshall brings clouds of anger and dissension to the 
event. 

Marshall tells his family he has quit school and plans to help 
with Negro voter registration in the south. At the same time he 
tries to tell his parents how their lives have gone wrong, and 
succeeds only in increasing the friction to a dangerous point and 
bringing on a major crisis. 

Fedder says he has combined comedy and tragedy in an 
interweaving manner, feeling the influence of Chekov, who often 
did this. 

As rehearsals have pointed up various weaknesses, Fedder 
has rewritten certain parts of the play, and says it has improved 
it considerably. "I've learned more about play writing from 
having this play produced than by reading," he says. 

The final product will run Wednesday through Saturday 
night at 8 p.m. 
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WriHen by UA Professor 

'Planter' Untangles Jewish Family 

Dissent In The Family 
The cast of "The Planter May Weep", which opens tonight at the 
Park Theater, rehearses a scene from this drama of Jewish family 
life. They are (from left) Lucille Botte, Hope Silvestri, Bruce 
Halperin and David Waterman. 

By RHODA HABERMAN 
Wildcat Entertainment Writer 

A theme of personal liberation 
set in the scene of a Passover 
" seder" is the crux of the Univer
sity Lyceum Series presentation 
"The Planter May Weep", a three
act play written by Norman ] . 
Fedder, University Drama profes
sor. 

Directed by Sylvia Reed, 
drama graduate student, the play 
runs Wednesday through Saturday 
at 8 p.m. at the Park Theatre. 
Admission is SO cents. 

The play presents a college 
youth returning home on Pass
over, the Jewish holiday celebrat
ing the Exodus from Egypt, deter
mined to teveal the truth about 
his parents' relationship, to "free" 
them. 

THE ZEAL of this youthful 
"Moses" exposes his mother as a 
bitter, self-pitying woman, and his 
Rabbi father as a coward and a 
failure, ridiculous in his very vocal 
retreat to Freud for his answers. 

The contented, matriarchal 
grandm'other mirrors the pattern 
of parents grasping at the identity 
of their children for self-expres
sion. 

A return to the ordered ritual 
of the holiday dinner brings a 
resolution of rebirth at the end. 

A well-staged and very stage
able play, "The Planter May 
Weep" sensitively portrays the 
entanglements of jewish family 
life without stereotyping. 

DR. FEDDER, a beginning 
playwright who has sponsored 
many other new authors under 
this Experimental Theatre pro
gram, demonstrates his feeling for 
dramatic structure as well as in
sight into human psychology in 
this play. 

The drama has beauty and rich
ness, only marred by periods of 
stiff and obvious exposition com
mon to the work of inconfident 
beginners. 

Especially moving is the third 
, act in which the son confronts 

individually each family member. 
Polished performances, in spite 

of the play's weaknesses, reflect 
the strong directorship of Miss 
Reed. 

The son is played by David 
Waterman; the father, Bruce Hal
perin ; the mother, Lucille Botte; 
and the grandmother, Hope Sil
vestri. Miss Reed has designed an 
excellent set. 
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The Drama Department 
of the 

University of Arizona 
LYCEUM SERIES

Presents

THE PLANTER 'M I TJEEP 
by Noman J , Fodder

Directed by Sylvia Reed

March 5j 6, 7, 8 
Park Theatre 8:00 P«M
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